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Abstract
Distributed systems are everywhere. From large datacenters to
mobile devices, an ever richer assortment of applications and services
relies on distributed systems, infrastructure, and protocols. Despite
their ubiquity, testing and debugging distributed systems remains
notoriously hard. Moreover, aside from inherent design challenges
posed by partial failure, concurrency, or asynchrony, there remain
significant challenges in the implementation of distributed systems.
These programming challenges stem from the increasing complexity
of the concurrent activities and reactive behaviors in a distributed
system on the one hand, and the need to effectively leverage the parallelism offered by modern multi-core hardware, on the other hand.
This thesis contributes Kompics, a programming model designed
to alleviate some of these challenges. Kompics is a component model
and programming framework for building distributed systems by
composing message-passing concurrent components. Systems built
with Kompics leverage multi-core machines out of the box, and they
can be dynamically reconfigured to support hot software upgrades.
A simulation framework enables deterministic execution replay for
debugging, testing, and reproducible behavior evaluation for largescale Kompics distributed systems. The same system code is used
for both simulation and production deployment, greatly simplifying
the system development, testing, and debugging cycle.
We highlight the architectural patterns and abstractions facilitated by Kompics through a case study of a non-trivial distributed
key-value storage system. CATS is a scalable, fault-tolerant, elastic, and self-managing key-value store which trades off service availability for guarantees of atomic data consistency and tolerance to
network partitions. We present the composition architecture for the
numerous protocols employed by the CATS system, as well as our
methodology for testing the correctness of key CATS algorithms using the Kompics simulation framework.
Results from a comprehensive performance evaluation attest that
CATS achieves its claimed properties and delivers a level of performance competitive with similar systems which provide only weaker
consistency guarantees. More importantly, this testifies that Kompics admits efficient system implementations. Its use as a teaching
framework as well as its use for rapid prototyping, development, and
evaluation of a myriad of scalable distributed systems, both within
and outside our research group, confirm the practicality of Kompics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A large and increasing fraction of the world’s computer systems are distributed. Distribution is employed to achieve scalability, fault-tolerance, or it
is just an artifact of the geographical separation between the system participants. Distributed systems have become commonplace, operating across
a wide variety of environments from large data-centers to mobile devices,
and offering an ever richer combination of services and applications to
more and more users.
All distributed systems share inherent challenges in their design and
implementation. Often quoted challenges stem from concurrency, partial
failure, node dynamism, or asynchrony. We argue that today, there is an
underacknowledged challenge that restrains the development of distributed
systems. The increasing complexity of the concurrent activities and reactive
behaviors in a distributed system is unmanageable by today’s programming
models and abstraction mechanisms.
Any first-year computer science student can quickly and correctly implement a sorting algorithm in a general purpose programming language. At
the same time, the implementation of a distributed consensus algorithm can
be time consuming and error prone, even for an experienced programmer
who has all the required expertise. Both sorting and distributed consensus
1
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are basic building blocks for systems, so why do we witness this state
of affairs? Because currently, programming distributed systems is done
at a too low level of abstraction. Existing programming languages and
models are well suited for programming local, sequential abstractions, like
sorting. However, they are ill-equipped with mechanisms for programming
high-level distributed abstractions, like consensus.
Testing and debugging distributed systems is also notoriously hard. Despite previous work [97, 223] that focused on performance testing through
scalable and accurate network emulation, correctness testing and debugging distributed systems is largely a still unsolved problem. The dire state
of tool support for building and testing distributed systems, which leaves
researchers and practitioners to face the complexity challenges head on,
has been acknowledged by world-renowned experts in the field [47]. In
describing the experience of building Chubby [45], Google’s lock service
based on the Paxos [130, 131] consensus algorithm, Tushar D. Chandra,
recipient of the Edsger W. Dijkstra Prize in Distributed Computing, writes:
The fault-tolerance computing community has not developed
the tools to make it easy to implement their algorithms.
The fault-tolerance computing community has not paid enough
attention to testing, a key ingredient for building fault-tolerant
systems.
Having identified these shortcomings of the distributed computing
field, the expert concludes with a call to action, asserting the importance of
finding solutions to these challenging open problems:
It appears that the fault-tolerant distributed computing community has not developed the tools and know-how to close the
gaps between theory and practice with the same vigor as for
instance the compiler community. Our experience suggests that
these gaps are non-trivial and that they merit attention by the
research community.
This lays the foundation for the motivation of this thesis. Our overarching goal is to make it easy to implement distributed algorithms and
systems, and to make it easy to test and debug them.

1.1. MOTIVATION

1.1

3

Motivation

Modern hardware is increasingly parallel. In order to effectively leverage the
hardware parallelism offered by modern multi-core processors, concurrent
software is needed. There exist two major software concurrency models:
shared-state concurrency and message-passing concurrency. (We view
dataflow concurrency as a special case of message-passing concurrency
where dataflow variables act as implicit communication channels.) It
appears that there is broad consensus among concurrent programming
researchers and practitioners, that the message-passing concurrency model
is superior to the shared-state concurrency model.
Message-passing concurrency has proved not only to scale well on
multi-core hardware architectures [31] but also to provide a simple and
compositional concurrent programming model, free from the quirks and idiosyncrasies of locks and threads. As demonstrated by the actor model [2],
epitomized by programming languages like Erlang [20, 21], and messagepassing frameworks like Kilim [206] or Akka [216], message-passing concurrency is both very easy to program and it makes it easy to reason about
concurrent program correctness. Additionally, Erlang supports the construction of software that can be safely upgraded in place without stopping
the system. This is a crucial prerequisite for enabling dynamic system
evolution for mission-critical, always-on systems.
While Erlang and actor-based message-passing frameworks provide
compositional concurrency, multi-core scalability, and actor isolation, they
do little to help deal with increasing software complexity. The crux of the
problem is that despite offering modular abstraction [169], these models
do not restrict communication between processes to occur only through
module interfaces. By allowing processes to communicate with any other
processes in the software architecture, and not only with their architectural
neighbors, these models violate the Law of Demeter [138, 137], and thus
fail to realize its benefits of good software maintainability and adaptability.
This proliferation of implicit process references leads to tight coupling
between modules and, despite Erlang’s support for online code upgrades,
it ends up becoming a hindrance to dynamic software reconfiguration.
Protocol composition frameworks like Horus [224, 225], Ensemble [101],
Bast [84], or Appia [156], were specifically designed for building distributed
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systems by layering modular protocols. Multilayered software architectures
can systematically implement the Law of Demeter, and as such, they may
enjoy the full benefits of loose coupling [34, 207]. This approach certainly
simplifies the task of programming distributed systems, however, these
frameworks are often designed with a particular protocol domain in mind,
and enabling protocol composition solely by layering, limits their generality.
As we show in this dissertation, nested hierarchical composition enables
richer, more useful architectural patterns.
More general programming abstractions, like nested hierarchical components, are supported by modern component models like OpenCom [63],
Fractal [44], or Oz/K [139], which also provide dynamic system reconfiguration, an important feature for long-running or always-on, mission-critical
systems, and for evolving or self-adaptive systems. However, the style
of component interaction, based on synchronous interface invocation or
atomic rendezvous, precludes compositional concurrency in these models,
making them unfit for present-day multi-core hardware architectures.
To summarize, our motivation is to contribute models, techniques,
and tools, to make it easy to implement, evaluate, and test distributed
systems, in an attempt to bridge the gap between the theory and the
practice of distributed computing. In an endeavour to accommodate the
modern trends of increasing hardware parallelism and increasing software
complexity, we seek to make modular distributed system implementations,
tackling their complexity through hierarchical nested composition, and
enabling them to effortlessly leverage multi-core processors for parallel
execution, while being dynamically reconfigurable.

1.2

Design Philosophy

With Kompics we propose a message-passing, concurrent, and hierarchically nested component model with support for dynamic reconfiguration.
We also propose a systematic methodology for designing, programming,
composing, deploying, testing, debugging, and evaluating distributed systems. Our key principles in the design of Kompics are as follows:

• First, we tackle the increasing complexity of modern distributed
systems through modular abstraction and nested hierarchical composition.
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This facilitates modeling entire subsystems as first-class composite
components, not only isolating them and hiding their implementation
details [169], but also enabling distributed system designs based on
the concept of virtual nodes [208], or, executing an entire distributed
system within a single OS process, for testing and debugging.

• Second, we choose a message-passing concurrency model. Messagepassing concurrency is preferable to shared-state concurrency because
it scales better on multi-core processors; it makes it easier to reason
about correctness; it simplifies programming, largely avoiding the
inefficiencies and synchronization complexities of locks; and most
importantly, because it is compositional.
• Third, we decouple components from each other to enable dynamic
reconfiguration and system evolution for critical, always-on systems.
Publish-subscribe component interaction enables both architectural
decoupling (components are unaware of their communication counterparts) and temporal decoupling (asynchronous communication) as
well as runtime dependency injection.
• Fourth, we decouple component code from its executor to enable different execution modes. The same system code can then be executed
in distributed production deployment, in local interactive testing enabling
quick incremental development, and in deterministic repeatable simulation for correctness testing and replay debugging.

1.3

Thesis Contributions

This thesis aims to raise the level of abstraction in programming distributed
systems. We provide constructs, mechanisms, architectural patterns, as
well as programming, concurrency, and execution models that enable
programmers to construct and compose reusable and modular distributed
abstractions. We believe this is an important contribution because it lowers
the cost and accelerates the development and evaluation of more reliable
distributed systems.
With Kompics we contribute a programming model and a set of techniques designed to simplify the development of reconfigurable distributed
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systems. The practicality of the Kompics programming model is underscored by a number of salient features that follow naturally from its design
philosophy. The Kompics framework supports a comprehensive set of
methods for testing distributed systems: local interactive testing support,
quick iterative and incremental development and testing support, local or
distributed stress testing support, as well as protocol correctness testing
through complex simulation experiment scenarios and safety and liveness
predicates validation.
A remarkable characteristic enabled by this model is the ability to execute the same system implementation in either production deployment
mode or in repeatable simulation mode for testing and stepped debugging. In production deployment mode, Kompics systems are automatically executed in parallel on multi-core machines, seamlessly leveraging
hardware parallelism and largely circumventing multi-core programming
challenges [178, 52, 196]. Using the same system code for simulation and
deployment avoids the need to maintain two different implementations,
which would otherwise add both development overhead and potential for
errors through divergence in the different code bases.
Kompics offers a systematic methodology for designing, programming,
composing, deploying, testing, debugging, and evaluating distributed
systems. These characteristics of the framework, together with a rich
library of provided protocols and abstractions, ultimately led to its usage for
prototyping, evaluating, and developing a plethora of distributed systems,
both within and outside of our research group.
Some examples of distributed systems built with Kompics include a
peer-to-peer video-on-demand system [37], a secure and fault-tolerant distributed storage system [111], NAT-aware peer-sampling protocols [73, 172],
peer-to-peer live media streaming systems [170, 174, 171, 173, 176], localityaware scalable publish-subscribe systems [187], scalable NAT-traversal protocols [164], distributed hash-table replication schemes [200], gossip protocols
for distribution estimation [175], an elasticity controller simulator [162, 161],
studies of multi-consistency-model key-value stores [7, 41], mechanisms for
robust self-management [6, 22], and a reliable UDP protocol [157]. The broad
variety of these applications is a testament to the usefulness of Kompics.
Furthermore, for more than five years, Kompics has been successfully
used as a teaching framework in two Master’s level courses on distributed
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systems: a course on advanced distributed algorithms and abstractions,
and a course on large-scale and dynamic peer-to-peer systems. Kompics
enabled students to compose various distributed abstractions and to experiment with large-scale overlays and content-distribution networks, both in
simulation and real distributed deployments. Students were able both to
deliver running implementations of complex distributed systems, and to
gain insights into the dynamic behavior of those systems.
Within this dissertation, we offer both a qualitative and a quantitative
evaluation of Kompics. The qualitative evaluation focuses on the programming idioms, protocol composition patterns, and architectural designs that
Kompics facilitates, and their implications on the development, testing, and
debugging of distributed systems. The quantitative evaluation comprises
a number of microbenchmarks of the Kompics runtime, as well as end-toend performance measurements of CATS, a non-trivial distributed system
that we built using Kompics. CATS is a scalable and consistent key-value
store which trades off service availability for guarantees of atomic data
consistency and tolerance to network partitions. We present CATS as a case
study of using Kompics for building and testing distributed systems.
Within CATS, we introduce consistent quorums as an approach to guarantee linearizability [106] in a decentralized, self-organizing, dynamic system
spontaneously reconfigured by consistent hashing [120], and prone to
inaccurate failure suspicions [49] and network partitions [66].
We showcase consistent quorums in the design and implementation of
CATS, a distributed key-value store where every data item is an atomic
register [129] with linearizable put and get operations, and which is hosted
by a dynamically reconfigurable replication group [56].
We evaluate the cost of consistent quorums and the cost of achieving
atomic data consistency in CATS. We give evidence that consistent quorums
admit system designs which are scalable, elastic, self-organizing, faulttolerant, consistent, and partition-tolerant, on the one hand, as well as
system implementations with practical performance and modest overhead,
on the other hand.
CATS delivers sub-millisecond operation latencies under light load,
single-digit millisecond operation latencies at 50% load, and it sustains a
throughput of one thousand operations per second, per server, while scaling
linearly to hundreds of servers. This level of performance is competitive
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with that of systems with a similar architecture but which provide only
weaker consistency guarantees [125, 60].

1.4

Source Material

The material in this dissertation has been previously published in the
following internationally peer-reviewed articles:

• Cosmin Arad, Jim Dowling, and Seif Haridi. Message-Passing Concurrency for Scalable, Stateful, Reconfigurable Middleware. In Proceedings
of the Thirteenth ACM/IFIP/USENIX International Conference on
Middleware, volume 7662 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
Springer [16]. Middleware 2012, Montreal, Canada, December 2012.
• Cosmin Arad, Tallat M. Shafaat, and Seif Haridi. Brief Announcement:
Atomic Consistency and Partition Tolerance in Scalable Key-Value Stores.
In Proceedings of the Twenty-sixth International Symposium on Distributed Computing, volume 7611 of Lecture Notes in Computer
Science, Springer [17]. DISC 2012, Salvador, Brazil, October 2012.
• Cosmin Arad, Jim Dowling, and Seif Haridi. Developing, Simulating,
and Deploying Peer-to-Peer Systems using the Kompics Component Model.
In Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on COMmunication System softWAre and MiddlewaRE, ACM Digital Library [14].
COMSWARE 2009, Dublin, Ireland, June 2009.
• Cosmin Arad, Jim Dowling, and Seif Haridi. Building and Evaluating
P2P Systems using the Kompics Component Framework. In Proceedings
of the Ninth International Conference on Peer-to-Peer Computing,
IEEE Communications Society [15]. P2P 2009, Seattle, WA, USA,
September 2009.
• Cosmin Arad and Seif Haridi. Practical Protocol Composition, Encapsulation and Sharing in Kompics. In Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Self-Adaptive and Self-Organizing Systems
Workshops, IEEE Computer Society [13]. SASO Workshops 2008,
Venice, Italy, October 2008.
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• Cosmin Arad, Tallat M. Shafaat, and Seif Haridi. CATS: Atomic
Consistency and Partition Tolerance in Scalable and Self-Organizing KeyValue Stores. Currently under submission. Also available as SICS
Technical Report T2012:04 [18].
The author of this dissertation was the main contributor to the design
of Kompics as well as the principal developer of the reference Kompics
implementation in Java. The open source code repository for the Kompics
platform, as well as further documentation, videos, and tutorials, were
made publicly available at http://kompics.sics.se/.
The work on the design, implementation, and evaluation of CATS was
partially done in collaboration with Tallat M. Shafaat, who contributed a
partition-tolerant topology maintenance algorithm as well as a garbage
collection mechanism, and he duly reported parts of the work and our
results in his doctoral dissertation. The open source code repository for
CATS, together with an interactive demonstration of the deployed system,
was made publicly available at http://cats.sics.se/.

1.5

Organization

This dissertation is structured in two parts. In Part I we introduce the
Kompics component model and programming framework.

• Chapter 2 describes the first-class concepts in Kompics and the operations upon these. It also presents the asynchronous publish-subscribe
style of communication between components, as well as aspects pertaining to component initialization and life cycle management, fault
isolation, and dynamic reconfiguration.
• Chapter 3 presents the basic distributed systems programming patterns enabled by Kompics and it illustrates how higher-level distributed computing abstractions can be built from lower-level abstractions. Finally, it shows a few examples of peer-to-peer protocols and
services implemented in Kompics.
• Chapter 4 provides implementation details related to the component
execution model and multi-core scheduling, scalable network com-
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munication, and enabling deterministic single-threaded simulation.
It also discusses the implementation of Kompics in various modern
programming languages and aspects of programming in the large.

• Chapter 5 compares Kompics to related work in the areas of protocol composition frameworks, concurrent programming models and
process calculi, reconfigurable component models and software architecture description languages, and frameworks for simulation and
replay debugging of large-scale distributed systems.
In Part II we present CATS, a non-trivial distributed system that we
built using Kompics, in order to showcase the architectural patterns and the
system development cycle support provided by the Kompics framework.

• Chapter 6 motivates the work on CATS by overviewing the landscape
of existing scalable storage systems and arguing for the need for
scalable and consistent fault-tolerant data stores for mission-critical
applications. It also reviews the principal replicated data consistency
models, quorum-based replication systems, and the impossibility of
simultaneous consistency, availability, and partition tolerance.
• Chapter 7 introduces consistent quorums, a novel technique which
enables distributed algorithms designed for a static group of processes
and relying on majority quorums, to continue to operate correctly in
process groups with dynamically reconfigurable group membership.
This was instrumental in adapting a static atomic register protocol to
operate at arbitrary large scales, within coherent dynamic groups.
• Chapter 8 illustrates the software architecture of the CATS system as
a composition of protocols and service abstractions, and it discusses
various system design choices. It also demonstrates the Kompics
methodology of interactive testing, which supports incremental development, and protocol correctness testing and debugging based on
whole-system repeatable simulation.
• Chapter 9 evaluates the performance of the CATS system implemented in Kompics Java, showing both that the component model
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admits efficient system implementations and that our consistent quorums technique achieves atomic consistency at modest overheads.

• Chapter 10 discusses alternative consistency models that can be easily provided on CATS’ foundation of scalable reconfigurable group
membership, as well as alternative efficient implementations of these
models. It also compares CATS with related work in the areas of
scalable key-value stores and consistent meta-data storage systems.
Chapter 11 concludes this dissertation by highlighting the benefits and
limitations of both Kompics and CATS, sharing the lessons learnt, and
pointing to future research directions.

Part I

Building Distributed Systems
from Message-Passing
Concurrent Components

KOMPICS
TH

Chapter 2

Component Model

Kompics is a component model [211] targeted at building distributed systems by composing protocols programmed as event-driven components.
Kompics components are reactive state machines that execute concurrently
and communicate by passing data-carrying typed events, through typed
bidirectional ports which are connected by channels. This chapter introduces the conceptual entities of our component model and its programming
constructs, its concurrent message-passing execution model and publishsubscribe component communication style, as well as constructs enabling
dynamic reconfiguration, component life cycle and fault management.

2.1

Concepts in Kompics

The fundamental Kompics entities are events, ports, components, event handlers, subscriptions, and channels. We introduce them here and show examples of their definitions with snippets of Java code. The Kompics component
model is programming language independent, however, we use Java to
illustrate a formal definition of its concepts. In Section 4.7 we show examples of Kompics entities written in other programming languages like Scala
and Python to which Kompics has been ported.
15
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Events

Events are passive and immutable typed objects having any number of
typed attributes. The type of an attribute can be any valid data type in the
implementation programming language. New event types can be defined
by sub-classing existing ones.
Code 2.1 illustrates a simple example event type definition in Java. For
clarity, we omit the constructor, and any getters, setters, access modifiers,
and import statements. The Message event contains two attributes: a source
and a destination Address, which is a data type containing an IP address, a
TCP or UDP port number, and an integer virtual node identifier.
Code 2.1 A simple event type





class Message extends Event {
Address source;
Address destination;
}

Code 2.2 shows an example of a derived event type. In our Java
implementation of Kompics, all event types are descendants of a root type,
Event. We write DataMessage ⊆ Message to denote that DataMessage is a
subtype of Message. In diagrams, we represent an event using the Event
graphical notation, where Event is the event’s type, e.g., Message.
Code 2.2 A derived event type





class DataMessage extends Message {
Data data;
int sequenceNumber;
}

2.1.2

Ports

Ports are bidirectional event-based component interfaces. A port is a gate
through which a component communicates asynchronously with other
components in its environment, by sending and receiving events. A port
allows a specific set of event types to pass in each direction. We label the
two directions of a port as positive (+) and negative (−). The type of a port
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specifies the set of event types that can traverse the port in the positive
direction and the set of event types that can traverse the port in the negative
direction. Concretely, a port type definition consists of two sets of event
types: a “positive” set and a “negative” set. We regard ports as service
interfaces implemented or required by components, and conceptually, we
view negative events as service request events and positive events as service
indication events. There is no sub-typing relationship for port types.
Code 2.3 shows a simple example of a port type definition in Java. The
code block in the inner braces represents an “instance initializer”. The
positive and negative methods populate the respective sets of event types. In
our Java implementation, each port type is a singleton.
Code 2.3 A Network port definition
class Network extends PortType {
{
positive(Message.class);
negative(Message.class);

}
}





// indication
// request

In this example we defined a Network port type which allows events
of type Message, or any subtype thereof, to pass in both (‘+’ and ‘−’)
directions. The Timer port type defined in Code 2.4 allows request events
of type ScheduleTimeout and CancelTimeout to pass in the ‘−’ direction, and
indication events of type Timeout to pass in the ‘+’ direction.
Code 2.4 A Timer port definition
class Timer extends PortType {
{
indication(Timeout.class);
request(ScheduleTimeout.class);
request(CancelTimeout.class);

}
}







// positive
// negative
// negative

Conceptually, a port type can be seen as a service or protocol abstraction
with an event-based interface. It accepts request events and delivers indica-
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FailureDetector

+
Network


+


Timer

+
Network


+


Timer

MyNetwork

MyTimer

+
Network


+


Timer

+


+


Message
Message

Timeout
ScheduleTimeout
CancelTimeout

Figure 2.1. The MyNetwork component has a provided Network port. MyTimer has a
provided Timer port. The FailureDetector has a required Network port and a required
Timer port. In diagrams, a provided port is figured on the top border, and a required
port on the bottom border of a component.

tion or response events. By convention, we associate requests with the ‘−’
direction and responses or indications with the ‘+’ direction. In the example of Code 2.3, a Timer abstraction accepts ScheduleTimeout requests and
delivers Timeout indications. Code 2.4 defines a Network abstraction which
accepts Message events at a sending node (source) and delivers Message
events at a receiving node (destination) in a distributed system.
A component that implements a protocol or service will provide a port
of the type that represents the implemented abstraction. Through this
provided port, the component will receive the request events and it will
trigger the indication events specified by the port’s type. In other words,
for a provided port, the ‘−’ direction is incoming into the component and
the ‘+’ direction is outgoing from the component.
In Figure 2.1, the MyNetwork component provides a Network port and
the MyTimer component provides a Timer port. In diagrams, we represent
a port using the +− Port graphical notation, where Port is the type of the port,
e.g., Network. We represent components using the Component graphical
notation. The right side of the figure contains a legend illustrating the
request and indication events of the Network and Timer port types.
When a component uses a lower level abstraction in its implementation,
it will require a port of the type that represents the abstraction. Through a
required port, a component sends out the request events and receives the
indication/response events specified by the required port’s type. In other
words, for required ports, the ‘−’ direction is outgoing from the component
and the ‘+’ direction is incoming into the component.
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FailureDetector

+
Network


channel1

+
Network


MyNetwork

+


Timer

+


Timer

channel2

MyTimer

Figure 2.2. channel1 connects the provided Network port of the MyNetwork component with the required Network port of the FailureDetector component. channel2
connects the provided Timer port of the MyTimer component with the required
Timer port of the FailureDetector component.

2.1.3

Channels

Channels are first-class bindings between component ports. A channel connects two complementary ports of the same type. For example, in Figure 2.2,
channel1 connects the provided Network port of the MyNetwork component
with the required Network port of the FailureDetector component. This allows, Message events sent by the FailureDetector to be received and handled
by the MyNetwork component.
Channels forward events in both directions in FIFO order, i.e., events
are delivered at each destination component in the same order in which
they were triggered at a source component. In diagrams, we represent
channels using the channel graphical notation. We omit the channel name
when it is not relevant.
Event filters can be associated with each direction of a channel, instructing the channel to forward only particular events which match the filter.
We discuss channel event filters in more detail in Section 2.4. To enable
the dynamic reconfiguration of the software architecture, event forwarding
through channels can be paused and resumed. We discuss these channel
operations enabling dynamic reconfiguration in Section 2.9.

2.1.4

Event Handlers

An event handler is a first-class procedure of a component. A handler
accepts events of a particular type, and any subtypes thereof, and it is
executed reactively when the component receives such events. During
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its execution, a handler may trigger new events and mutate the component’s local state. The Kompics execution model guarantees that the event
handlers of one component instance are mutually exclusive, i.e., they are
executed sequentially. This alleviates the need for synchronization between
different event handlers of the same component accessing the component’s
mutable state, which greatly simplifies their programming.
Code 2.5 illustrates an example event handler definition in Java. Upon
receiving a Message event, the handleMsg event handler increments a local
message counter and prints a message to the standard output console.
Code 2.5 A simple event handler
Handler<Message> handleMsg = new Handler<Message>() {
public void handle(Message message) {
messages++; // ← component-local state update
System.out.println("Received from " + message.source);
}
 };







In diagrams, we use the hEvent graphical notation to represent an
event handler, where h is the handler’s name and Event is the type of events
accepted by the handler, e.g., Message.

2.1.5

Subscriptions

A subscription binds an event handler to a component port, enabling the
event handler to handle events that arrive at the component on that port. A
subscription is allowed only if the type of events accepted by the handler,
say E, is allowed to pass by the port’s type definition. In other words, if E
is the set of event types that the port allows to pass in the direction of the
event handler, then either E ∈ E , or E must be a subtype of a member of E .
Figure 2.3 illustrates the handleMsg event handler from our previous
example, being subscribed to the component’s required Network port. In
diagrams, we represent a subscription using the
graphical notation.
In this example, the subscription of handleMsg to the Network port is
allowed because Message is in the positive set of Network. As a result of this
subscription, handleMsg will handle all events of type Message or of any
subtype of Message, received on this Network port.
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MyComponent
handleMsg
Message
+
Network


Figure 2.3. The handleMsg event handler is subscribed to the required Network port
of MyComponent. As a result, handleMsg will be executed whenever MyComponent
receives a Message event on this port, taking the event as an argument.

2.1.6

Components

Components are event-driven state machines that execute concurrently and
communicate asynchronously by message passing. In the implementation
programming language, components are objects consisting of any number
of local state variables and event handlers. Components are modules that
export and import event-based interfaces, i.e., provided and required ports.
Each component is instantiated from a component definition.
Code 2.6 shows the Java component definition corresponding to the
component illustrated in Figure 2.3. Line 2 specifies that the component
Code 2.6 A simple component definition
class MyComponent extends ComponentDefinition {
Positive<Network> network = requires(Network.class);
int messages;
// ← local state, -required port
public MyComponent() // ← component constructor
System.out.println("MyComponent created.");

messages = 0;

subscribe(handleMsg, network);

}

Handler<Message> handleMsg = new Handler<Message>() {

public void handle(Message msg) {

messages++; // ← component-local state update

System.out.println("Received from " + msg.source);

}

};
 }
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Main
FailureDetector

+
Network


channel1

+
Network


MyNetwork

+

+


Timer
channel2

Timer

MyTimer

Figure 2.4. The Main component encapsulates a FailureDetector component, a
MyNetwork component, and a MyTimer component.

has a required Network port. The requires method returns a reference to a
required port, network, which is used in the constructor to subscribe the
handleMsg handler to this port (see line 7). The type of the required port is
PositivehNetworki because, for required ports the positive direction is incoming into the component. Both a component’s ports and its event handlers
are first-class entities which allows for their dynamic manipulation.
Components can encapsulate subcomponents to hide implementation
details [169], reuse functionality, and manage system complexity. Composite components enable the control and dynamic reconfiguration of entire
component ensembles as if they were simple components. Composite
components form a containment hierarchy rooted at a Main component.
An example is shown in Figure 2.4. Main is the first component created
when the run-time system starts and it recursively creates all other subcomponents. Since there exist no components outside of it, Main has no ports.
Code 2.7 illustrates the Main component specification in Java. In our
Java implementation of Kompics, the Main component is also a Java main
class; lines 13–15 show the main method. When executed, this will invoke
the Kompics run-time system, instructing it to bootstrap, i.e., to instantiate
the root component using Main as a component specification (see line 14).
In lines 5–7, Main creates its subcomponents and saves references to
them. In line 8, it connects MyNetwork’s provided Network port to the
required Network port of the FailureDetector. As a result, channel1 is created
and saved. Unless needed for dynamic reconfiguration (see Section 2.9),
channel references need not be saved.
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Code 2.7 A root component definition in an executable program
class Main extends ComponentDefinition {
Component net, timer, fd;
// ← subcomponents
Channel channel1, channel2;
// ← channels
public Main() {
// . constructor
net = create(MyNetwork.class);

timer = create(MyTimer.class);

fd = create(FailureDetector.class);

channel1 = connect(net.provided(Network.class),

fd.required(Network.class));

channel2 = connect(timer.provided(Timer.class),

fd.required(Timer.class));

}

public static void main(String[] args) {

Kompics.bootstrap(Main.class);

}
 }






Kompics components are loosely coupled [34]. A component does not
know the type, availability, or identity of any components with which
it communicates. Instead, a component only “communicates”, i.e., it
subscribes its handlers and it triggers events on its own ports or the ports
of its subcomponents. It is up to the component’s environment, i.e., its
parent component, to wire up the communication channels.
Explicit component dependencies, in the form of required ports, enable
dependency injection [83], which facilitates testing, and also contribute to
facilitating the dynamic reconfiguration of the component architecture, a
fundamental feature for evolving, long-lived systems. Because component
communication occurs only through adjacent ports, Kompics satisfies architectural integrity [8], an important prerequisite for dynamic reconfiguration.

2.2

Kompics Operations

While presenting the Kompics concepts we have already introduced some
of the basic operations on these concepts, such as subscribe, create, and
connect. These operations have counterparts that undo their actions, namely
unsubscribe, destroy, and disconnect, and these have the expected semantics.
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Code 2.8 Commands enabling dynamic reconfiguration
class Main extends ComponentDefinition {
Component net, timer, fd;
// ← subcomponents
Channel channel1, channel2;
// ← channels
public undo() {
// . some method
disconnect(net.provided(Network.class),

fd.required(Network.class));

disconnect(timer.provided(Timer.class),

fd.required(Timer.class));

destroy(net);

destroy(timer);

destroy(fd);

}
 }






Code 2.8 illustrates the destroy and disconnect operations in the context of
our previous example. A fundamental command in Kompics is trigger,
which is used to asynchronously send an event through a port. In the next
example, illustrated in Code 2.9 and Figure 2.5, MyComponent handles a
MyMessage event due to its subscription to its required Network port. Upon
handling the first message, MyComponent triggers a MyMessage reply on
its Network port and then it unsubscribes its myMsgH event handler, thus
handling no further messages. In diagrams, we denote that an event handler
Code 2.9 An example component handling a single network message
class MyComponent extends ComponentDefinition {
Positive<Network> network = requires(Network.class);
public MyComponent() { // ← component constructor
subscribe(myMsgH, network);
}

Handler<MyMessage> myMsgH = new Handler<MyMessage>() {

public void handle(MyMessage m) {

trigger(new MyMessage(m.destination, m.source),

network);

unsubscribe(myMsgH, network); // ← reply only once

}

};
 }
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Figure 2.5. MyComponent handles one MyMessage event and triggers a MyMessage
reply on its required Network port.

may trigger an event on a particular port, using the Event graphical
notation. We discuss more Kompics operations in Sections 2.8 and 2.9.

2.3

Publish-Subscribe Message Passing

Components are unaware of other components in their environment. A
component can communicate, i.e., handle received events and trigger events,
only through the ports visible within its scope. The ports visible in a
component’s scope are its own ports and the ports of its immediate subcomponents. Ports and channels forward triggered events toward other
connected components, as long as the types of events triggered are allowed
to pass by the respective port type specifications. Therefore, component
communication is constrained by the connections between components as
configured by their respective enclosing parent components.
Communication between components works according to a messagepassing publish-subscribe model. An event published on one side of a port
is forwarded to all channels connected to other side the port. We illustrate
the Kompics publish-subscribe component communication with some examples. In Figure 2.6, every MessageA event triggered by MyNetwork on its
provided Network port is delivered both at Component1 and Component2, by
channel1 and channel2 . In Figure 2.7, however, MessageA events triggered by
MyNetwork are only going to be delivered at Component1 while MessageB
events triggered by MyNetwork are only going to be delivered at Component2. In Figure 2.8, whenever MyNetwork triggers a MessageA event on its
Network port, this event is delivered to MyComponent where it is handled by
handler1 . Conversely, whenever MyNetwork triggers a MessageB event on its
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Figure 2.6. When MyNetwork triggers a MessageA on its provided Network port,
this event is forwarded by both channel1 and channel2 to the required Network ports
of Component1 and Component2, respectively.

Figure 2.7. When MyNetwork triggers a MessageA event on its provided Network
port, this event is forwarded only by channel1 to the required Network port of
Component1. MessageB events triggered by MyNetwork on its Network port, are
forwarded only by channel2 to the Network port of Component2.

Network port, this event is delivered to MyComponent where it is handled
by handler2 . An event triggered (published) on a port is forwarded to other
components by all channels connected to the other side of the port as in Figure 2.6. As an optimization, the run-time system should not forward events
on channels that would not lead to any compatible subscribed handlers. An
event received on a port is handled by all compatible handlers subscribed
to that port as in Figure 2.9. Here, whenever MyNetwork triggers a MessageA
event on its Network port, this event is delivered to MyComponent where it
is handled sequentially by both handler1 and handler2 , in the same order in
which these two handlers were subscribed to the Network port.

2.4. CHANNEL EVENT FILTERING
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Figure 2.8. MessageA events triggered by MyNetwork on its Network port, are
delivered to the Network port of MyComponent and handled by handler1 . MessageB
events triggered by MyNetwork on its Network port, are delivered to the Network
port of MyComponent and handled by handler2 .

Figure 2.9. When MyNetwork triggers a MessageA event on its Network port, this
event is delivered to the Network port of MyComponent and handled by both
handler1 and handler2 , sequentially (figured with yellow diamonds), in the order in
which the two handlers were subscribed to the Network port.

2.4

Channel Event Filtering

Component reusability means that a component implementation can be
used in different contexts without being changed. Component reuse may
take the form of either creating multiple instances of the same component
definition, or sharing the services provided by one component instance,
among multiple other components. Sharing may avoid duplication of work
and thus increase efficiency. For example, a failure detection service may be
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Figure 2.10. Each channel filters events in the ‘+’ direction, only forwarding
messages with a destination address matching the corresponding virtual node.

used by multiple protocols. Using a shared failure detector implementation,
rather than one for each protocol, would save network bandwidth when
multiple protocols need to monitor the failure of the same remote nodes.
Another basic example of component sharing is when multiple protocols
on the same node share a single network component, which is in charge of
managing network connections to remote nodes and message serialization
and deserialization. The shared network component publishes received
messages on its provided Network port, and each protocol subscribes to
the message types it needs to handle. This type-based publish-subscribe
mechanism works fine in this context but it becomes problematic when
we want to package the protocols of one distributed system node into a
composite component and execute multiple nodes within the same OS
process, which enables whole-system repeatable simulation.
Similar to whole-system simulation is support for virtual nodes [208],
whereby multiple nodes of the distributed system are executed on a single
machine to facilitate load balancing and fast recovery [51]. An example is illustrated in Figure 2.10, where multiple virtual nodes, identical in structure
but with different node identifiers, share the same network component and
potentially the same IP address and port number. Destination addresses
for different virtual nodes may differ only in their virtual node identifier.
In order to maintain the reusability of virtual node components, while
at the same time avoiding the case where every virtual node handles every
received message, we introduced channel filtering by event attributes.
Event attribute filters can be associated with a channel to instruct the
channel to forward only events with certain attribute values in a particular
direction. If channel x contains no filters, x forwards all events in both
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directions. If x contains some filters, then it only forwards the events
matching the respective filters. In our virtual nodes example of Figure 2.10,
each channel filters messages sent in the positive direction by their destination address virtual node identifier. Messages need not be filtered in
the negative direction. The channel event filters are specified by the parent
component upon connecting the respective Network ports.
Attribute filtering enables complete component reusability by allowing
the same component implementation to be used in different contexts and
filtering its input events in its enclosing scope. This is quite appropriate
given that this is precisely the scope in which the architect decides how
the component is used. Attribute filtering also reduces the potential for
errors by freeing the programmer from having to explicitly write code that
rejects events that are not intended for a particular component. With n
components sharing the same service, this avoids O(n) operations. In our
reference implementation of Kompics, both type-based and attribute-based
filtering are implemented using a constant-time hash table lookup, enabling
event filtering in O(1) operations, and thus scalable publish-subscribe.

2.5

Request-Response Interaction

If we again consider the example of a failure detector service shared by
multiple protocols, we notice that it is possible that different protocols may
request the failure monitoring of different remote nodes. When a failure
is detected and a corresponding notification is published on the provided
service port, this is delivered to all client protocols, even to those that did
not request de monitoring of the currently detected node.
More generally, given a server component providing a service with an
interface based on requests and responses (e.g., Timer, Failure Detector),
and multiple instances of a client component, using the service, given the
publish-subscribe semantics described in Section 2.3, when one of the
clients issues a request and the server handles it and issues a response,
all clients receive the response. For this situation, Kompics provides two
special types of events: Request and Response, which should be used in any
port type definition which represents a request-response service potentially
shared by multiple independent clients.
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When a Request event is triggered by a client, as the event passes
through different channels and ports in the architecture, it saves them on
an internal stack. When the server component generates a Response event,
it initializes it with the Request’s stack. As the Response event is passed
through the architecture, the run-time system pops its stack one element at
a time to see where to deliver it next. This mechanism, ensures that only
the client which initiated a Request will receive the corresponding Response.

2.6

Component Initialization and Life Cycle

Every component provides a special Control port used for initialization,
life cycle, and fault management. Figure 2.11 illustrates the Control port
type and a component that declares an Init, a Start, and a Stop handler.
Typically, for each component definition that requires state initialization,
we define a specific initialization event, as a subtype of Init, which contains
component-specific configuration parameters.
+


startH
Start

+


Control

stopH
Stop

Control

+


initH
MyInit

MyComponent

MyInit 

Init

Fault
Started
Stopped
Start
Stop
Init

Figure 2.11. Every Kompics component provides a Control port by default. To this
Control port, the component can subscribe Start, Stop, and Init handlers. In general,
we do not illustrate the control port in component diagrams.

An Init event is guaranteed to be the first event handled by a component.
When a component subscribes an Init event handler to its Control port in
its constructor, the run-time system will only schedule the component for
execution upon receiving an Init event.
Start and Stop events allow a component which handles them to take
some actions when the component is activated or passivated. A component
is created passive. In the passive state, a component can receive events but it
will not execute them. (Received events are stored in a port queue.) When
activated, a component will enter the active state executing any enqueued
events. Handling life cycle events (illustrated in Code 2.10) is optional.
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Code 2.10 Handling component initialization and life cycle events
class MyComponent extends ComponentDefinition {
int myParameter;
public MyComponent() { // ← component constructor
subscribe(handleStart, control); // ←similar for Stop
subscribe(handleInit, control);

}

Handler<MyInit> handleInit = new Handler<MyInit>() {

public void handle(MyInit init) {

myParameter = init.myParameter;

}

};

Handler<Start> handleStart = new Handler<Start>() {

public void handle(Start event) {

System.out.println("started");

}

};
 }






To activate a component, an enclosing composite component triggers
Start event on the Control port of the subcomponent as shown in Code 2.11.
Similarly, parent components can initialize or passivate their children by
triggering Init or respectively Stop events, on their control ports.
Code 2.11 Triggering component initialization and life cycle events




trigger(new MyInit(42), myComponent.control());
trigger(new Start(), myComponent.control());
trigger(new Stop(), myComponent.control());

When a composite component is activated (or passivated), its subcomponents are recursively activated (or passivated). The bootstrap construct,
introduced in the Main component example (see Code 2.7), both creates and
starts the Main component, recursively creating and starting all components.
When a composite component needs to perform dynamic reconfiguration on some of its subcomponents, it passivates them first (see Section 2.9).
Once the parent component has triggered a Stop event on a subcomponent’s Control port it does not mean that the subcomponent has already
been passivated since handling the Stop event happens asynchronously.
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Figure 2.12. Kompics component life cycle state diagram.

Moreover, the subcomponent may itself have multiple subcomponents. A
composite component becomes passive only once all its subcomponents
have been passivated. When entering the passive state a subcomponent
triggers a Stopped event on its Control port informing its parent of its passivation. As such, a composite component that needs to passivate first enters
the stopping state, it triggers Stop events on the Control port of each of its
subcomponents, and then it waits to handle a Stopped event from each
subcomponent. Having received Stopped events from every subcomponent,
the composite component enters the passive state and informs its parent by
sending a Stop event. The life cycle diagram for Kompics components is
illustrated in Figure 2.12. Starting a composite component happens in a
similar fashion, first entering a starting state, and once all subcomponents
become active the parent enters the active state itself. Start, Stop, Started,
and Stopped event handlers which implement this behavior are provided by
the run-time system. User-provided handlers for these events are optional.
From the point of view of handling regular events, a component is still
considered active in the stopping state and it is still considered passive in
the starting state. A component can only be destroyed when passive.

2.7

Fault Management

Kompics enforces a fault isolation and management mechanism inspired
by Erlang [21]. A software fault or exception thrown and not caught within
an event handler is caught by the run-time system, wrapped into a Fault
event and triggered on the Control port, as shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13. Uncaught exceptions thrown in event handlers are caught by the
run-time system, wrapped in a Fault event and triggered on the Control port.

A composite component may subscribe a Fault handler to the Control
ports of its subcomponents. The composite component can then replace
the faulty subcomponent with a new instance, through dynamic reconfiguration, or take other appropriate actions. If a Fault is not handled in a
parent component it, is further propagated to the parent’s parent and so on
until it reaches the Main component. If not handled anywhere, ultimately,
a system fault handler is executed which logs the exception to standard
error and halts the execution.

2.8

Non-blocking Receive

A component executes events received on a particular port, in the order in
which they were received. This means that event execution order is dictated
by the order in which other components trigger the events, and not by the
programmer. It is sometimes necessary that a component waits to receive a
particular event before continuing to execute other events. This behaviour
is needed, for example, to implement a blocking remote call (RPC) into
another component, whereby a client component triggers a request event
and needs to wait for the response event before executing other events.
We want to allow the implementation of the Kompics model in environments where lightweight threads are not available, like Java, whereby
components would be scheduled for execution over a fixed number of
worker processing threads. For this reason, we decided not to provide a
blocking receive primitive, whereby a component would block its executor
thread in the middle of executing an event handler waiting to receive a particular event. Instead, we provide an expect primitive which does not block
the thread executing the component, but which installs a one-time event
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pattern within the component. The next event executed by the component
is one that matches the installed pattern. If there is no such event already
enqueued at the component, the component will wait for one, without
executing any non-matching events. Once a matching event is received, the
one-time event pattern is uninstalled.
The expect primitive is a non-blocking component synchronization mechanism. It allows a component to “block” awaiting a specific event. However,
the waiting component only “blocks” after it finishes executing the current
handler, not during its execution. This design allows for an implementation where heavyweight threads execute components and no continuation
needs to be saved. It also means that a sequence of operations including a
“blocking call” has to be programmed using two handlers. The first handler
contains the operations before the “call”, ending with triggering the request
event and expecting the response event. The second handler handles the
response event and contains the operations after the “call” returns. Any
continuation state necessary for the execution of the second handler can be
either local state in the component or included in the response event. The
expect primitive has the following implications:

• expect breaks the FIFO property of ports and channels since the
expected event is not necessarily the next event received;
• expect potentially reduces the parallelism of the execution since some
events ready to be executed are actually delayed if they don’t match
the expect filter;
• expect makes it possible to program deadlocks since cycles of expectations may occur. For example, component a expects an event e1 that
would be triggered by component b, which expects an event e2 that
would be triggered by a, if a wasn’t expecting event e1 .
• in traditional RPC for object-oriented systems, a method may contain
several RPC calls. A Kompics component may have at most one
installed pattern of expected events. In an event handler with multiple expect calls, the last expect call wins, therefore, a single method
making multiple RPC calls should be split over several Kompics event
handlers, each handler having effectively one expect call per RPC call.

2.9. DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION

2.9
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Dynamic Reconfiguration

Kompics enables the dynamic reconfiguration of the component architecture without dropping any of the triggered events. In addition to the ability
to dynamically create and destroy components, connect and disconnect
ports, subscribe and unsubscribe handlers, Kompics supports four channel
commands which enable safe dynamic reconfiguration: hold, resume, plug,
and unplug. The hold command puts a channel on hold. The channel stops
forwarding events and starts queuing them in both directions. The resume
command has the opposite effect, resuming the channel. When a channel
resumes, it first forwards all enqueued events, in both directions, and then
keeps forwarding events as usual. The unplug command, unplugs one end
of a channel from the port where it is connected, and the plug command
plugs back the unconnected end to a (possibly different) port.
We highlight here the most common type of reconfiguration operation:
swapping a component instance with a new instance. To replace a component c1 with a new component c2 (with similar ports), c1 ’s parent, p, puts
on hold and unplugs all channels connected to c1 ’s ports; then, p passivates
c1 , creates c2 and plugs the unplugged channels into the respective ports
of c2 and resumes them; c2 is initialized with the state exported by c1 and
then c2 is activated. Finally, p destroys c1 .

Chapter 3

Programming Patterns and
Distributed Abstractions

Having introduced the fundamental concepts of the Kompics component
model let us now take a look at some of the programming idioms, patterns,
and abstractions supported in Kompics. We start by discussing basic
idioms like message passing between remote nodes of a distributed system,
timer management and remote service invocation, and event interception
patterns. We then illustrate how one can build higher-level abstractions
from lower-level ones, with a few examples of fault-tolerant distributed
computing abstractions. Finally, we present a framework of peer-to-peer
services and protocols that were implemented using Kompics.

3.1

Distributed Message Passing

The Network abstraction is used for sending messages between remote
nodes in a distributed system. Typically, for each component implementing
a distributed protocol, a programmer defines component-specific protocol
messages as subtypes of the Message event.
37
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Figure 3.1. Two processes exchange Ping and Pong messages over an IP network.
The MyNetwork component in each process is manages network connections to
other processes and also handles message serialization and deserialization.

Figure 3.1 shows two processes sending Ping and Pong messages to
each other as part of a protocol implemented by MyComponent. When
designing MyComponent, the programmer knew it had to handle Ping and
Pong messages, therefore these message types were also defined so that the
pingH and pongH event handlers of MyComponent could be defined and
subscribed to handle those events. Being subtypes of Message, both Ping and
Pong have source and destination Address attributes. When MyComponent
in Main1 wants to send a ping to MyComponent in Main2, it creates a
Ping message using its own address as source, and Main2’s address as
destination, and triggers it on its required Network port. This Ping event
is handled by MyNetwork in Main1, which marshals it and sends it to
MyNetwork in Main2, which unmarshals it and triggers it on its Network port.
The Ping event is delivered to MyComponent in Main2 where it is handled
by pingH. The pingH handler in Main2 responds with a Pong event which is
sent back to the Main1 process in a similar fashion.
The MyNetwork component in each process is configured with a network
address to listen on for incoming connections. MyNetwork automatically
manages network connections between processes. Each message type
has an optional transport attribute which can be UDP or TCP (default).
MyNetwork will send each message on a connection of the specified type, if
one is currently open. Otherwise, MyNetwork first opens a connection to
the destination process, and then it uses that to transmit the message.
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Figure 3.2. A SlowNetwork component was interposed between MyComponent
and MyNetwork to emulate network latency. The SlowNetwork delays every sent
message, according to a network model, before forwarding it to the MyNetwork.

3.2

Event Interception

Event interception is a fundamental pattern supported in Kompics. It
allows a system architect to extend the functionality of a system without
changing it. For example, let us take a look at the architecture in Figure 2.6,
and let us assume that initially we only have Component1 which processes
MessageA events. Without making any changes to Component1 or to any
other part of the system, Component2 can later be added, e.g., by means
of dynamic reconfiguration, in order to perform some non-functional task,
such as keeping statistics on how many MessageA events were processed.
Event interception can also be used to interpose a component between
two components connected by a channel, in order to perform complex
filtering of events, to delay events, or to implement some form of admission
control for events. Let us again consider the Ping-Pong example from
Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.2 we modified the architecture by interposing
a SlowNetwork between MyComponent and MyNetwork. The SlowNetwork
delays every message sent by MyComponent by some random delay. In
essence we emulate a slower network, which could be useful for testing
the protocol in an otherwise fast LAN, by subjecting it to a congested
network scenario. SlowNetwork could be configured to emulate specific
fine-grained network conditions, which allows the user to experiment with
the (unmodified) Ping-Pong protocol on a network with special properties.
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Timer Management

Kompics alarms and timeouts are provided as a service abstraction through
the Timer port. This guideline allows the usage of different implementations
of the Timer abstraction in different execution environments. We illustrated
the Timer port in Figure 2.1. It accepts two request events, ScheduleTimeout
and CancelTimeout, and it delivers a Timeout indication event.
In Figure 3.3 we illustrate a component that uses a Timer abstraction.
Typically, when designing a component such as MyComponent, one would
also design specific timeout events, e.g., MyTimeout, as a subtype of the
Timeout event. Multiple timeout event types can be defined for different
timing purposes, so a component can have different event handlers for
different timeouts. Code 3.1 illustrates how a timeout is scheduled.
Code 3.1 Scheduling a timeout alarm
class MyComponent extends ComponentDefinition {
Positive<Timer> timer = requires(Timer.class);
UUID timeoutId; // ← used for canceling
Handler<Start> startHandler = new Handler<Start>() {
public void handle(Start event) {

long delay = 5000; // milliseconds

ScheduleTimeout st = new ScheduleTimeout(delay);

st.setTimeoutEvent(new MyTimeout(st));

timeoutId = st.getTimeoutId();

trigger(st, timer);

}

};
 }






To cancel a previously scheduled timeout, a component will issue a
CancelTimeout request on its required Timer port. The CancelTimeout event
needs to contain the unique identifier of the scheduled timeout that should
be cancelled. Code 3.2 shows how to cancel a timeout.
Code 3.2 Canceling a timeout



CancelTimeout ct = new CancelTimeout(timeoutId);
trigger(ct, timer);

3.4. REMOTE SERVICE INVOCATION
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Figure 3.3. MyComponent uses the Timer abstraction provided by MyTimer.

3.4

Remote Service Invocation

A common idiom in many distributed systems is sending a request to
a remote node and waiting for a response up to a timeout. This entails
scheduling a timeout to be handled in case the response never arrives, e.g.,
in case the remote node crashes or the message is lost, and canceling the
timeout when the response does arrive.
A recommended practice is for the client to send the unique timeout
identifier in the request message, which is then echoed by the server it in
the response message. This way, when the client node gets the response, it
knows which timer to cancel. Another recommended practice is to keep a
set of all outstanding requests or just their timeout identifiers. This helps
with handling either the response or the timeout exclusively as follows:
upon handling either the response or the timeout, the request is removed
from the outstanding set. Neither the response nor the timeout is handled
if the request is not outstanding anymore.

3.5

Distributed Computing Abstractions

In Section 3.1 we described message passing between two nodes in a distributed system, an example of a simple point-to-point communication
abstraction. We used Kompics to implement and compose a wide array
of higher-level fault-tolerant distributed computing abstractions [94, 46].
For example, we implemented different types of broadcast communication abstractions with various guarantees of reliable message delivery and
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Figure 3.4. An eventually perfect failure detector abstraction.

ordering, failure detection abstractions, leader election, consensus, distributed shared memory abstractions with various consistency models such
as sequential consistency, atomic registers, or regular registers, replicated
state machines, etc. We highlight some of these abstractions and their
implementation through protocol composition in the following sections.

3.5.1

Failure Detection

An eventually perfect failure detector abstraction detects the crashes of
other nodes in a distributed system. The detector is called eventually perfect
because it is allowed to make inaccurate crash detections whereby it falsely
suspects other nodes to have crashed, however it should ultimately converge
to an accurate behavior [49]. Therefore, the Eventually Perfect Failure Detector
service abstraction shown in Figure 3.4 provides two indication events:
Suspect and Restore, through which it notifies higher-level protocols that a
particular node is suspected to have crashed, or that a previous suspicion
is revised, respectively. The abstraction accepts two request events from
higher-level protocol, namely to start and to stop monitoring a given node.
One possible implementation is to periodically send Ping messages to
each monitored node and await Pong responses within a given timeout.
A node is suspected to have crashed if a Pong is not received before the
timeout expires. Whenever a Pong is received from a suspected node,
the timeout value is increased and the suspicion is revised. Figure 3.4
illustrates a protocol composition whereby an eventually perfect failure
detector abstraction is implemented using a Network and a Timer abstraction
provided by the MyNetwork and MyTimer components respectively.
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Figure 3.5. A Leader Election abstraction implemented using a failure detector.

3.5.2

Leader Election

A leader election abstraction enables choosing one node to be selected as
a unique representative of a group of nodes in a distributed system. This
abstraction is useful in situations where a single process should coordinate
some steps of a distributed algorithm. In order to provide fault tolerance, a
new leader is elected whenever the current leader crashes.
A leader election abstraction typically provides a Leader indication event
which notifies higher-level protocols whenever a new leader is elected, informing them which node is the new leader. Figure 3.5 illustrates a protocol
composition whereby a leader election abstraction is implemented by leveraging a failure detector abstraction. Indeed, leader election is closely related
to failure detection and it is sometimes viewed as a failure detector: instead
of detecting which processes have failed, it rather identifies one process
that has not failed. Ω is a leader election abstraction which was shown to
be the weakest failure detector to solve the consensus problem [48].

3.5.3

Broadcast

Broadcast communication abstractions allow the dissemination of information among a group of nodes in a distributed system. A typical broadcast
abstraction offers a Broadcast request event through which a higher- level
protocol solicits the dissemination of a given message, and a Deliver indication event through which the abstraction delivers a received message to
higher-level protocols at all nodes in the group. There exist various flavours
of broadcast abstractions and they differ in their fault-tolerance guarantees.
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Figure 3.6. Two Broadcast abstractions built on top of a Network abstraction.

For example, an unreliable broadcast abstraction offers no guarantees on
message delivery, whereby a message which is broadcast may be delivered
at some nodes in the group but not at others. A probabilistic broadcast
abstraction only guarantees message delivery with high probability, but
it makes no deterministic guarantees. A best-effort broadcast abstraction
guarantees that a message is delivered at all non-crashing nodes provided
that the broadcasting node does not crash. A reliable broadcast abstraction
guarantees that a message is delivered either at all or at none of the noncrashing nodes, regardless of whether the broadcasting node crashes or
not during the execution of the protocol. In other words, if any of the noncrashing nodes delivers the message, then all other non-crashing nodes are
guaranteed to deliver the message. A uniform reliable broadcast abstraction
guarantees that if any node – crashing or not – delivers a message, then
the message is eventually going to be delivered at all of the non-crashing
nodes, regardless of whether the broadcasting node crashes or not.
Figure 3.6 illustrates a protocol composition whereby two broadcast
abstractions are implemented on top of a network abstraction. Broadcast implementations may use helper messages and potentially message
retransmission in order to satisfy some of the guarantees discussed above.
When we take into consideration multiple messages being broadcast,
reliable broadcast abstractions may further differ in the guarantees they give
on the ordering of message deliveries [98]. With regular reliable broadcast,
different nodes may deliver different messages in different and completely
independent orders. A source-FIFO broadcast abstraction guarantees that
all messages originating from the same node are delivered at all nodes in
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Figure 3.7. A Consensus protocol implemented using Ω and Best-Effort Broadcast.

the group in the same order in which they were broadcast by the source.
A causal-order broadcast abstraction guarantees that message delivery order
at each node in the group is consistent with the causal order [127] of
Broadcast and Deliver events. A total-order broadcast abstraction, sometimes
called atomic broadcast [68, 57], guarantees that all messages are delivered
in the same order at all nodes in the group. This message delivery order
does not need to be consistent with the causal order nor with the order
in which messages were broadcast. It can be any order as long as it is the
same at all nodes. Total-order broadcast was shown to be equivalent to the
consensus problem [49].

3.5.4

Consensus

The consensus problem is probably the single most important problem in
distributed computing. Any algorithm that helps multiple processes in a
distributed system to maintain common state or to decide on a future action,
in a model where some processes may fail, involves solving a consensus
problem [177]. Processes use consensus to agree on a common value out
of values they initially propose. A consensus abstraction is specified in
terms of two events, Propose and Decide. Each process has an initial value
that it proposes for consensus through a Propose request. All non-crashing
processes have to decide on the same value through a Decide indication.
Figure 3.7 illustrates a protocol composition whereby a consensus abstraction is implemented by the Paxos algorithm [130, 131] which uses the
Ω eventually accurate leader election abstraction and best-effort broadcast.
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It was shown that in an asynchronous distributed system [24, 214] – one
in which there is no bound on message transmission delay or on the relative
speeds of different processes – the consensus problem is not solvable with
a deterministic algorithm even if a single process may crash [81]. Therefore,
consensus algorithms like Paxos [130, 131] or viewstamped replication [166]
rely on partial synchrony [74].

3.5.5

Distributed Shared Memory

Distributed shared memory registers are abstractions for fault-tolerant
data storage. They replicate data at a group of processes in a distributed
system, effectively emulating a global shared memory using messagepassing protocols to implement read and write operations.
A register abstraction is specified in terms of Read and Write request
events and their associated indication responses. There exist various
flavours of registers, e.g., safe, regular, atomic [129], which mainly differ in
the consistency guarantees they provide in spite of data replication, process
failures, and concurrent operations. Register abstractions also differ in the
number of client processes allowed to perform reads and writes.
Figure 3.8 illustrates a protocol composition whereby an atomic register
is implemented by the ABD algorithm [23] using a best-effort broadcast
abstraction and a Network abstraction for point-to-point communication.
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Figure 3.9. A Replicated State Machine abstraction using Total-Order Broadcast.

3.5.6

State Machine Replication

State machine replication (SMR) is a technique for building reliable and
highly available distributed services [198]. A service, expressed as a state
machine, consists of variables that encode its state, and commands that
transform its state and may produce some output. To achieve fault tolerance,
the service is replicated by a group of processes which coordinate to make
sure they execute all commands, i.e., service requests, in the same order.
A replicated state machine abstraction is specified in terms of two
events: an Execute request event used by a client to invoke the execution of
a command on the state machine, and an Output indication event produced
by the state machine as a result of executing the requested command.
All replicas are identical deterministic state machines and since they
begin in the same initial state and perform all operations sequentially and
in the same order, their state remains consistent.
Figure 3.9 illustrates a protocol composition, whereby a Replicated State
Machine abstraction, is implemented by leveraging a Total-Order Broadcast
abstraction. In turn, the uniform total-order broadcast implementation
relies on Consensus. While atomic registers can be implemented in asynchronous systems, replicated state machines require partial synchrony, since
they rely on consensus to agree on the command execution order. Atomic
registers can trivially be implemented using a Replicated State Machine.
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Figure 3.10. Gossip-based protocols for epidemic information dissemination and
topology construction, implemented using a Peer Sampling service abstraction.

3.6

Peer-to-Peer Protocol Framework

We used Kompics to implement a set of generic and reusable peer-to-peer
protocol components for building overlay network systems and contentdistribution networks. Two characteristics that set these protocols and
services apart from the abstractions discussed in the previous section, are
their large scale and intense node dynamism, or churn [191, 210]. Peer-topeer (P2P) protocols are typically deployed at Internet scale, operating over
thousands to millions of machines scattered over wide geographical areas.

3.6.1

Random Overlays and Peer Sampling

The general paradigm of building scalable distributed systems based on
the gossip communication model [9] has important applications which
include information dissemination [69, 76], data aggregation [113], node
clustering, ranking, and overlay topology management [114, 160]. At the
heart of many such protocols lies a fundamental distributed abstraction:
the peer sampling service [112, 115]. The aim of this service is to provide
every node with a stream of peers to exchange information with, and a
best effort is made to sample peers uniformly at random from the entire
population while maintaining a small number of neighbor connections.
Figure 3.10 illustrates a protocol composition whereby a Peer Sampling
abstraction, implemented by the Cyclon random overlay [227], is leveraged
by the implementation of two higher-level abstractions. One is a probabilistic broadcast abstraction [38, 77] implemented by an epidemic information
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Figure 3.11. Protocols for structured overlay networks and distributed hash tables.

dissemination protocol [69, 76]. The other is a topology maintenance abstraction implemented by protocols like T-Man [114] or T-Chord [160] which
can construct a distributed hash table [208, 192, 189, 233, 87] topology from
a random graph of peers.

3.6.2

Structured Overlays and Distributed Hash Tables

Figure 3.11 illustrates a Kompics protocol composition for implementing
a structured overlay network (SON) which provides a distributed hash
table (DHT) service. Internally, a consistent hashing [120] ring topology
is maintained by the Chord periodic stabilization protocol [208], which
relies on a Failure Detector abstraction to maintain the topology in reaction
to failure detection notifications. Also, an efficient location and routing
protocol [96] is implemented using the Peer Sampling service. Kompics has
been used – by students – to implement and experiment with other DHTs
like Kademlia [151], which has a slightly different topology than Chord.
A DHT provides a lookup service similar to a hash table, where a set of
(key, value) pairs is partitioned across peers, and any peer can efficiently
retrieve the value associated with a given key. A DHT abstraction accepts
Put and Get request events and issues corresponding responses. In Part II
we present CATS, a DHT where every key-value pair is an Atomic Register.
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Figure 3.12. The BitTorrent protocol relying on multiple Tracker abstractions is
used together with the Gradient Overlay to provide a video on demand service.

3.6.3

Content Distribution Networks and NAT Traversal

Kompics has been used for building content distribution networks (CDNs)
like BitTorrent [58, 181], a P2P video on demand (VOD) system [37], and a
number of P2P live media streaming protocols [171, 174, 170, 173, 176].
Figure 3.12 shows a protocol composition where the BitTorrent protocol
relies on three different implementations of a Tracker abstraction. First, a
Peer Exchange (PEX) protocol provides a Tracker service by relying on a
Peer Sampling service. Second, a distributed tracker leverages a DHT service,
namely Kademlia [151]. Third, a regular centralized tracker [58] is accessed
through a client component. BitTorrent uses the Tracker abstraction to
periodically find new peers in a CDN swarm, in the hope of discovering
peers with better upload capacities, able to sustain faster data transfers. The
Peer Sampling service is also used by a gradient overlay [194, 195] which
ranks VOD peers according to their playback position in a video file.
Kompics has also been used to build NAT traversal infrastructures [164]
which enable communication between private nodes – nodes behind NATs
or firewalls – either by hole punching using protocols like STUN, or by
relaying messages via public nodes which support direct connectivity.
Interestingly, NAT traversal infrastructures often rely on structured overlay
networks (SONs), e.g., to efficiently locate STUN servers.
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Figure 3.13. A peer process, a bootstrap server, and a monitoring server, all exposing a user-friendly web-based interface for troubleshooting peer-to-peer systems.
The Peer composite component in each peer process encapsulates, besides other
protocol components, a BootstrapClient component and a MonitorClient component which communicate periodically with their server counterparts. The Peer
component also contains a WebApplication subcomponent handling WebRequests.

3.6.4

Peer-to-Peer Bootstrap and Monitoring

Peer-to-peer systems typically need a bootstrapping procedure to assist
newly arrived nodes in finding nodes already in the system in order to
execute any join protocols. To this end, the Kompics P2P framework
contains a BootstrapServer component which maintains a list of online
peers. Every peer embeds a BootstrapClient component which provides it
with a Bootstrap service. When the peer starts, it issues a BootstrapRequest
to the client which retrieves from the server a list of alive peers and delivers
it through a BootstrapResponse to the local peer. The new peer then runs a
join protocol using one or more of the returned nodes and after joining, it
sends a BootstrapDone event to the BootstrapClient, which, from this point
on, will send periodic keep-alive messages to the server letting it know
this node is still alive. After a while, the BootstrapServer evicts from its list
nodes which stopped sending keep-alive messages.
Another reusable service provided by the Kompics P2P framework, is a
monitoring service. A MonitorClient component at each node periodically
inspects the status of various local components, and may also aggregate
various operational statistics. The client periodically sends reports to a
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monitoring server that can aggregate the status of nodes and present a
global view of the system through a web interface. The bootstrap and
monitoring servers are illustrated in Figure 3.13, within executable main
components, together with a peer process. The composite Peer component
in the peer process encapsulates the BootstrapClient and the MonitorClient.
The Jetty web server [219] library is embedded in the MyWebServer
component which wraps every HTTP request into a WebRequest event
and triggers it on its required Web port. Both servers provide the Web
abstraction, accepting WebRequests and delivering WebResponses containing
HTML pages with the active node list and the global monitoring view,
respectively. The local state of each peer can also be inspected on the
web. To this end, the Peer component also contains a WebApplication
subcomponent to which the peer delegates all WebRequests received on its
provided Web port.
The subcomponents of the Peer component are omitted from Figure 3.13,
however we give a complete example of a peer protocol composition in
Figure 8.1 in the context of our case study of the CATS key-value store.

Chapter 4

Implementation Aspects and
Development Cycle Support

Having presented the Kompics component model and some of the idioms,
distributed programming abstractions, and protocol composition patterns
that it enables, we now turn to discuss some implementation aspects.
The reference Kompics implementation was done in Java and released as
an open-source project [19], available online at http://kompics.sics.se.
The source code for the Java run-time system, component library, and the
peer-to-peer protocol framework, together with further documentation,
videos, and tutorials are all available from the project website.
In this chapter we present the component execution model and two
different pluggable component schedulers for multi-core parallel execution
and deterministic single-threaded simulation. We discuss support for
incremental development, and we show how the same implementation of a
distributed system can be subject to stress testing or executed in production
deployment mode or in repeatable simulation mode for correctness testing
and debugging. We also discuss the implementation of Kompics in other
modern programming languages and aspects of programming in the large.
53
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4.1

Component Execution and Scheduling

Kompics components are reactive state machines. In general, components
do not have control threads of their own, however, the Kompics execution
model admits an implementation with one lightweight thread per component like in Erlang [20] or Oz [193]. Since Java has only heavyweight
threads, we use a pool of worker threads for executing components.
The Kompics run-time system spawns a number of worker threads that
execute event handlers on behalf of components. Typically, the number of
workers is equal to the number of processing cores or processors available
on the machine. Each worker maintains a private work queue containing
components which are considered ready for execution because they have
received some events. Each component maintains a queue of received
events for each of its ports. Workers manage component execution by
transitioning a component to one of three states:

• busy – a worker is currently executing one of its event handlers;
• ready – one or more of its port event queues are not empty and the
component is not busy; or
• idle – all its port event queues are empty and it is not busy.
Component execution proceeds as follows. If a worker has no components in its ready queue, it steals work from another worker. We describe
the details of work stealing in the next subsection. When work becomes
available at a worker, the worker picks the first ready component, say c,
from its work queue. The worker then transitions c to the busy state. The
component c now selects one of its ports with a non-empty event queue,
say p, in a round-robin fashion, and then takes the first event, e, from the
event queue of port p. Round-robin selection of ports ensures the fairness
of event execution for events received on different ports. Next, c’s event
handlers that are subscribed to port p for events of the same type or a supertype of event e are executed in the order in which they were subscribed
to p. After the handler execution terminates, if all the port event queues for
c are empty, the worker transitions c to the idle state. Otherwise the worker
transitions c to the ready state, and it places c on the tail of its work queue.
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When a component is in the idle state and some worker places an event
on one of its ports, the worker transitions the component from the idle state
to the ready state and places it on its own work queue; idle components are
not scanned by workers, so they contribute no scheduling overhead.
Workers process one component at a time and the same component
cannot be processed by multiple workers at the same time. As each worker
has a private queue with ready components, different workers can execute
event handlers for different component instances in parallel. This improves
concurrency, since there is no need for mutual exclusion between the
event handlers of different component instances. However, different event
handlers of the same component instance are still guaranteed to be executed
sequentially and non-preemptively by workers. This eliminates the need
for programmers to synchronise access to local component state variables
between different event handlers, which reduces programming complexity.
The Kompics run-time system supports pluggable schedulers and allows users to provide their own component schedulers. Decoupling component behaviour from component execution enables the ability to use
different component schedulers to execute the same, unaltered, componentbased system in different execution modes such as parallel multi-core
execution and deterministic simulation. In the next two subsections we
highlight the default multi-core scheduler based on work-stealing and
the default single-threaded deterministic scheduler used for repeatable
simulations of entire distributed systems.

4.1.1

Multi-Core Work-Stealing Scheduler

Workers may run out of ready components to execute, in which case they
engage in work stealing [40, 39]. Work stealing involves a thief, a worker
with no ready components, contacting a victim, in our case, the worker with
the highest number of ready components. The thief steals from the victim a
batch of half of its ready components. Stolen components are moved from
the victim’s work queue to the thief’s work queue. From our experiments,
batching shows a considerable performance improvement over stealing a
small number of ready components.
For efficient concurrent execution, the work queue is a lock-free [105]
non-blocking queue [153], meaning that the victim and multiple work-
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ers can concurrently consume ready components from the queue. Lockfreedom, however, does not imply starvation-freedom [104], which means
that during concurrent operations some workers may not make progress.
In our case, this is not a practical concern since system-wide throughput is
guaranteed and the work stealing terminates in a finite number of steps,
therefore, under fair scheduling, all workers will make progress eventually.
A stronger progress condition, which implies starvation-freedom, is
wait-freedom [103]. Practical wait-free queues have been introduced [122]
recently. We leave their implementation in Kompics to future work.
It is possible that a worker thread blocks while executing an event
handler on behalf of a component, which may happen, e.g., when the
handler invokes an I/O operation. It may also happen, that an event
handler invokes a long-running computation. In such cases, a benefit of
work stealing is that the worker’s ready components can be stolen by other
workers and executed, preventing a blocked or a slow component from
indefinitely delaying the execution of other components.
Evaluation
We evaluated the performance of the Kompics work-stealing scheduler
against Erlang, the gold standard for concurrent programming [206], using
the highly concurrent application, the Game of Life [85]. We modeled cells
in the Game of Life as components and we setup eight connections between
cells, where connections are modeled as ports connected by channels. We
ran the Game of Life program with 100×100 cells for 1,000 generations on a
Sun Niagara machine with 2 GB of main memory and six processors, each
containing four hardware threads. Kompics ran on Sun’s standard edition
Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 6. The goal of the experiment is
to compare the speedup [12] of the Kompics version with the speedup of
the Erlang version as the number of available processing units is increased.
Figure 4.1 shows the results as we increase the number of workers to
take advantage of all 24 hardware processing units. Kompics has a slightly
lower speedup compared to Erlang, but note that with the exception of
two data points, it is never more than 10% lower. These two outliers were
observed at 21 and 22 workers, and were due to increased Java garbage
collection (GC) time relative to the experiment running time. For 21 and
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Figure 4.1. Comparing the speedup for an implementation of the Game of Life in
both Kompics and Erlang executed on a Sun Niagara machine with six processors
each having four hardware threads.

22 workers, the time spent in garbage collection was approximately 16%
of the total running time. This is substantially higher than our expected
value of 8%, estimated from the garbage collection times observed at
neighboring data points. This same garbage collection behaviour was
observed repeatedly over different experiment runs. The extra time spent
in garbage collection is due to an extra major collection [117, 118] being
performed by the Java virtual machine. Note that with a higher number
of workers, the total execution time is shorter, resulting in the garbage
collection time having a higher relative impact on the results.
Overall, the results show good scalability for the Kompics multi-core
work-stealing scheduler, demonstrating that Kompics offers the potential
for building scalable, highly concurrent applications for the Java platform.
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Discrete-Event Simulation Scheduler

We have also designed a single-threaded scheduler for deterministic component execution which can be leveraged for repeatable simulation. The
simulation scheduler executes – in a deterministic manner – all components
that are ready to execute until there is no more work to be done. At that
point, the simulation scheduler yields control to a discrete-event simulator [28] which is in charge of maintaining virtual simulation time and a
future event list [116]. When the run-time system starts, the simulation
scheduler is configured to use a particular component as the discreteevent simulator (DES) to yield control to. We have implemented a generic
discrete-event simulator which we were able to reuse for the whole-system
simulation of all P2P systems we have developed, some of which we have
described earlier in Section 3.6.
We have taken the following approach to using Kompics for executing
real implementations of entire peer-to-peer systems in simulation mode.
First, we encapsulate all the protocols implemented by one peer as subcomponents of a composite Peer component, which only requires a Timer and
a Network abstraction. Second, we implement a system-specific simulator
component that manages multiple peers as its subcomponents and further
requires a Timer and a Network abstraction. In a sense, our system-specific
simulator component delegates the Timer and Network requirements of its
Peer subcomponents, to its enclosing environment. And third, a generic and
reusable discrete-event simulator is implemented as a component which
provides the Timer and Network abstractions for the rest of the system.
Given a system-specific simulation scenario (see Subsection 4.3.2), the
generic discrete-event simulator component commands the system-specific
simulator to create and destroy peers or to initiate various system-specific
operations on the existing peers. This component architecture, illustrated in
Figure 4.2, allowed us to execute in simulation entire peer-to-peer networks
of tens of thousands of nodes, using the same system implementation
designated for production deployment. We were able to achieve this by
virtue of reusable component abstractions, hierarchical nested composition,
and the dynamic reconfiguration of the component architecture.
We give the full details of the whole-system repeatable simulation
mechanism, together with its requirements and limitations, in Section 4.3.
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Table 4.1. Time compression effects observed when simulating a peer-to-peer
system with various numbers of peers for 4,275 seconds of simulated time.

Simulated peers
64
128
256
512
1,024
2,048
4,096
8,192

Time compression factor

Wall clock time (seconds)

475.00
237.50
118.75
59.38
28.31
11.74
4.96
2.01

9
18
36
72
151
364
862
2,127

Evaluation
We used a P2P simulation architecture, like the one in Figure 4.2, to evaluate
the effectiveness of using simulation for studying the dynamic behavior of
large-scale P2P systems. As a result of simulation time compression effects,
computation time can be traded for simulating larger system sizes.
We ran experiments with the Cyclon overlay network [227] and we were
able to simulate a system of 16,384 nodes in a single 64-bit JVM with a heap
size of 4 GB. The ratio between the real time taken to run the experiment
and the virtual simulated time was roughly one, when simulating the
execution of 16,384 peers in one JVM. For smaller system sizes we observed
a much higher simulated time compression effect, as illustrated in Table 4.1.

4.2

Scalable Network Communication

Nodes in a Kompics distributed system communicate with each other by
sending messages through a Nework service abstraction. The MyNetwork
component, shown in all examples of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, implements
the Nework abstraction by marshalling and sending out messages to other
nodes over an IP network. It also unmarshalls messages received from
remote nodes and delivers them locally to higher-level protocols. The
network component is also in charge with establishing and managing
network connections to other nodes in the distributed system.
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For production deployment mode, the Kompics component library
provides three different network component implementations embedding
the Apache MINA [185], the Grizzly [218], and the Netty [163] network
libraries respectively. Each of these libraries provides an asynchronous
event-driven framework designed for building high performance and high
scalability network applications using the Java NIO APIs. Because they
leverage Java’s support for non-blocking I/O, each of these libraries can
process a large number of network connections using a small number of
I/O processing threads, which enables scalable network communication.
Each of our three network components implements automatic connection management for both TCP and UDP transport protocols and supports
pluggable message marshallers; including a built-in object serializer which
is useful during prototyping, while message-specific marshallers, for compact binary or text protocols, can be written for production systems. Message serialization is part of a configurable protocol stack where additional
message transformation layers can be enabled, e.g., for message compression, encryption, fragmentation. etc. We use the Kryo [124] library for fast
and efficient message serialization and deserialization, and Zlib [70] for
compression. The choices of which serialization library to use, or enabling
message compression, are configurable by Kompics users.

4.3

Whole-System Repeatable Simulation Support

We now show how the same implementation of a distributed system, which
is designated for production deployment, is also executable in simulation
mode for stepped debugging, protocol correctness testing, or for repeatable
studies of the dynamic behaviour of large-scale peer-to-peer systems. Figure 4.2 illustrates a typical component architecture for simulation mode.
Here, a generic P2pSimulator interprets an experiment scenario – described
in Subsection 4.3.2 – and issues command events to a system-specific simulator component, MySimulator, through its MyExperiment port. An issued
command – which is part of the experiment scenario specification – may instruct the MySimulator to create and start a new peer, to stop and destroy an
existing peer, or to command an existing peer to execute a system-specific
operation by issuing a request through its MyPeerPort.
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Figure 4.2. Component architecture for whole-system repeatable simulation. All
peers and servers execute within a single OS process in virtual simulated time.

The P2pSimulator component provides the Network and Timer abstractions and also implements a generic and reusable discrete-event simulator
(DES). This whole component architecture is executed in simulation mode,
i.e., using a single-threaded component scheduler which executes all ready
components in a deterministic order, and when it runs out of work, it
passes control to the P2pSimulator to advance the virtual time and continue
the simulation [28], typically by delivering a message to one of the peers.
In order to circumvent nondeterministic execution, when running in
simulation mode, the Java bytecode of the system is instrumented to intercept all calls for the current time and return the virtual simulation time.
Therefore, without any changes to a system’s source code, the system can
be executed deterministically in simulated time. JRE code for random
number generators (RNG) is also instrumented to use the same RNG seed
and preserve determinism. Attempts to create threads are also intercepted
and the simulation halts with an error informing the user that deterministic execution cannot be guaranteed. Kompics protocol components are
typically reactive and don’t spawn threads of their own, so they lend themselves well to simulation. In the whole Kompics component library, the
only components that spawn threads of their own are MyTimer, which
embeds a Java timer thread, MyNetwork, which embeds a Java NIO network
framework, and MyWebServer, which embeds the Jetty web server [219].
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The advantage of using bytecode instrumentation for whole-system
simulation is that in order to execute a system in simulation there is no
need to change any of its source code. The implication of this fact is that
we can simulate not only the code of the system under development, but
also any third-party libraries that it might use. The only limitation of this
approach is when a third-party library invokes native code. Allowing the
execution to “escape” the managed environment of the JVM into native
code means we loose the guarantee of deterministic execution.
Intercepting calls for the current system time or for thread creation in
order to guarantee deterministic execution, could in theory be achieved
through the use of custom class-loaders [141]. In practice however, there
are technicalities which makes that approach too difficult. Intercepting
method calls to java.lang.System.currentTimeMillis() requires a
custom definition of the java.lang.System class which was challenging
to provide owing to all its native static methods. Therefore, we resorted to
bytecode instrumentation, for which we used the Javassist toolkit [54, 55].

4.3.1

Modeling Network Latency and Bandwidth

A custom network latency model can be used for each simulation experiment. The discrete-event simulator can be configured with a NetworkModel
implementation. Code 4.1 shows the interface implemented by a particular
network model. For every message sent between two peers, the simulator
asks the model what the latency of the message should be, and it delays delivering the message accordingly. The network model generates a message
latency based on the source and destination addresses of the message.
Code 4.1 Java interface of a network latency model




public interface NetworkModel {
public long getLatencyMs(Message message);
}

The Kompics framework provides three NetworkModel implementations.
The first provided network model generates uniformly random latencies.
The uniform distribution can be parameterized with an interval from
which latencies are drawn uniformly. The second provided network model
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generates latencies from an exponential distribution. This exponential
distribution is also parameterizable with the desired mean latency. The
third provided network model generates latencies using the King data
set [95] which contains latencies measured between a set of DNS servers.
The Kompics simulation framework also provides a network model
which permits the specification of the bandwidth capacity of the network
links between peers. We used this network bandwidth model for simulations of the BitTorrent [58] protocol, and it was instrumental in accurately
modeling bandwidth queuing delay and network congestion, for content
distribution through chunk data transfers. Upload and download bandwidth capacities are specified for every peer. When a message, carrying
a data block of a specified size, is sent from one source peer to a destination peer, the message is first subject to the bandwidth queuing delay
corresponding to the upload link of the source peer and then it is subject
to the bandwidth queuing delay corresponding to the download link of the
destination peer. Optionally, the message can be subject to additional delay
according to a network latency model such as the ones we described above.
Each link is modeled as a queue of messages. When a new message
arrives at the link, a queuing delay is computed for the message, based on
the link’s capacity, the size of the message, and the total size of the messages
currently enqueued in the link. The computed queuing delay determines
the exit time of the message, i.e., the time when it will be dequeued from
the link and sent forward. Network congestion is accurately modeled since
the bandwidth queuing delay for each message is computed as a function
of all other messages that are traversing a particular link at the same time.

4.3.2

Specifying Experimentation Scenarios

We designed a Java domain-specific language (DSL) for expressing experiment scenarios for P2P systems. Such experiment scenarios can be
interpreted, e.g., by a discrete-event simulator (DES) like our P2pSimulator.
We now give a brief description of our DSL with a simple example scenario.
A scenario is a parallel and/or sequential composition of stochastic
processes. We call a stochastic process, a finite random sequence of events,
with a specified distribution of inter-arrival times. Code 4.2 shows an
example stochastic process. This will generate a sequence of 1,000 join
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Code 4.2 Stochastic process for bootstrapping a peer-to-peer system
StochasticProcess boot = new StochasticProcess() {
{
// exponentially distributed, µ = 2s
eventInterArrivalTime(exponential(2000));
// 1000 joins with uniform IDs from 0..216

raise(1000, join, uniform(0, 65536));

}
 };







Code 4.3 Defining a simulation operation with one parameter
Operation1<Join, BigInteger> join =
new Operation1<Join, BigInteger>() {
public Join generate(BigInteger nodeKey){
return new Join(new NumericRingKey(nodeKey));
}
 };







operations, with an inter-arrival time between two consecutive operations
extracted from an exponential distribution with a mean of two seconds.
The join operation is a system-specific operation with one parameter. In
this case, the parameter is the Chord [208] identifier of the joining peer,
extracted from an uniform distribution of [0..216 ]. Code 4.3 shows how the
join operation is defined. It takes one BigInteger argument (extracted from
a distribution) and generates a Join event (triggered by the P2pSimulator on
MyPeerPort). In Code 4.4 we define a churn process which will generate a
sequence of 1,000 churn events (500 joins randomly interleaved with 500
failures), with an exponential inter-arrival time with a mean of 500 ms.
Code 4.4 Stochastic process regulating churn in a peer-to-peer system
StochasticProcess churn = new StochasticProcess() {
{
// exponentially distributed, µ = 500ms
eventInterArrivalTime(exponential(500));
raise(500, join, uniform(16)); // 500 joins

raise(500, fail, uniform(16)); // 500 failures

}
 };
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Code 4.5 Stochastic process regulating lookup operations
StochasticProcess lookups = new StochasticProcess() {
{
// normally distributed, µ = 50ms, σ = 10ms
eventInterArrivalTime(normal(50, 10));
raise(5000, lookup, uniform(16), uniform(14));

}
 };






In Code 4.5 we define a process to issues some Lookup events. The
lookup operation takes two BigInteger parameters, extracted from a (here,
uniform) distribution, and generates a Lookup event that tells MySimulator
to issue a lookup for key key at the peer with identifier node.
As shown in Code 4.6, a random peer in range 0..216 will issue a lookup
for a random key in rage 0..214 . Five thousand lookups are issued in total,
with an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time with a mean of 50 ms.
Code 4.6 Defining a simulation operation with two parameters
Operation2<Lookup, BigInteger, BigInteger> lookup
= new Operation2<Lookup, BigInteger, BigInteger>() {
public Lookup generate(BigInteger node,BigInteger key) {
return new Lookup(new NumericRingKey(node),
new NumericRingKey(key));

}
 };






We have defined three stochastic processes: boot, churn, and lookups.
Putting it all together, Code 4.7 shows how we can compose them to define
and execute an experiment scenario using our Java DSL. The experiment
scenario starts with the boot process. Two seconds (of simulated time) after
this process terminates, the churn process starts. Three seconds after churn
starts, the lookups process starts, now working in parallel with churn. The
experiment terminates one second after all lookups are done.
Note that Code 4.7 contains an executable Java main-class. It creates a
scenario1 object, sets an RNG seed, and calls the simulate method passing
the simulation architecture of the studied system as an argument (line 16).
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Code 4.7 A complete experiment scenario definition
class SimulationExperiment {
static Scenario scenario1 = new Scenario() {
StochasticProcess boot = ... // see above
StochasticProcess churn = ...
StochasticProcess lookups = ...

boot.start(); // scenario starts with boot process

// sequential composition

churn.startAfterTerminationOf(2000, boot);

// parallel composition

lookups.startAfterStartOf(3000, churn);

// join synchronization

terminateAfterTerminationOf(1000, lookups);

}

public static void main(String[] args) {

scenario1.setSeed(rngSeed);

scenario1.simulate(SimulationMain.class);

}
 }






4.4

Testing and Debugging Distributed Systems

We leverage whole-system repeatable simulation for testing the correctness
of distributed protocols. Given that the execution of a particular experiment
scenario is deterministic, and it occurs in a single JVM, we can encapsulate
the simulation of a complete scenario in a unit test. This approach allows
us to define an entire test suite for a particular protocol, comprising a set
of unit tests, one for each simulation scenario. Typically, we define one
scenario for each kind of execution we want to subject a protocol to. For
example, one can define scenarios with various combinations of concurrent
churn events like nodes joining the system or failing. The test could then
validate that certain reconfiguration protocols in the system are executed
correctly, e.g., by satisfying their safety invariants and terminating.
We applied this approach in the context of developing CATS, our casestudy key-value store. In Section 8.4 we show how we leveraged repeatable
whole-system simulation to test the correctness of the CATS reconfiguration
protocols. We devised 135 distinct scenarios that covered all types of churn
situations that the system should handle correctly for a replication degree
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Figure 4.3. Component architecture for whole-system interactive stress testing.
All peers and servers execute within a single OS process in real time.

of five. This set of scenarios doubled as a regression test suite, giving us
confidence that the reconfiguration protocols continued to work correctly
across all scenarios as we made small changes to them.
Whole-system repeatable simulations can also be leveraged for stepped
debugging. In particular, when using a modern IDE, one can set conditional
breakpoints and state watches such that the stepped debugging stops
when the execution reaches a particular system configuration specified
as a conditional breakpoint. When a particular unit test fails, stepped
debugging can be used to quickly find the root cause of the problem.

4.5

Interactive Stress Testing

Using the same experiment scenario devised for whole-system simulation,
the same system code can be executed in an interactive execution mode for
stress testing. In Figure 4.3 we show the respective component architecture.
This is similar to the simulation architecture, however, we use our regular
multi-core component scheduler and the system executes in real-time,
albeit driven from the same experiment scenario. The P2pSimulator was
replaced with a P2pOrchestrator which provides the Network and Timer
abstractions and drives the execution from a specified experiment scenario.
The P2pOrchestrator can also be configured with a custom network model.
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During development it is recommended to incrementally make small
changes and quickly test their effects. The interactive execution mode helps
with this routine since it enables the programmer to quickly run a small
or medium-scale distributed system – without the need for deployment or
manual launching of multiple processes – and to interact with it, and also
to conveniently monitor its state using a web browser.
In interactive stress test execution mode, experiments are run in real
physical time, i.e., in the special case where simulation time is equivalent
to physical system execution time. This allows us to use multiple worker
threads for executing experiments, without needing to synchronize the
workers on the passage of simulation time [50]. The use of real time means
that events may not execute at the expected time due to queuing delays.
However, most distributed systems, and all P2P systems, are tolerant to
messaging delays within some application-specific bounds.
Lin et al. showed [140] that this approach is valid to the extent that the
delay of events in queues does not affect application invariants. Application
invariants are properties of the application that must be maintained over
all execution runs. For P2P systems, application invariants can be specified
as conditions on the logic of timers [140]. For example, an RPC response
event cannot be delayed for an amount of time exceeding its expiration
time, otherwise it would time out before it could be handled, potentially
breaking some application invariant. In Kompics experiments running on a
single multi-core machine, events will encounter increasing queuing delays
with increasing system load. Event queuing delays occur if the system
generates more events than it can process over a period of time. Using an
implementation of the Cyclon overlay [227], in the next two sections we
investigate how large the system can grow – for different numbers of cores
and machines – while conservatively maintaining timing invariants. That
is, we have to keep the highest event queuing delays considerably below
the minimum configured timeout period in the Cyclon protocol.

4.5.1

Scalability of Local Stress Testing

We evaluated the scalability of our stress test execution mode for multicore hardware by running a P2P experiment scenario on an increasing
number of processing cores. Our hardware setup comprised of a Mac Pro
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machine with two quad-core 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon E5462 CPUs, Windows XP
32bit, and the Sun Java server VM version 1.6.0 update 7 with a heap
size of 1,426 MB using a parallel garbage collector (GC). We executed the
experiment scenario using 1, 2, 4, and 8 Kompics worker threads.
We first experimented with an implementation of the Cyclon random
overlay [227] and our expectations were as follows. As the size of the P2P
system under test (SUT) is increased, more components are created in the
system leading to an increased flow of events passed between components.
With bounded processing power and an increased number of events in
the system, we expect that each event will experience a larger queuing
delay before being processed. If the event queuing time exceeds a certain
application-specific threshold, timing-related invariants of the SUT may be
broken. Therefore, to increase the accuracy of our stress test experiments,
we make sure that event queuing time is bounded.
We implemented the Cyclon random overlay as Kompics components,
as shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.13, and we ran it in a stress test
component architecture similar to the one in Figure 4.3. In Cyclon, the
essential timing-related invariant is that every peer gossips with one other
peer in each cycle [227]. This invariant may be broken if events are delayed
for longer than the gossip period, leading to inaccurate observations on
the overlay’s dynamic behaviour and its emergent properties. Each peer
contains four protocol components: Cyclon, BootstrapClient, PeerMonitor,
and WebApplication. We bootstrapped the system with 2,000 peers gossiping
every 10 seconds and we measured the event queuing time for every event
in the system. We continued to join 2,000 peers at a time until the 99th
percentile of the event queuing time exceeded the 5 seconds threshold.
In Figure 4.4 we plot the 99th percentile of event queuing time for all
events in the system. As expected, we can see that for increasingly larger
system sizes, the event queuing time increases. We can also observe that
even for 20,000 peers, for 99% of the events in the system, the observed
queuing delay is less than 5 seconds, which constitutes half of the Cyclon
cycle period, thus preserving the main SUT timing invariant.
Regarding the scalability of the local stress test execution mode, we can
see that event queuing times are consistently lower when a SUT with the
same number of peers is executed using an increased number of processing
cores. Although the 99th percentile of the event queuing time for 20,000
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Figure 4.4. The 99th percentile of event queuing time as a function of system
size in a whole-system stress test of Cyclon [227] executed on a single multi-core
machine while utilizing a varying number of processing cores.

peers is five seconds when using one processing core, it drops to under one
second when using eight cores. In conclusion, we can use a single multicore machine to run an accurate local stress testing experiment of a P2P
system with 20,000 peers, without breaking the SUT’s timing invariants.

4.5.2

Scalability of Distributed Stress Testing

When the amount of available main memory (RAM) becomes a bottleneck
to scaling the size of the systems under test (SUT), the way to further scale
the stress testing experiments is to distribute them across a number of
machines, e.g., using a LAN testbed like ModelNet [223] or Emulab [231],
or even a wide area network (WAN) testbed like PlanetLab [33, 179].
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Given our component execution model based on message-passing communication, distributing the real-time execution of interactive stress test
experiments over a network is straightforward. We build a distributed stress
testing architecture as follows [14]. We take the P2pOrchestrator component
which drives the local execution of an experiment scenario – shown in
Figure 4.3 – and we split its functionality into a Master and a set of Slave
components, whereby each machine in the testbed hosts one Slave component. The Master drives the experiment scenario and it coordinates with
the remote Slaves using a Network abstraction. The Master is in charge of
allocating newly joined peers to different Slaves, such as to balance the
execution load. Each Slave drives a part of the experiment and it manages
the peers executing locally on its own host machine. The Master is hosted
on a separate machine and so are the bootstrap and the status monitoring
servers in order to maximize the system’s scalability.
We have used the Cyclon implementation described in the previous
section to investigate the extent to which the size of the P2P system under
stress test can be scaled by distributing the experiment over multiple
machines. We executed the Cyclon stress test experiment on a set of 10 IBM
server blades each having two hyper-threaded 3 GHz Intel Xeon CPUs
using SMP Linux 2.6.24-19-server and the Sun Java server VM version 1.6.0
update 7, with a heap size of 2,698 MB using a parallel garbage collector
(GC). We used two Kompics worker threads on each machine.
We bootstrapped the system with 1,000 peers on each machine, gossiping every 10 seconds and we measured the queuing time of all events in
the system for a duration of 30 seconds. We continued to join 1,000 peers
at a time, on each machine, and we measured the event queuing time for
30 seconds at each step. We stopped joining peers once we reached 9,000
peers per machine for a total system size of 90,000 Cyclon peers.
We plot the measured event queuing times in Figure 4.5. The results
show that we can simulate around 40,000 Cyclon peers while 99% of all
events in the system are not delayed by more than 300 milliseconds. This
fares better than the roughly 16,000 Cyclon peers executed a single host with
two cores – illustrated in Figure 4.4 – albeit running on higher performance
hardware. This demonstrates the Kompics distributed stress testing mode’s
potential for increasing the scalability of experiments by using additional
machines within a LAN cluster or even within a WAN testbed.
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Figure 4.5. Event queuing time as a function of system size in a distributed stress
test experiment executed on 10 cluster machines in a local area network (LAN).

4.5.3

Analysis

The results here show that the stress test mode of executing Kompics
P2P systems enables experiments to scale in the number of peers, while
maintaining bounded event queuing time. Experiments can be scaled
simply by adding more CPU cores to a host or by adding additional hosts
to an experimental testbed. Experiment runs introduce minor variations
in the order of processing events, caused by worker scheduling and hosts
running in parallel without agreement on the passage of physical time. In
agreement with Lin et al. [140], we argue that these minor variations are
useful when stress testing distributed systems, as they model types of event
processing delays that can be expected in production systems, such as those
caused by network faults or congestion. As such, our stress testing mode
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provides a useful stage in the development of P2P systems, in that it enables
the testing of larger-scale systems in a more challenging environment. This
stage of testing for production systems could complement traditional stress
testing stages, by helping to build large-scale experiment scenarios that are
able to identify unexpected behaviors that only arise at large system sizes.
Compared to simulation, two drawbacks of real-time execution are that
we cannot take advantage of the time-compression effects of time-stepped
simulators, and experiments are not repeatable – although distributed
executions in production are not reproducible either. On the other hand,
the benefit of running in real time is improved scalability, since we avoid the
cost of simulation controllers agreeing on the passage of virtual time [50].

4.6

Incremental Development and Testing Support

The Kompics Distributed System Launcher is a Java utility and a set of
Kompics components that developers can use to quickly experiment with
small-scale distributed systems implemented in Kompics, locally on the
development machine. The user specifies a network topology and an
execution script for each of the processes in the distributed system. We call
the set of process execution scripts, the scenario. The distributed system
scenario is then executed on a specified network topology.
Code 4.8 shows an example topology specification containing the characteristics of the network connecting the processes of the distributed system.
The code creates a network topology, called topology3, with six nodes
or processes. The process running at node 1 shall be receiving messages
at the network address 127.0.0.1:22031, i.e., process 1 binds TCP and
UDP ports 22031 on the local host. Similarly, process 2 shall be receiving
messages at network address 127.0.0.1:22032.
The link(1, 2, 1000, 0.5) specifies a directed link from node 1
to node 2, which we denote by 1 → 2. This link has a latency of 1,000 ms
and a drop rate of 0.5. This means that messages sent by node 1 to node 2
are delayed by 1,000 ms and on average 50% of the messages are dropped
or lost. Note that this link is directed, so without specifying other links,
node 2 could not send messages to node 1. Alternatively, we say that 2
is a neighbor of 1 but 1 is not a neighbor of 2. We can make the link
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Code 4.8 A simple topology for local interactive system execution
Topology topology3 = new Topology() {
{
node(1, "127.0.0.1", 22031);
node(2, "127.0.0.1", 22032);
node(3, "127.0.0.1", 22033);

node(4, "127.0.0.1", 22034);

node(5, "127.0.0.1", 22035);

node(6, "127.0.0.1", 22036);

link(1, 2, 1000, 0.99);

link(3, 4, 2000, 0.05);

link(5, 6, 500, 0.1).bidirectional();

defaultLinks(100, 0);

}
 };






bidirectional by writing link(1, 2, 1000, 0.5).bidirectional().
This will also create a link from node 2 to node 1 having the same latency
and loss characteristics as link 1 → 2. An example of such a link is specified
between nodes 5 and 6: link(5, 6, 500, 0.1).bidirectional().
When the 2 → 1 link has different latency and loss characteristics from the
1 → 2 link, we need to add an extra link(...) statement.
The defaultLinks(100, 0) statement of line 12, “fills in” the missing links to create a fully connected topology. Here, all added links have a
latency specification of 100 ms and 0 message loss rate. In the absence of
line 12, topology3 would not be fully connected, and node 4 would not
be able to communicate with node 5 for example.
A scenario is a set of process execution scripts. A process execution
script is a sequence of commands that an Application component will
execute at the process. Code 4.9 shows an example scenario.
Code 4.9 A simple local experiment scenario with two processes
Scenario scenario1 = new Scenario(Main.class) {
{
command(1, "S500:Lmsg1:S1000:X");
command(2, "S1000:Pmsg2:S1000:X");
}
 };
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This means that process 1 will execute script "S500:Lmsg1:S1000:X"
and process 2 will execute commands "S1000:Lmsg2:S1000:X". The
S500 command means that the process waits (sleeps) for 500 ms before
executing the next command. Command Lmsg1 means that the process
sends message msg1, over lossy links to all its neighbors. Sending a
message over a lossy link means that the message may be dropped with
a probability equal to the loss rate of the link specified in the topology.
Command Pmsg2 means that the process sends message msg2, over perfect
links to all its neighbors. Sending a message over a perfect link means that
the message is delivered at the destination exactly once. Both lossy and
perfect links will delay messages sent over them, according to their latency;
specified in the network topology on which the scenario is executed.
Command X terminates the process. In summary, process 1 will start,
wait 500 ms, send out message msg1 over lossy links to all its neighbors,
wait one second, and then terminate. Process 2 will start, wait one second,
send out message msg2 over perfect links to all its neighbors, wait one
second, and then terminate.
In scenario1, Main.class represents the Kompics component definition of a root component that creates and initializes the protocol components in one process of the distributed system under experiment. The
Main component class contains a Java main method that starts the Kompics
run-time system and then creates and starts the Main component.
A scenario is therefore constituted by a particular distributed system
and the commands its processes are supposed to execute. The distributed
system is specified by the main component that defines the software architecture of each process in the system, e.g., Main in scenario1.
Topology and scenario definitions are written as Java anonymous classes.
To execute a scenario on a particular topology, the user places the topology
and scenario definitions within a Java program as illustrated in Code 4.10.
The statement on line 16 executes scenario1 on topology1. Processes 1 and 2 are launched at the same time. Each process executes the
program Main which is a main Java class and a root Kompics component,
which, at minimum, creates and initializes a network component, a timer
component, and an application component. The application component in
each process interprets and executes the process execution script specified
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Code 4.10 An experiment scenario for quick local interactive testing
public final class Experiment1 {
public static final void main(String[] args) {
Topology topology1 = new Topology() {
{
node(1, "127.0.0.1", 22031);

node(2, "127.0.0.1", 22032);

link(1, 2, 1000, 0).bidirectional();

}

};

Scenario scenario1 = new Scenario(Main.class) {

{

command(1, "S500:Lmsg1:S1000:X");

command(2, "S1000:Pmsg2:S1000:X");

}

};

scenario1.executeOn(topology1);

}
 }






in scenario1. Users can extend the application component with new
commands besides the default S, L, P, and X, introduced above.
By calling scenario1.executeOnFullyConnected(topology1)
the distributed system launcher is instructed to check that topology1 is
fully connected, and to quit with an error message if it isn’t.
When Experiment1 is executed as a Java program, the distributed
system launcher creates a graphical user interface (GUI) window for each
process. The process output is logged in this window, and the user can
input further commands to the application component of the process.
Figure 4.6 shows what happens when Experiment1 is executed.
The different windows allow users to see the output of each process
simultaneously which may facilitate debugging certain dynamic behaviours
which are now more easily observed than by inspecting process logs. If the
user closes the window of a process, or inputs command X, that process
terminates. Users can also terminate the currently focused process by
pressing Ctrl+Z. All processes can be killed at once by pressing Ctrl+K.
As illustrated in Figure 4.6, the output of each process is timestamped.
Each window contains both the output of its own process and the output
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Figure 4.6. Screenshot of local execution for quick incremental testing.

of the distributed system launcher itself. The log timestamps followed by
the word INFO in this example, come from the application component of
the process, which uses log4j, and they are relative to the process start
time. The log timestamps followed by the string @SCENARIO come from
the distributed system launcher and they are relative the launcher start
time. In this example, we may roughly estimate that process 1 started
around 15 ms after process 2 started. This difference in the start-up times
of the processes depends on the operating system load.
So far we discussed how to execute a distributed system in a crash-stop
model, whereby processes which terminate and killed processes do not
restart. If developers wish to experiment with a distributed system in a
crash-recovery model, whereby processes may crash and later recover, they
can create a crash-recovery scenario like the one defined in Code 4.11.
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Code 4.11 An experiment scenario supporting the crash-recovery model
Scenario scenario2 = new Scenario(Main.class) {
{
command(1, "S500:Lmsg1:S1000:X").recover(
"S500:Pmsg3:S500:X", 2000);
command(2, "S1000:Pmsg2:S6000:X");

}
 };






The recover("S500:Pmsg3:S500:X",2000) statement in lines 3–4
means that process 1 should recover 2000 ms after it terminates, and then
execute commands S500:Pmsg3:S500:X. When we execute scenario2
on topology1 we get the results presented in Figure 4.7.
Notice that process 2, which was alive for about 7 seconds, receives
from process 1, both message msg1, sent in the first incarnation of process 1,
and message msg3, sent by process 1 in its second incarnation. We can also
notice that log timestamps were reset for process 1’s second incarnation.
Considering the crash-recovery scenario defined in Code 4.11, its worth
noting that if process 1 is killed while sleeping, i.e., before it gets a chance
to execute its first X command, process 1 is still going to be recovered.
Users can also manually recover a dead process. To recover a crashed
process, one types recover@pid@command in the console of the Experiment process, i.e., the distributed system launcher, where pid represents
the identifier of the process to be recovered, and command is the script that
the process should execute upon recovery.

4.7

Implementation in Different Programming
Languages

We used the Java programming language for the reference implementation
of Kompics. Meanwhile, in an attempt to reduce the verbosity of the Java
specification of Kompics events, ports, and components, and also to cater
for more programmer audiences, Kompics has been ported to Scala and
also to Python. The following sections review these implementations and
show some examples of Kompics concepts programmed in these languages.
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Figure 4.7. Screenshot of local execution with crash-recovery support.

4.7.1

Scala

A Scala adaptation of the Java implementation of Kompics was contributed
by Lars Kroll. The Scala programming language facilitates the implementation of domain-specific languages (DSLs) and this support was leveraged
into designing a very succinct expression of the Kompics concepts and constructs in Scala. The Kompics Scala front-end automatically leverages the
existing Java components and the run-time system, since Scala code compiles to Java bytecode and executes on the JVM. As a result, we can build
distributed systems by seamlessly composing Java and Scala components.
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Code 4.12 A simple event type definition in Scala



case class Message(source: Address, destination: Address)
extends Event

Code 4.13 A derived event type definition in Scala
case class DataMessage(source: Address,
destination: Address,
data: Data,
sequenceNumber: int)

extends Message(source, destination)





We now show a few examples of Kompics concepts implemented in
Scala. Code 4.12 and Code 4.13 illustrate event type definitions, analogous
to the Java definitions presented in Code 2.1 and Code 2.2, respectively.
Similarly, Code 4.14 and Code 4.15 show Scala port type definitions
analogous to the Java ones presented in Code 2.3 and Code 2.4, respectively.
Code 4.16 illustrates a simple Scala component, analogous to its Java
counterpart shown in Code 2.6. A required port is specified using the -operator. Conversely, a provided port is specified using the ++ operator.
Event handlers are anonymous and implicitly subscribed to ports using the
uponEvent operator. Event deliveries to the component leverage Scala’s
pattern matching mechanism and multiple event types can be matched
within the same uponEvent construct using multiple case statements.
Code 4.14 A Network port definition in Scala





object Network extends PortType {
request(Message);
indication(Message);
}

Code 4.15 A Timer port definition in Scala






object Timer extends PortType {
request(ScheduleTimeout);
request(CancelTimeout);
indication(Timeout);
}
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Code 4.16 A simple component definition in Scala
class MyComponent extends ComponentDefinition {
val service = ++ (MyService); // provided port
val network = -- (Network);
// required port
var messages : int = 0;
network uponEvent {

case Message(source, destination) => { () =>

messages++;

println("Received from " + source);

}

}
 }






Kompics types written in Java need to be referenced as classOf[Type]
in request, indication, ++, --, and create statements in Scala code.
Code 4.17 shows a root component definition in Scala, analogous to its
Java counterpart from Code 2.7. Interestingly, connections between ports
are expressed more succinctly than in Java using the ++ and -- operators.
The statement timer ++ Timer -- fd means: connect the provided Timer
port of the timer component to the required Timer port of the fd component. The next statement in line 8 creates two channels at the same time
connecting the provided Network port of the network component to the
required Network ports of the fd and broadcast components respectively.
Code 4.17 A root component definition in a Scala executable program






object Main extends ComponentDefinition {
val network = create(MyNetwork);
val timer = create(MyTimer);
val fd = create(FailureDetector);
val broadcast = create(ReliableBroadcast);










timer ++ Timer -- fd;
network ++ Network -- (fd, broadcast);
def main(args: Array[String]): Unit = {
Kompics.bootstrap(Main);
}
}
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Code 4.18 Defining Kompics events in Python






"""A simple event type definition."""
Message = event(’Message’, ’source, destination’, Event)

"""A derived event type definition."""
DataMessage = event(’DataMessage’,

’source, destination, data, seqNo’,

Message, ’source, destination’)

Code 4.19 A Network port definition in Python




class Network(Port):
requests = [Message]
indications = [Message]

Code 4.20 A Timer port definition in Python




Timer = port(’Timer’,
[ScheduleTimeout, CancelTimeout], # requests
[Timeout])
# indications

4.7.2

Python

Kompics was also ported to the Python programming language by Niklas
Ekström. Again, the motivation for Kompics Python was a more succinct expression of Kompics programs as well as potential adoption by more users
and students familiar with Python. Kompics Python has its own run-time
system and there is no code directly shared with the Java implementation.
We now show a few examples of Kompics concepts implemented in
Python. Code 4.18 illustrates event type definitions, equivalent to the
Java event type definitions presented in Code 2.1 and Code 2.2. Similarly,
Code 4.19 and Code 4.20 show Python port type definitions analogous to
the Java ones presented in Code 2.3 and Code 2.4, respectively.
Code 4.21 A simple event handler in Python




def handleMessage(self, event):
self.messages += 1 # component-local state update
print "Received from ", event.source
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Code 4.22 A simple component definition in Python
class MyComponent(Component):
def __init__(self):
Component.__init__(self)
self.network = self.requires(Network)

print "MyComponent created."

self.messages = 0

self.subscribe({self.network : Message})










def handleMessage(self, event):
self.messages += 1 # component-local state update
print "Received from ", event.source

Code 4.21 illustrates a Python event handler, analogous to its Java
counterpart from Code 2.5. Code 4.22 shows a simple component and
Code 4.23 shows a root component definition in Python, both similar to
their respective Java counterparts illustrated in Code 2.6 and Code 2.7.
Although certain Kompics Python definitions – such as those of event
types and port types – are more compact than in Java, component definitions, on the other hand, appear to be cluttered with self references.
Code 4.23 A root component definition in a Python executable program


















class Main(Component):
def __init__(self):
Component.__init__(self)
self.network = self.create(MyNetwork)
self.timer = self.create(MyTimer)
self.fd = self.create(FailureDetector)
self.channel1 = self.connect(
self.network.provided(Network),
self.fd.required(Network))
self.channel2 = self.connect(
self.timer.provided(Timer),
self.fd.required(Timer))
scheduler = WorkStealingScheduler()
scheduler.bootstrap(Main)
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Programming in the Large

We used Apache Maven [184] to organize the structure and manage the
artifacts of the reference Kompics implementation [19]. The complete
framework counts more than a hundred modules.
We organized the various framework constituents into abstraction and
component packages. An abstraction package contains a Kompics port
together with the request and indication events of that port. A component
package contains the implementation of one component together with
some component-specific events – typically subtypes of events defined in
required ports. The source code for an abstraction or component package
is organized as a Maven module and the binary code is packaged into a
Maven artifact, a JAR archive annotated with meta-data about the package’s
version, dependencies, and pointers to web repositories from where (binary)
package dependencies are automatically fetched by Maven.
In general, abstraction packages have no dependencies and component
packages have dependencies on abstraction packages for both their required
and provided ports. This is because a component implementation will use
event types defined in abstraction packages, irrespective of the fact that
an abstraction is required or provided. This approach of explicit binary
dependencies also enables deploy-time composition.
Maven enables true reusability of protocol abstractions and component
implementations. Users can start a project for a new protocol implementation and just specify what existing abstractions their implementation
depends on. These are automatically fetched and made available in the
new project. For convenience, our Kompics repositories [19] also contain
JavaDoc and source JARs which are also fetched automatically by Maven.
This enables programmers to seamlessly navigate the source code of the
artifacts their projects depend on, thus enhancing developer productivity.

Chapter 5

Kompics Discussion and
Comparison to Related Work

We have presented the Kompics component model and its programming
framework and patterns. We showed how complex distributed systems can
be built by composing simple protocol abstractions. Distributed protocols
are programmed as event-driven, message-passing concurrent components.
Kompics contributes a unique combination of features well suited for the
development and testing of large-scale, long-lived distributed systems.
Central to the design philosophy of Kompics are the principles of nested
hierarchical composition, message-passing concurrency, publish-subscribe
asynchronous component communication, dynamic reconfiguration, and
the ability to run the same code in either production mode or in repeatable
whole-system simulation for testing, debugging, and behaviour evaluation.
Systems built with Kompics leverage multi-core machines out of the
box and they can be dynamically reconfigured to support hot software
upgrades. Kompics provides a simple event-driven style of programming, which lends itself naturally to expressing distributed protocols, and
due to asynchronous component interaction, it enables the construction
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of non-blocking, highly concurrent systems. The same system software
designated for production deployment can be executed in reproducible
simulation mode without changing its source code, meaning that thirdparty binary libraries can also be leveraged in simulation. These properties
of the framework, together with a rich library of provided protocols and
abstractions, led to Kompics being used for prototyping, evaluating, and
developing a diverse collection of distributed systems, such as a P2P video
on demand system [37], a secure and fault-tolerant distributed storage
system [111], NAT-aware peer sampling protocols [73, 172], P2P live media streaming systems [170, 174, 171, 173, 176], a locality-aware scalable
publish-subscribe system [187], scalable NAT-traversal protocols [164], distributed hash-table replication schemes [200], gossip protocols for distribution estimation [175], an elasticity controller simulator [162, 161], studies of
multi-consistency-model key-value stores [7, 41], mechanisms for robust
self-management [6, 22], and a reliable UDP transport mechanism [157].
We have been using Kompics as a teaching framework in two courses on
distributed systems, for more than five years. Students used Kompics successfully, both to deliver running implementations of complex distributed
systems, and to gain insights into the dynamic behavior of those systems.
Kompics blends message-passing concurrency from actor models, with
nested hierarchical composition from component models, with explicit
component dependencies from architecture description languages (ADLs).
Consequently, Kompics is related to work in several areas including: concurrent programming models [21, 206], reconfigurable component models [44, 63, 165], reconfigurable software architectures [144, 152, 65, 8],
protocol composition frameworks [168, 156, 84, 224, 180, 101] and eventbased frameworks for building distributed systems [123, 230, 109].

5.1

Message-Passing Concurrency and Actor Models

The message-passing concurrency model employed by Kompics is similar
to the actor model [2], of which Erlang [20, 21], the POSIX process and pipe
model, Kilim [206], and Scala [165] are perhaps the best known examples.
Similar to the actor model, message passing in Kompics involves buffering events before they are handled in a first-in first-out (FIFO) order, thus
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decoupling the thread that sends an event from the thread that handles
an event. In contrast to the actor model, event buffers are associated with
Kompics component ports, thus each component may have more than one
event queue, and ports are connected using channels.
Channels that carry typed messages between processes are also found
in other message-passing systems, such as Singularity [78]. Connections
between processes in actor models are unidirectional and based on process
identifiers, while channels between ports in Kompics are bidirectional and
components are oblivious to the destination of their events. In Kompics,
ports may be connected to potentially many other components enabling a
publish-subscribe communication pattern.
Oblivion to the identity of other components largely circumvents the
issue of circular dependency when two processes need to communicate and
neither one knows the other’s identity. But perhaps most importantly, this
leads to loose coupling [34] which is a crucial ingredient for the dynamic
reconfiguration of the component architecture. Restricting communication
to occur only through ports prevents situations where it would be unsafe
to destroy components because there could exist direct references to them
elsewhere in the component architecture.
Kompics supports event filters on channels and subscriptions on ports,
while in actor models event filtering is performed using pattern matching
at processes. Pattern matching code can make Erlang processes and Scala
actors less reusable than Kompics components. Erlang and Scala actors
execute pattern matching on messages in their mailboxes to find a matching
execution handler, while in Kompics, components subscribe event handlers
to event types received over ports, with optional attribute value filtering
on channels. For one-to-many connections, like in our P2P simulations,
messages are filtered in channels by their destination peer address attribute,
meaning they will only be delivered to the subscribers with matching
attribute filters. In Erlang and Scala, all messages will be delivered to the
mailboxes of all processes who would then filter the messages locally.
To support RPCs, Kompics provides the expect command which is
similar to the blocking receive commands in Erlang and Scala.
Kompics is also related to the Rust [220] programming language from
Mozilla, and the Go [217, 27] programming language from Google, which
both support lightweight processes communicating through messages.
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Reconfigurable Component Models

In previous work on dynamically reconfigurable middleware, component
models developed mechanisms such as explicit dependency management,
component quiescence, and reconfigurable connectors for safely adapting
systems online. Fundamental features of the Kompics component model,
such as nested hierarchical composition, support for strongly-typed interfaces, and explicit dependency management using ports, are found in
other component models, such as OpenCom [63], Fractal [44], Oz/K [139],
K-Components [72], OMNeT++ [226], and OSGi [167]. However, the style
of component interaction, based on synchronous interface invocation, precludes compositional concurrency in these models making them unsuited
to present-day multi-core hardware architectures.
Oz/K [139] is a kernel language for component-based open programming based on the Kell calculus [197]. Oz/K also targets component
reconfiguration but in Oz/K, components communicate by atomic rendezvous on gates, which are similar to the synchronous channels of π-calculus.
In contrast, Kompics components communicate asynchronously through
explicit channels. Similar to Kompics, in Oz/K, gates form the only means
of communication between components, ensuring isolation.
The Fractal [44] component model allows the specification of components that are reflective, hierarchical, and dynamically reconfigurable.
However, Fractal is agnostic with respect to the execution model of components. Kompics is a reactive component model having these desirable
properties of Fractal, but it enforces a particular execution and component
interaction model, facilitates programming distributed protocols.
With respect to industrial standards such as Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)
or the CORBA Component Model (CCM), Kompics constitutes a more
flexible component model, which does not embed predetermined nonfunctional services, like managed persistence, security, or transactional
integrity. Kompics is targeted at building generic distributed systems, not
just tiered client-server enterprise applications. In contrast to these models,
Kompics employs message-passing component interaction, therefore enabling a simple and compositional concurrency model. These models do
not support nested hierarchical composition, making them inadequate for
supporting rich architectural patterns like those we showed in Chapter 3.
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Software Architecture Description Languages

Component-based systems that support dynamic run-time reconfiguration functionality use either reflective techniques [150] or dynamic software architecture models, such as Fractal [44], Rapide [144], and ArchStudio4/C2 [65]. Kompics’s reconfiguration model is similar to the dynamic
software architecture approaches, but a major difference is that the software architecture in Kompics is not specified explicitly in an architecture
description language (ADL), rather it is implicitly constructed at run time.
ArchJava [8] proposes an explicit software architecture and guarantees
communication integrity – i.e., that components only communicate along
declared connections between ports – an idea that we leverage in Kompics
for safe dynamic reconfiguration.

5.4

Protocol Composition Frameworks

Protocol composition frameworks like Horus [224, 225], Ensemble [101],
Appia [156], or Bast [84], were specifically designed for building distributed
systems by layering modular protocols. Protocol stacks are composed from
building blocks called protocol modules which interact through events.
These systems, however, focus on the flow of events though the protocol
stack, rather than on the encapsulation and abstraction of lower-level
protocols. Enabling protocol composition solely by layering prevents the
construction of complex nested hierarchical architectures. With Kompics
we employ nested hierarchical composition which enables richer, more
useful architectural patterns, as we illustrated in Chapter 3.
Live distributed objects [168] are the most similar to Kompics in their
goal of supporting encapsulation and composition of distributed protocols.
Live objects endpoints are similar to Kompics ports, providing bidirectional message passing, however, endpoints in Live objects support only
one-to-one connections. Live objects do not support nested hierarchical
composition nor the dynamic reconfiguration of the protocol architecture.
Our work is also relevant within the context of popular non-blocking
network communication frameworks – used to build high-performance
event-driven server applications – such as SEDA [230], Lift [53], Twitter’s
Finagle [228] for Scala, and Facebook’s Tornado [71] for Python. Kompics’
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asynchronous event-driven programming framework allows it to seamlessly
integrate different Java NIO networking frameworks – such as Netty [163],
Apache MINA [185], and Grizzly[218] – as pluggable components.
Rather than supporting hierarchical architectures or dynamic reconfiguration, in SEDA the focus is on performance, namely on self-tuning
resource management and dynamic adaptation to changes in load, in order
to provide graceful degradation in performance. Kompics does not inhibit
support for such properties, which could be enabled by a custom component scheduler which would allocate different worker pools for different
groups of components, corresponding to different stages in SEDA.

5.5

Process Calculi and Other Concurrency Models

There exist several languages and concurrency formalisms that support the
study of concurrent algorithms. In particular, the Kompics concurrency
model can be contrasted to the synchronous π-calculus [155], CSP [108],
CCS [154], and the asynchronous I/O automata [148, 149, 145], which also
model hierarchical concurrent components.
Similar to the Kompics notion of port polarity, π-calculus [155] uses
names and co-names for actions. I/O automata [148, 149, 145] offer a
natural model for describing distributed algorithms, and supports the
construction of modular, hierarchical correctness proofs.
The Spectrum Simulation System [92] is a research tool for the design and study of distributed algorithms. Faithful to the I/O automaton
model [149, 148], Spectrum provides the ability to integrate the entire process of specification, design, debugging, analysis, and correctness proofs
for distributed algorithms. In Kompics we focus on distributed systems.
Statecharts [99] provide a modular way to describe complex systems.
Essentially, each orthogonal component of a statechart is a finite state
machine that, in response to an event, may make a state transition and
generate a new event. The Statemate system [100], based on the Statechart
model, provides a graphical editor for building statecharts, a statechart
simulator, and automatic translation into Ada and C. Statemate exploits
the hierarchical structure of statecharts by permitting users to design and
study complex systems at varying levels of detail.
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In the Occam programming language [183], which implements the
CSP [108] concurrency model, the sequential process control flow is convenient for describing algorithms that are inherently sequential. However, it
can be cumbersome for describing distributed algorithms in which a given
process may interact with other processes at different stages of the protocol.
DEVS [232] is an object-oriented system in which system components,
called models, have input and output ports that may be coupled in a
hierarchical fashion, similar to Kompics. DEVS serves as a medium for
developing hierarchical distributed simulation models and architectures.

5.6

Scalable Simulation and Replay Debugging

There exist several popular simulators for peer-to-peer systems including
P2PSim [136], Peersim [159], ProtoPeer [82], RealPeer [107], WiDS [140],
and Oversim [32], which extends the OMNeT++ [226] domain-independent
discrete-event simulator. More relevant to Kompics, however, are the
frameworks for building distributed systems that support using the same
code in both simulation and production deployment, such as Distributed
System Foundation (DSF) [213], Neko [222], Mace [121], and WiDS [140].
In Mace, and WiDS, programmers specify system logic using a highlevel event-based language that is subsequently compiled to C++ code,
which, in turn, uses APIs for framework-specific libraries. When switching from simulation to production deployment, WiDS and Mace require
programmers to rebuild the system and link it to network libraries.
Splay [134] also allows system specification in a high-level language,
namely Lua. Splay supports the deployment and evaluation of P2P systems
in a testbed environment using declarative experiment definitions, but it
does not support repeatable simulation on a single host. Oversim [32] code,
on the other hand, cannot be executed in production environments.
ModelNet [223] is a scalable network emulator that allows the deployment of thousands of application nodes on a set of cluster machines.
ModelNet provides a realistic network environment to the deployed application. This has the advantage of offering a real-world large-scale testbed
in a controlled environment, however, ModelNet does not offer support for
defining and orchestrating stress test experiments.
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Liblog [86] is a tool that enables replay debugging for distributed
C/C++ applications. When running the distributed application, the Liblog library is preloaded and all activity – including exchanged messages,
thread scheduling, and signal handling – is logged. Each process logs its
own activity locally. Post-mortem, all logs are fetched to a central machine where an interesting subset of processes are replayed in step-by-step
debugging mode. Liblog integrates GDB into the replay mechanism for
simultaneous source-level debugging of multiple processes. Liblog uses
Lamport timestamps [127] in exchanged messages to ensure that replay is
consistent with the causal order of events.

Part II

Scalable and Consistent
Distributed Storage

ATS

Chapter 6

Background, Motivation, and
Problem Statement

Modern web-scale applications generate and access massive amounts of
semi-structured data at very high rates. To cope with such demands, the underlying storage infrastructure supporting these applications and services,
must be extremely scalable. The need for scalability, high availability, and
high performance motivated service operators to design custom storage
systems [67, 125, 30, 51, 102] that replicate data and distribute it over a large
number of machines in a datacenter distributed system.
Due to the semi-structured nature of the data, such systems often have
a simple API for accessing data in terms of a few basic operations:

• put(key, value)
• value := get(key)
• delete(key)
and hence they are referred to as key-value stores. The number of replicas
accessed by put and get operations determines the level of data consistency
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provided by the system [26]. To achieve strong data consistency, whereby
clients have the illusion of a single storage server, put and get operations
need to access overlapping quorums of replicas [88]. Typically, the more
servers an operation needs to wait for, the higher its latency will be [1].
Early designs of key-value stores [67, 125] were targeted to applications
that did not require strong data consistency, and driven by the need for
low latency and availability, they chose to provide only eventual consistency
for put and get operations.
Eventual consistency [215] means that for a given key, data values may
diverge at different replicas, e.g., as a result of operations accessing less than
a quorum of replicas or due to network partitions [66, 43, 89]. Eventually,
when the application detects conflicting replicas, it needs to reconcile the
conflict. This can be done automatically for data types with monotonic [11]
or commutative [204] operations. In general however, conflict detection and
resolution increases application complexity, both syntactically, by cluttering
its logic with extra code paths, and semantically, by requiring programmers
to devise reconciliation logic for all potential conflicts.
There is a significant class of applications that cannot rely on an eventually consistent data store. In particular, financial and electronic health
record applications, services managing critical meta-data for large cloud
infrastructures [45, 110], or more generally, systems in which the results of
data-access operations have external side-effects, all need a data store with
strong consistency guarantees in order to operate correctly and securely. The
strongest level of consistency for put and get operations, is called atomic
consistency or linearizability [106] and informally, it guarantees that for every
key, a get returns the value of the last completed put or the value of a
concurrent put, and once a get returns a value, no subsequent get can return
an older, stale value. Thus, in spite of failures and concurrency, put and get
operations appear to occur in the same sequential order at all clients and
every get always returns the value of the most recent put.
When scalable systems grow to a really large number of servers, their
management effort increases significantly. Therefore, self-organization and
self-healing are commendable properties of modern scalable data stores
[209]. Many existing key-value stores [67, 125, 30, 80] rely on consistent
hashing [120] for automatically managing data storage and replication
responsibilities when servers join and leave the system, or when they fail.
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Moreover, with consistent hashing all servers are symmetric. No master
server means there is no scalability bottleneck and no single point of failure.
Scaling to a very large number of servers also increases the likelihood of
network partitions [66] and inaccurate failure suspicions [49] caused by network
congestion or by the failure or misconfiguration of network equipment.
For the class of critical applications mentioned above, it is imperative
to maintain consistency during adverse network conditions, even at the
expense of service availability [43, 89].
The complexities of eventual consistency and the need for atomic consistency motivated us to explore how linearizability can be achieved in
scalable key-value stores based on consistent hashing [67, 125, 30, 80]. The
problem is that simply applying quorum-based put and get operations [23]
within replication groups dictated by consistent hashing [208], fails to
satisfy linearizability in the face of dynamic group membership, network
partitions, message loss, partial synchrony, and false failure suspicions.
We show the pitfalls of a naïve approach and describe the challenge of
achieving linearizability in Section 6.5.
With CATS we make the following contributions:

• We introduce consistent quorums as an approach to guarantee linearizability in a decentralized, self-organizing, dynamic system spontaneously reconfigured by consistent hashing, and prone to inaccurate
failure suspicions and network partitions.
• We showcase consistent quorums in the design and implementation
of CATS, a scalable distributed key-value store where every data item
is an atomic register with linearizable put and get operations and a
dynamically reconfigurable replication group.
• We evaluate the cost of consistent quorums and the cost of achieving
atomic data consistency in CATS. We give evidence that consistent
quorums admit both, on the one hand, system designs which are scalable, elastic, self-organizing, fault-tolerant, consistent, and partitiontolerant, as well as, on the other hand, system implementations with
practical performance and modest overhead – 5% decrease in throughput for read-intensive and 25% for write-intensive workloads.
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In designing CATS we leveraged the research work on consistent hashing, which has been used for building scalable, self-organizing, yet weaklyconsistent distributed key-value stores [67, 125, 30, 80], as well as the work
on quorum-based replication, both in static and dynamic systems, which
provide strong data consistency but are not scalable [23, 56, 4, 143].

6.1

Consistent Hashing and Distributed Hash Tables

Consistent hashing [120] is a technique for partitioning data among the
nodes in a distributed storage system, such that adding and removing
nodes requires minimal repartitioning of data. Consistent hashing employs
an identifier space perceived as a ring. Both data items and nodes are
mapped to identifiers in this space. Many distributed hash tables (DHTs),
such as Chord [208] and Pastry [192], were built using consistent hashing.
Our architecture leverages Chord, yet the idea of consistent quorums
can be applied to other DHTs as well, to build consistent, partition tolerant,
and scalable key-value storage systems. Chord provides a scalable, selforganizing, and fault-tolerant system for maintaining a consistent hashing
ring topology, which determines the partitioning of data among nodes.
Additionally, Chord provides mechanisms for efficiently finding the node
responsible for storing a particular key-value pair.
Each node in the system maintains a succ pointer to its successor on
the consistent hashing ring. The successor of a node n is the first node
met going in the clockwise direction on the identifier ring, starting at n.
Similarly, each node keeps a pred pointer to its predecessor. The predecessor
of n is the first node met going anti-clockwise on the ring, starting at
n. A node n is responsible for storing all key-value pairs for which the
key identifier, or a hash thereof, belongs to the range ( p.pred, p]. For
fault tolerance of the ring topology, each node n maintains a successor-list,
consisting of n’s c immediate successors. For fault tolerance on the data
level, all key-value pairs stored on n are replicated on the first r − 1 nodes in
n’s successor-list, where r is the replication degree. A periodic stabilization
algorithm was proposed in Chord [208] to maintain the ring pointers under
node dynamism, i.e., nodes joining and leaving the system, or failing.
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Because the Chord periodic stabilization protocol was not designed to
cope with network partitions and mergers, it is possible that a network
partition divides the ring topology into two independent rings. In the
design of CATS we chose an extended topology maintenance protocol [202],
which repairs the consistent hashing ring pointers after a transient network
partition, effectively merging multiple partitioned ring overlays into a single
consistent hashing ring. This is essential for achieving complete tolerance
to network partitions [66].

6.2

Consistency, Availability, and Partition Tolerance

Brewer’s conjecture [43], formalized and proven by Gilbert and Lynch [89],
and generally referred to as the CAP theorem, states that a distributed service operating in an asynchronous network, cannot simultaneously satisfy
guarantees of consistency, availability, and network partition tolerance.
Consistency guarantees are rules governing the operations of the service.
For example, a particular consistency model might require that every read
operation returns the value written by the most recent update operation.
We review two major consistency models in the following section.
Availability means that every operation request received by a non-failing
node must eventually generate a response. This is a liveness property [10]
requiring the termination of the protocol that implements the service
operation. Notwithstanding the fact that it places no bound on how long
the algorithm may run before terminating, availability requires that even
when severe network failures occur, every request must terminate.
A network partition is a situation where the nodes of a distributed
system are split into disconnected components which cannot communicate
with each other [66]. This is a degenerate case of message loss whereby the
communication links between the partitioned components systematically
drop messages for a while, until the network partition is repaired.
System designers have to chose two out of three of these properties.
Since in practical large-scale networks we have no guarantee of the absence
of network partitions, the choice boils down to consistency vs. availability.
Such a choice depends on the target application. For some applications,
availability is of utmost importance, while weaker consistency guarantees
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such as eventual consistency [67] suffice. In contrast, our focus is on applications that require strong consistency guarantees. The system can become
unavailable under certain failure scenarios, yet it provides consistency and
it tolerates network partitions and process crash failures. It is important to
stress that as long as a majority of nodes are accessible, service unavailability only occurs in the presence of network partitions, which are relatively
rare in practice. This means the system is actually consistent and available
while the network is connected. Consistency is always maintained, however,
once a network partition occurs, the service may become unavailable in
minority partition components. Yet, the service may still be available in
partition components with a majority of alive nodes.

6.3

Linearizability and Sequential Consistency

For a replicated storage service, linearizability provides the illusion of a
single storage server. Despite the possibility of multiple clients issuing
concurrent operations which could reach different replicas in different
orders, each operation appears to take effect instantaneously at some point
between its invocation and its response [106]. Failed update operations,
whereby the client crashes before the operation completes, either successfully change the state of the system, or have no apparent effect, regardless
of the number of replicas that the client managed to update before crashing.
As such, linearizability is sometimes called atomic consistency [129].
In the context of a key-value store, linearizability guarantees that for
every key, a get always returns the value updated by the most recent put,
never a stale value, thus giving the appearance of a globally consistent
shared memory. Linearizability is the strongest level of consistency for put
and get operations on a single key-value data item.
Linearizability is said to be a local property [106]. A property is called
local, if the whole system satisfies the propety whenever each individual
object satisfies the property. In other words, linearizability is compositional.
In a key-value store, this means that if operations on an individual keyvalue pair are linearizable, then the interleaving of all operations on the
whole set of key-value pairs in the store is itself linearizable. Linearizability
is also a non-blocking property, since the invocation of an operation is never
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required to wait for another pending invocation to complete. This enhances
concurrency and allows for low operation response times.
A related but strictly weaker consistency model, introduced by Lamport [128] in the context of concurrent programming for shared-memory
multiprocessors, is sequential consistency. Sequential consistency requires
that all concurrent operations on a shared data object appear to have executed atomically, in some sequential order that is consistent with the order
seen at each individual process [25]. For linearizability, this order must also
preserve the global ordering of nonoverlapping operations. Two operations
are said to be nonoverlapping if one completes, in real time, before the
other one is invoked. This extra real time requirement is what makes
linearizability strictly stronger than sequential consistency.
Informally, the real time ordering guarantee offered by linearizability,
means that once an update operation completes, any subsequent read
operation will immediately observe its effects. In contrast, with sequential
consistency, updates are not guaranteed to become immediately visible.
For example, a writer may complete an update operation and then send
a message to a waiting reader, instructing it to read the shared register.
After attempting to read the register, the reader may still not see the
update, a behaviour which could lead to confusion in some applications.
In the absense of such out-of-band communication, however, sequential
consistency is not distinguishable from linearizability from the point of
view of the processes in the system.
In contrast to linearizability, sequential consistency is not compositional.

6.4

Quorum-Based Replication Systems

In order to provide fault-tolerant storage, data is replicated across multiple
computers. The notion of using quorum-based voting for operations on
replicated data was introduced by Gifford [88].
For a static set of nodes replicating a data item, Attiya, Bar-Noy, and
Dolev showed how a shared memory register abstraction can be implemented in a fully asynchronous message-passing system while satisfying
linearizability [23]. Their protocol, known as the ABD algorithm, implemented a single-writer multiple-reader (SWMR) atomic register. The ABD
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algorithm was extended by Lynch and Shvartsman [146] to implement a
multiple-writer multiple-reader (MWMR) atomic register, whereby each
read and write operation proceeds in two phases. In the remainder of this
thesis, we’ll continue to use the ABD alias to refer to such a two-phase
protocol, where each read and write operation is applied on a majority
quorum of nodes, such that the quorums of any two operations always
intersect in at least one node [88].
ABD was extended by protocols like RAMBO [147], RAMBO II [90],
RDS [56], and DynaStore [4] to dynamic networks, where replica nodes
can be added and removed, while still preserving linearizability. Similarly,
SMART [143] enabled reconfiguration in replicated state machines [198].
While these systems can handle dynamism and provide strong data
consistency, they are not scalable as they cannot partition the data across
a large number of machines. We leverage the reconfiguration techniques
contributed by these works and we attempt to apply them at large scale, to
build a system that is completely decentralized and self-managing.

6.5

Problem Statement

A general replication scheme used with consistent hashing is successorlist replication [208], whereby every key-value data item is replicated at
a number of servers that succeed the responsible node on the consistent
hashing ring. An example is shown in Figure 6.1. Here, the replication
degree is three and a quorum is a majority, i.e., any set of two nodes from
the replication group. A naïve attempt of achieving linearizable consistency
is to use a shared memory register approach, e.g. ABD [23], within every
replication group. This will not work as false failure suspicions, along with
consistent hashing, may lead to non-overlapping quorums. The diagram
in Figure 6.2 depicts such a case, where node 15 falsely suspects node 10.
According to node 10, the replication group for keys in the range (5, 10] is
{10, 15, 20}, while from the perspective of node 15, the replication group for
the same keys is {15, 20, 25}. Now, two different operations, for instance
on key 8, may access non-intersecting quorums leading to a violation of
linearizability. For example, a put operation may complete after updating
the value associated with key 8 at replicas 10 and 20. A subsequent get
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replication group for key range (5, 10]

Figure 6.1. A correct replication group for keys in range (5, 10] using consistent
hashing with successor-list replication. Replication degree is three and a majority
quorum is any set of two in the replication group, i.e., {10, 15}, {10, 20}, or {15, 20}.
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Figure 6.2. Node 15 inaccurately suspects node 10 to have crashed. As a consequence, node 15 assumes the replication group for key range (5, 10] is {15, 20, 25}.
Other nodes may still assume the replicas set is {10, 15, 20}, potentially leading to
non-overlapping quorums, e.g., {10, 20} and {15, 25}, or {10, 15} and {20, 25}.

operation may reach replicas 15 and 25 and return a stale value despite
contacting a majority quorum of replicas.
In a key-value store with replication groups spontaneously reconfigured
by consistent hashing, applying put and get operations on majority quorums
is not sufficient for achieving linearizability. Furthermore, in such a selfmanaging system, where changes in one replication group are related to
changes in other groups, and where put and get operations may occur
during reconfiguration, guaranteeing atomic consistency is non-trivial. In
fact, any quorum-based algorithm will suffer from the problem of nonintersecting quorums when used in a dynamic replication group dictated
by consistent hashing. We propose consistent quorums as a solution. In
contrast to reusing an existing dynamic replication protocol within each
replication group, as a black box, consistent quorums allow us to decouple
group reconfigurations from data operations in a clean way, avoiding the
complexities and unnecessary overheads of those protocols.

Chapter 7

Consistent Quorums

In a typical quorum-based protocol an operation coordinator sends request
messages to a set of participants and waits for responses. Upon receiving
a request message, each participant acts on the request and responds to
the coordinator with an acknowledgement. The coordinator completes
the operation as soon as it receives a quorum [88] of acknowledgements.
Typically, essential safety properties of the protocol are satisfied by ensuring
that the quorums for different operations, e.g., put and get, intersect in at
least one participant.
Quorum intersection is easily achieved in a static system with a fixed
set of nodes. In a dynamic system however, different nodes may have
inconsistent views of the group membership. It is possible thus, that the
number of nodes which consider themselves responsible for a key range,
i.e., the number of nodes in a replication group, is larger than the replication
degree. As a result, successive put and get operations may complete by
contacting non-overlapping quorums, as we’ve shown in the previous
chapter, which could lead to a violation of linearizability.
The idea is then to maintain a membership view of the replication group
at each node which considers itself to be a replica for a particular key range
according to the principle of consistent hashing. Each node in a replication
105
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group has a view vi = hs, Gi i, where s represents the set of keys or the key
range replicated by the nodes in the group, Gi is the set of nodes in the
replication group, and i is the version number of the view. A node has an
installed view for each key range that it replicates. We say that a node n is
in view vi , not when n ∈ Gi , but when n has view vi installed.
Definition 1. For a given replication group G, we say that a quorum Q is a
consistent quorum of G, if every node n in Q has the same view of G installed,
at the time when Q is assembled, i.e., when n sends its acknowledgement in Q.
When a node replies to a request for a key k, it stamps its reply with its
currently installed view for the corresponding key range, s, where k ∈ s.
The main idea is that a quorum-based operation will succeed only if it
collects a quorum of nodes with the same view, i.e., a consistent quorum.
As node membership changes over time, a mechanism is needed to
reconfigure the membership views consistently at all replication group
members. For that we devised a group reconfiguration protocol based on
Paxos consensus [130], extended with an extra view installation phase and
augmented with consistent quorums. We present our group reconfiguration
protocol in the following section.

7.1

Paxos-based Group Reconfiguration using
Consistent Quorums

Replication groups must be dynamically reconfigured [3, 132] to account for
new node arrivals and to restore the replication degree after group member
failures. The system starts in a consistent configuration, whereby each
node has consistent views installed for every key range that it replicates.
Thereafter, within each replication group, the system reconfigures by using
the members of the current view as acceptors in a consensus instance which
decides the next view. Each consensus instance is identified by the view in
which it operates. Therefore, views are decided in sequence and installed
at all members in the order in which they were decided. This decision
sequence determines view version numbers. Algorithms 1–3 illustrate
our Paxos-based group reconfiguration protocol using consistent quorums.
Earlier we defined a consistent quorum as an extension of a regular quorum.
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Without loss of generality, in the remainder of this chapter we focus on
majority-based (consistent) quorums.
A reconfiguration is proposed and overseen by a coordinator node
which could be a new joining node, or an existing node that suspects one
of the group members to have failed. Reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ) takes
the group from the current view vi to the next view vi+1 . Group size stays
constant and each reconfiguration changes the membership of a replication
group by a single node. One new node joins the group to replace a node
which leaves the group. The version number of a view is incremented
by every reconfiguration. The reconfiguration protocol amounts to the
coordinator getting the group members of the current view, vi , to agree on
the next view, vi+1 , and then installing the decided next view at every node
in the current and the next views, i.e., Gi ∪ Gi+1 . We say that a node is in
view vi , once it has installed view vi and before it installs the next view,
vi+1 . Nodes install views sequentially, in the order of the view versions,
which reflects the order in which the views were decided.
The key issue catered for by the reconfiguration protocol is to always
maintain the quorum-intersection property for consistent quorums, even
during reconfigurations. To make sure that for any replication group, G,
no two consistent quorums may exist simultaneously, e.g., for the current
and the next views of a reconfiguration, the decided next view, vi+1 , is first
installed on a majority of the group members of the current view, Gi , and
thereafter it is installed on the new group member, Gi+1 \ Gi .

Reconfiguration Proposals
Proposed new views are devised based on changes in the consistent hashing
ring topology. Under high churn [191], different nodes may concurrently
propose conflicting next views, e.g., when a node joins the system shortly
after another node fails, and both events lead to the reconfiguration of
the same replication group. Using consensus ensures that the next view
is agreed upon by the members of the current view, and the group reconfiguration proceeds safely. When a reconfiguration proposer p notices
that the decided next view vi+1 = hs, Gd i is different from the one it had
proposed, say vi+1 = hs, G p i, p assesses whether a reconfiguration is still
needed. This may be the case, for example, when Gd still contains a node
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Algorithm 1 Reconfiguration coordinator
Init: phase1Acks[vi ] ← ∅, phase2Acks[vi ] ← ∅, phase3Acks[vi ] ← ∅
prop[vi ] ← 0, pRec[vi ] ← ⊥
. ∀ consensus instance vi
on hPropose: (vi ⇒ vi+1 )i do
pRec[vi ] ← (vi ⇒ vi+1 )
. proposed reconfiguration
3:
send hP1A: vi , prop[vi ]i to all members of group Gi
. vi = hs, Gi i
1:
2:

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

on hP1B: vi , Ack, pn, rec, vi do
phase1Acks[vi ] ← phase1Acks[vi ] ∪ {( pn, rec, v)}
vQ ← consistentQuorum(extractViewMultiset(phase1Acks[vi ]))
if vQ 6= ⊥ then
r ← highestProposedReconfiguration(phase1Acks[vi ], vQ )
if r 6= ⊥ then
pRec[vi ] ← r
send hP2A: vi , prop[vi ], pRec[vi ]i to all members of GQ

on hP1B: vi , Nacki ∨ hP2B: vi , Nacki do
13:
prop[vi ]++
. retry with higher proposal number, unique by process id
14:
send hP1A: vi , prop[vi ]i to all members of Gi

12:

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

on hP2B: vi , Ack, vi do
phase2Acks[vi ] ← phase2Acks[vi ] ∪ {v}
vQ ← consistentQuorum(phase2Acks[vi ])
if vQ 6= ⊥ then
send hP3A: vi , rec[vi ]i to all members of GQ

on hP3B: vi , vi do
phase3Acks[vi ] ← phase3Acks[vi ] ∪ {v}
22:
if consistentQuorum(phase3Acks[vi ]) 6= ⊥ then
23:
send hP3A: vi , pRec[vi ]i to new group member (Gi+1 \ Gi )
20:

21:

which p suspects to have failed. In such a scenario, p generates a new
reconfiguration to reflect the new view, and then proposes it in the new
protocol instance determined by vi+1 .
In the algorithm specifications we omit the details pertaining to ignoring
orphan messages or breaking ties between proposal numbers based on
the proposer id. The consistentQuorum function tests whether a consistent
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Algorithm 2 Current group member
Init: wts[vi ] ← 0, rts[vi ] ← 0, aRec[vi ] ← ⊥
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
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. ∀ consensus instance vi

on hP1A: vi , pi do
. acceptor role
if p ≥ rts[vi ] ∧ p ≥ wts[vi ] then
rts[vi ] ← p
. promise to reject proposal numbers lower than p
send hP1B: vi , Ack, wts[vi ], aRec[vi ], view(vi .s)i to coordinator
else send hP1B: vi , Nacki to coordinator
on hP2A: vi , p, (vi ⇒ vi+1 )i do
. acceptor role
if p > rts[vi ] ∧ p > wts[vi ] then
wts[vi ] ← p
. promise to reject proposal numbers lower than p
aRec[vi ] ← (vi ⇒ vi+1 )
. accepted reconfiguration
send hP2B: vi , Ack, view(vi .s)i to coordinator
else send hP2B: vi , Nacki to coordinator

on hP3A: vi , (vi ⇒ vi+1 )i do
. learner role
installView(vi , vi+1 )
14:
send hP3B: vi , view(vi .s)i to coordinator
15:
send hData: (vi ⇒ vi+1 ), data(vi .s)i to new member (Gi+1 \ Gi )
12:
13:

Algorithm 3 New group member
1: on hP3A: vi , (vi ⇒ vi+1 )i do
2:
installView(vi , vi+1 )
. makes vi+1 busy if the data was not received yet
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

on hData: (vi ⇒ vi+1 ), datai do
. from old members of group Gi
dataSet[vi+1 ] ← dataSet [vi+1 ] ∪ {(data, vi )}
send hDataAck: vi+1 i to old member of group Gi
if consistentQuorum(extractViewMultiset(dataSet[vi+1 ])) 6= ⊥ then
storeHighestItems(dataSet[vi+1 ])
. makes vi+1 ready

quorum exists among a set of views and if so, it returns the view of
that consistent quorum. Otherwise it returns ⊥. The extractViewMultiset
function maps a multiset of (proposal number, reconfiguration, view) triples
to the corresponding multiset of views. The highestProposedReconfiguration
takes a multiset of such triples and returns the reconfiguration with the
highest proposal number, among the triples whose view matches view vQ ,
its second parameter. The view function returns the currently installed
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view corresponding to a given key range or just a single key, and the
data function retrieves the timestamped data items corresponding to a
given key range. The storeHighestItems function takes a multiset of sets
of timestamped key-value data items, and for each distinct key, it stores
locally the corresponding data item with the highest timestamp. Finally,
the installView function takes two consecutive views vi and vi+1 . If the local
node belongs to group Gi , it must have vi installed before proceeding with
the view installation. If the local node is the new node in group Gi+1 , it
can proceed immediately. We discuss these situations in more detail below,
when we describe the install queue and the data chain mechanisms.
Phase 1 and phase 2 of the protocol are just the two phases of the
Paxos consensus algorithm [130], augmented with consistent quorums. We
could view Paxos as a black-box consensus abstraction whereby the group
members of the currently installed view, Gi , are the acceptors deciding the
next view to be installed, vi+1 . Nonetheless, we show the details of phases
1 and phase 2 as an illustration of using consistent quorums.

View Installation and Data Transfer
Phase 3 of the protocol is the view installation phase. Once the next view
vi+1 is decided, the coordinator asks the members of the current view vi to
install view vi+1 . Once vi+1 is installed at a majority of nodes in Gi , only
a minority of nodes are still in view vi , and so it is safe to install vi+1 at
the new member, without allowing two simultaneous majorities, i.e., one
for vi and one for vi+1 . When a member of group Gi installs vi+1 , it also
sends the corresponding data to the new member of vi+1 . Conceptually,
once the new member receives the data from a majority of nodes in the old
view, it stores the data items with the highest timestamp from a majority.
In practice however, we optimize the data transfer such that only keys and
timestamps are pushed from all nodes in Gi to the new node, which then
pulls the latest data items in parallel from different replicas.
Ensuring that the new group member gets the latest data items among
a majority of nodes in the old view is necessary for satisfying linearizability
of the put and get operations that occur during reconfiguration. To see
why, consider a case where a put operation occurs concurrently with
reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ). Assume that this put operation updates the
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value of key k with timestamp t, to a newer value with timestamp t + 1, and
further assume that a majority of replicas in Gi have been updated while a
minority of replicas are yet to receive the update. If the new group member,
n, didn’t get the latest value of k from a majority of replicas in Gi , and
instead n transferred the data from a single replica, it would be possible
that n got the old value from a replica in the not-yet-updated minority. In
this situation, a majority of nodes in Gi+1 have the old value of k. As we
discuss in Section 7.2, the concurrent put operation will complete using the
old view vi . A subsequent get accessing a consistent quorum with view
vi+1 may later return the old value of k, thus violating linearizability.

Install Queue
Two interesting situations may arise in asynchronous networks. Recall that
once a reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ) has been decided, P3A messages instruct
the nodes in Gi+1 to install the new view vi+1 . First, it is possible that multiple consecutive reconfigurations progress with a majority of nodes while
the nodes in a minority temporarily do not receive any P3A messages. Later,
the minority nodes may receive P3A messages in a different order from the
order in which their respective reconfigurations were decided. Assume for
example that node n is such a node in this “left behind” minority. When
node n is instructed to apply a reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ) whereby n is a
member of group Gi , but n has not yet installed view vi , node n stores the
reconfiguration in an install queue marking it for installation in the future,
immediately after installing view vi . Accordingly, node n will issue view
installation acknowledgments, i.e., P3B messages, and it will initiate the
corresponding data transfers to the new node in Gi+1 , only after node n
installs view vi+1 . This install queue mechanism ensures that even if nodes
receive view installation requests out of order, views are still going to be
installed in the order in which they were decided.

Data Chain
Another interesting situation that may be caused by asynchronous execution
is one where after having installed a view vi , a new group member n,
subsequently and in rapid succession installs newer views vi+1 , vi+2 , etc.,
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before having received all the data for view vi . In such cases, node n stores
the newer views in a data chain, reminding itself that upon completely
receiving the data for view vi , it should transfer it to the new group member
in group Gi+1 , Gi+2 , etc. Even if data is transferred slowly and it arrives
much later than the view installation, node n still honors its responsibility
to push the data forward to the new nodes in subsequently newer views.
This data chain mechanism ensures that upon a view change (vi ⇒ vi+1 ),
all the nodes in Gi push the data to the new node in Gi+1 . Considering
various failure scenarios, this increases the new node’s chances of collecting
the data from a majority of nodes in Gi , and therefore it preserves the
linearizability and liveness of put and get operations.

Termination
We say that a reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ) has terminated, when a majority
of nodes in group Gi+1 have installed the new view vi+1 . Once vi+1 has
been installed at a majority of nodes in Gi+1 , a consistent quorum for the
view vi+1 becomes possible, enabling the group to be reconfigured yet
again, to evolve and adapt to new node joins and failures.
Considering a reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ) to be complete once view
vi+1 has been installed by a majority of nodes in Gi+1 , is sufficient for
progress, however, it introduces a window of vulnerability. Assuming a
group size of r, when view vi is installed at all nodes in Gi , the system
 
tolerates the failure of 2r nodes in Gi . In contrast, if view vi+1 is only
 
 
installed at 2r nodes in Gi+1 and 2r nodes of Gi+1 don’t have it installed,
the system tolerates no failures in Gi+1 , since any such failure would lead
to the unavailability of a consistent quorum for vi+1 . This window of
vulnerability is reduced as soon as more nodes in group Gi+1 install view
vi+1 , increasing the group’s tolerance to individual node failure.

End-game Mode
A stronger variant of reconfiguration termination would be to consider a
reconfiguration complete, only when all the nodes in the new view have
the new view installed and ready, meaning that the new node has also
received all the data for the view (see Algorithm 3, line 7).
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To minimize the risk of unavailability in the case where view vi+1 is in 
stalled only at 2r nodes of group Gi+1 , and yet one of these nodes crashes
shortly thereafter, the other live members of group Gi which are aware of
the reconfiguration decision, e.g., by having received a P3A message, keep
on trying to get view vi+1 installed on the remaining nodes of Gi+1 . This
behavior is essentially duplicating the phase-3 behaviour of the reconfiguration coordinator, and has the benefit of overseeing the termination of a
reconfiguration even when the coordinator crashes. In other words, once
any node n in Gi ∪ Gi+1 receives a view installation request, i.e., a P3A message, it enters an end-game mode whereby it tries to get the reconfiguration
applied to all other nodes in Gi ∪ Gi+1 . This is akin to flooding the reconfiguration to all nodes involved, so that the reconfiguration has a chance of
terminating even in the worst failure scenarios. When in end-game mode,
a node periodically keeps retrying to get the reconfiguration applied at
all other nodes, until it gets an acknowledgement from each, in the form
of a P3B message. We omit the illustration of the end-game mode from
Algorithms 1–3 for clarity. The end-game mode quiesces only once the
reconfiguration has been applied at all nodes in Gi ∪ Gi+1 .
Taking into account the possibility of message loss, network partitioning,
or the crash of the reconfiguration coordinator, the nodes in group Gi will
also periodically keep trying to get a DataAck message from the new group
member, acknowledging that it has received all the data for the key range,
and managed to make the view vi+1 ready.

7.2

Linearizable Put and Get Operations using
Consistent Quorums

We adapted the ABD [23] algorithm, which implements an atomic register
in a static asynchronous system, to work with consistent quorums in
a dynamic replication group. Algorithms 4–6 illustrate our adaptation
which provides linearizable put and get operations even during group
reconfigurations. Any node in the system that receives a put or get operation
request from a client, will act as an operation coordinator. The operation
coordinator first locates the replicas for the requested key, by looking up
the list of successors for the key, on the consistent hashing ring. Then, it
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Algorithm 4 Operation coordinator (part 1)
Init: readAcks[k] ← ∅, writeAcks[k] ← ∅, val[k] ← ⊥, vQ [k] ← ⊥,
reading[k] ← f alse
. ∀k key
on hGetRequest: ki do
. from client
reading[k] ← true
3:
send hReadA: k i to all replicas of k determined by successor-list lookup

1:

2:

on hPutRequest: k, val i do
. from client
val[k] ← val
6:
send hReadA: k i to all replicas of k determined by successor-list lookup

4:

5:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

on hReadB: k, ts, val, viewi do
readAcks[k] ← readAcks[k] ∪ {(ts, val, view)}
vQ [k] ← consistentQuorum(extractViewMultiset(readAcks[k]))
if vQ [k] 6= ⊥ then
. write phase must use view from read phase
(t, v) ← highestTimestampValue(readAcks[k], vQ [k])
if ¬ reading[k] then
send hWriteA: k, t + 1, val[k], vQ [k]i to all members of GQ [k]
else if ¬ sameValueTimestamp(readAcks[k], vQ [k]) then
val[k] ← v
. read-impose
send hWriteA: k, t, val[k], vQ [k]i to all members of GQ [k]
else
. latest value already committed at a consistent quorum
send hGetResponse: k, vi to client
resetLocalState(k)
. readAcks, writeAcks, val, vQ , reading

engages in a two-phase quorum-based interaction with the replicas. The
replicas are assumed to be the first r successors of the requested key, where
r is the replication degree. This is usually the case in the absence of
node dynamism, and the coordinator is then able to assemble a consistent
quorum with these nodes. Otherwise, failing to assemble a consistent
quorum, the coordinator retries the request with more nodes in the key’s
successor list. Note that not finding the replicas for the key, which could
happen, e.g., during a network partition, does not compromise safety.
For a get operation, the coordinator reads the value with the latest
timestamp from a consistent quorum with view vQ [k]. The highestTimestampValue function takes a multiset of (timestamp, value, view) triples and
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Algorithm 5 Replication group member
Init: retrieve(value[k], version[k])
. ∀k ∈ s | isInstalledView(v) ∧ v = hs, G i
on hReadA: k i ∧ isReady(k) do
. from coordinator
2:
send hReadB: k, version[k], value[k], view(k)i to coordinator

1:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

on hWriteA: k, ts, val, vQ i do
if ts > version[k] ∧ isInstalledView(vQ ) then
value[k] ← val
version[k] ← ts
send hWriteB: k, view(k)i to coordinator

. from coordinator
. update local replica

Algorithm 6 Operation coordinator (part 2)
1: on hWriteB: k, view i do
2:
writeAcks[k] ← writeAcks[k] ∪ {view}
3:
if vQ [k] = consistentQuorum(writeAcks[k]) then
4:
if reading[k] then
5:
send hGetResponse: k, val[k]i to client
6:
else
7:
send hPutResponse: k i to client
8:
resetLocalState(k)
. readAcks, writeAcks, val, vQ , reading

returns a pair with the highest timestamp and associated value, among the
triples whose view matches vQ [k], the view of the consistent quorum. The
sameValueTimestamp function looks at the timestamps associated with values
received from nodes in vQ [k], and checks whether all these timestamps are
equal. If the coordinator sees values with different timestamps among a
consistent quorum, a concurrent put operation must be in progress, or the
coordinator of a previous put might have failed before managing to update
all replicas. Since the coordinator cannot be sure that the latest value is
already committed at a consistent quorum, it commits it himself (WriteA)
before completing the get operation. This mechanism, known as read-impose,
preserves linearizability by preventing a subsequent get from returning an
old value by contacting a consistent quorum of nodes that didn’t get the
new value yet. In the absence of concurrent or incomplete put operations
on the same key, the get operation completes in a single round since all
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value timestamps received in a consistent quorum must be equal.
When a server has just joined the replication group, i.e., it installed
the view but is still waiting for the data, we say that the view is busy (see
Algorithm 3 lines 2 and 7). Before the view becomes ready the server will
not reply to ReadA messages (see Algorithm 5 line 1). The isInstalledView
function checks whether a given view is currently installed, and the isReady
function checks whether the local view associated with a given key is
currently ready. The resetLocalState function resets the state pertaining to
an operation once a consistent quorum was assembled. In particular, the
acknowledgement sets are reset to prevent additional “detections” of the
same consistent quorum upon receiving subsequent acknowledgements.
For clarity, we omit from the algorithms details pertaining to breaking
ties between value timestamps based on coordinator id, or ignoring orphan
messages. We also omit illustrating operation timeout and retrial, e.g.,
when a coordinator does not manage to assemble a consistent quorum
within a given timeout or when the operation is retried because a view
change has occurred between the two phases, which we discuss next.

Concurrent View Changes during Operations
For a put operation, the coordinator first reads the highest value timestamp,
t, from a consistent quorum with view vQ . It then attempts to commit
its value, X, using timestamp t + 1, at a consistent quorum of the same
view vQ . In order to conservatively preserve linearizability as we adapt
this two-phase protocol from a static replication group to a dynamic setting
using consistent quorums, we require that the two phases of the protocol
operate within the same view (see Algorithm 6 line 3). If the view of the
replication group changes between the two phases, and the second phase is
not anymore able to assemble a consistent quorum with the same view as
the first phase, the operation is repeated so that the first phase can assemble
a consistent quorum with the new view. Note that retrying the put operation
ensures termination, however, to preserve linearizability, it is important
that the put is retried with the same timestamp, t + 1. Incrementing the
timestamp again during retrial could give the appearance of multiple put
operations for value X, as follows: a get observes and returns X, followed
by a put which updates k to value Y using timestamp t + 2, followed by
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another get which observes Y, followed by the retrial of our put of X with
a timestamp incremented to t + 3, and finally followed by another get
which observes X again. This violates linearizability as the put of X does
not appear to have occurred instantaneously. Get operations needing to
perform a read-impose are retried in a similar manner during view changes.

Crash-recovery
Upon the initialization of a replication group member, the retrieve function
loads from persistent storage any key-value data items that the node may
have stored in a previous incarnation, before crashing.
When saving all algorithm meta-data in stable storage, crash-recovery is
very similar to the node being partitioned away for a while. In both cases,
when a node recovers or the partition is reconnected, the node has the same
configuration and data as it had before the crash or network partition. Since
they are partition tolerant, these algorithms already support crash-recovery.

7.3

Network Partitions and Inaccurate Failure
Suspicions

A communication network may fail such that the network is fragmented
into multiple isolated components [66]. During a network partition, the
nodes of a distributed system are disconnected from each other, such that
messages sent by nodes in one component to nodes in another component
are systematically dropped. Abstractly, a partitioned network is a network
which is allowed to lose arbitrarily many messages sent from one node
to another. Once the communication failure is remedied, the partitioned
components are reconnected and nodes may communicate again. A closely
related situation is that of inaccurate failure suspicions where due to similar
network failures or congestion, some nodes may suspect other nodes to
have crashed after not receiving responses from them for long enough [49].
We say that a distributed protocol is partition tolerant if it continues to satisfy
its correctness properties despite these adverse network conditions.
Paxos [130] and ABD [23] are intrinsically partition tolerant. Since they
depend on majority quorums, operations issued in any partition component
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that contains a majority of nodes will succeed, while operations issued in
partition components containing only a minority of nodes will block. To
maintain their partition tolerance when applying Paxos and ABD within a
consistent hashing ring, we use consistent quorums to preserve their safety
properties. Let us turn to liveness properties and examine two facts. First,
any topology maintenance protocol used to repair the consistent hashing
ring – in order to preserve its consistent hashing invariant as nodes join the
system or fail – is inherently fault tolerant. Second, it is impossible for any
node in a distributed system to discern between a situation where another
node has crashed or it is just partitioned away. As a consequence of these
two facts, a network partition will cause a consistent hashing ring topology
to split into two disjoint independent rings forever isolated.
For example, a network partition may split a consistent hashing ring in
three different rings. Assuming a replication degree of three, it is easy to
imagine how some replication groups of the original ring are partitioned
in three minority components, with one node in each, therefore getting
stuck forever since the replication group cannot be reconfigured in any
of the partition components due to the lack of a majority of acceptors.
Similarly, no read or write operations could be completed either, leading to
permanent service unavailability.
To preserve the liveness properties of Paxos and ABD when adapting
them to operate within replication groups determined automatically by consistent hashing, we employ a ring unification algorithm [202] which repairs
the consistent hashing ring topology after a transient network partition.
Once a network partition has ceased, replication group views are reconciled
with the node replication responsibilities dictated by consistent hashing,
causing the replication group views to converge to the overlay network
topology. This makes our overall solution partition tolerant, satisfying both
safety and liveness properties.

7.4

Safety

A safety property [126] states that something will not happen. Informally, a
safety property specifies that “nothing bad” will happen during the execution of an algorithm, i.e., important correctness invariants are preserved.
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We examine the safety properties of our consistent-quorums-based
algorithms through the following statements.
Lemma 1. After a successful (terminated) reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ), at most a
minority of nodes in group Gi may still have view vi installed.
Proof. If reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ) terminated, it must have completed
phase 3, thus at least a majority of nodes in group Gi must have installed
view vi+1 (or yet a newer view). Therefore, at most a minority of nodes in
group Gi may still have view vi installed.
Lemma 2. For any replication group G of a key range s, there cannot exist two
disjoint majorities (w.r.t. group size | G |) with consistent views, at any given time.
Proof. Case 1 (same view): no view is ever installed on more than | G | nodes.
Therefore, there can never exist two or more disjoint majorities with the
same consistent view.
Case 2 (consecutive views vi ⇒ vi+1 ): by phase 3 of the algorithm, a
majority for view vi+1 cannot exist before view vi+1 is installed at a majority
of nodes in Gi . Once a majority of nodes in Gi have installed vi+1 , they now
constitute a majority in vi+1 and by Lemma 1 at most a minority of nodes
in Gi still has view vi installed, thus two disjoint majorities for consecutive
views vi and vi+1 cannot exist simultaneously.
Case 3 (non-consecutive views vi ; vi+k | k > 1): views are always
installed in sequence. For the replication group to reach view vi+k from
view vi , a majority of nodes in Gi must have first applied a reconfiguration
(vi ⇒ vi+1 ). At that particular time, by Case 2, a consistent majority for
view vi ceased to exist.
Lemma 3. For any replication group G of a key range s, no sequence of network
partitions and mergers may lead to disjoint consistent quorums.
Proof. By the algorithm, a majority of nodes in group Gi must be available
and connected for a reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ) to succeed. Thus, a reconfiguration of group Gi can only occur in partition components containing
a majority of the nodes in Gi , while nodes in any minority partitions are
stuck in view vi , unable to decide a reconfiguration.
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Case 1: network partition splits group Gi in multiple minority partitions
so no reconfiguration can occur in any partition; when the partitions merge,
by Case 1 of Lemma 2 we cannot have disjoint consistent quorums.
Case 2: a sequence of network partitions and reconfigurations (in a
majority partition component M) results in multiple minority partitions
that later merge (independently from M). Because every reconfiguration
generates a new view, the views available in different minority partitions
are all distinct and thus, their union cannot form a consistent quorum
(disjoint from a consistent quorum in M).
From Lemmas 2 and 3, we have Theorem 1 which gives a sufficient
guarantee for linearizability.
Theorem 1. No two disjoint consistent quorums may exist simultaneously, for
any key replication group. Hence, any two consistent quorums always intersect.
From Theorem 1 it follows that consistent quorums fulfill the core
safety assumption made by quorum-based protocols, namely the quorum
intersection principle. This suggests that consistent quorums may be used
to adapt any static quorum-based protocol to operate correctly in dynamic
replication groups. Group reconfiguration can be initiated automatically by
consistent hashing, potentially endowing the static protocol with properties
of scalability and self-management.

7.5

Liveness

A liveness property [10, 126] states that something must happen. Informally,
a liveness property specifies that “something good” will happen, eventually,
during the execution of an algorithm, e.g., the system converges to a
legitimate state or the algorithm terminates.
We examine the liveness properties of our consistent-quorums-based
algorithms through the following statements.
Lemma 4. Provided a consistent quorum of the current view vi is accessible, a
group reconfiguration (vi ⇒ vi+1 ) will eventually terminate.
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Proof. Given that the reconfiguration coordinator does not crash, and a majority of nodes in group Gi is accessible, with periodic retrials to counter for
message loss, the coordinator will eventually succeed in installing view vi+1
on a majority of nodes in Gi+1 . If the coordinator crashes during phase 1
or phase 2, another node will become coordinator guided by consistent
hashing, and it will take over the reconfiguration and complete it by periodically retrying the reconfiguration protocol with the acceptor group Gi until
a majority becomes accessible. If the coordinator crashes during phase 3,
all other nodes in Gi are now in end-game mode and will effectively act as
coordinators and oversee the completion of the reconfiguration. Once the
reconfiguration completes, new reconfigurations may be proposed in order
to reconcile the group membership with the ring membership.
Corollary 1. Provided that all network partitions cease, every ongoing group
reconfiguration will eventually terminate.
Proof. After all network partitions merge, even groups that had been split
into multiple minority partitions are now merged, thus satisfying the
premise of Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. Provided a consistent quorum is accessible, put and get operations will
eventually terminate.
Proof. Given that an operation’s coordinator does not crash before the
operation completes, it will periodically retry to assemble a consistent
quorum for the operation’s key, until one becomes available and connected.
When a client detects the crash of the operation coordinator, the client
retries its operation with a different coordinator.
From Lemmas 4 and 5, and Corollary 1, we have Theorem 2 regarding
the termination of protocols based on consistent quorums.
Theorem 2. For any key replication group, provided a consistent quorum is
available and connected, any put and get operations issued in the same partition,
and any group reconfigurations will eventually terminate. If the network is fully
connected, all operations and all group reconfigurations will eventually terminate.
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From Theorem 2 it follows that under reasonable network conditions,
protocols using consistent quorums satisfy termination, arguably one of
the most important liveness properties of any distributed algorithm. While
machines and network failures are not uncommon in a datacenter network,
unrecoverable failure scenarios tend to be not as extreme as to invalidate the
availability assumptions we made in this chapter. This suggests that such
protocols based on consistent quorums are practical and fit for deployment
in a cloud computing environment.

Chapter 8

CATS System Architecture
and Testing using Kompics

To validate and evaluate the technique of consistent quorums, we have
designed and built the CATS system, a scalable and self-organizing keyvalue store which leverages consistent quorums to provides linearizable
consistency and partition tolerance. CATS was implemented in Kompics
Java [19] which, on the one hand, allows the system to readily leverage
multi-core hardware by executing concurrent components in parallel on
different cores and, on the other hand, enables protocol correctness testing
through whole-system repeatable simulation.
In this chapter, we describe the software architecture of the CATS system
as a composition of protocols and service abstractions, and we discuss
various system design choices. We first show the component architecture
designated for distributed production deployment, and then we show the
architecture for local interactive stress testing and whole-system simulation.
This chapter aims to present the CATS system as a concrete case study
and a demonstration of using the Kompics methodology for the design,
development, testing, debugging, and deployment of distributed systems.
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Figure 8.1. System architecture: protocol components of a single CATS node.

8.1

Protocol Components and System Design

We now give a high-level overview of the CATS system architecture and
we discuss some of the decisions we made during the design of the system.
The system design assumes a trusted deployment infrastructure, such as a
datacenter network. Figure 8.1 illustrates the main protocol components of
a single CATS server node. In addition to this, a client library, linked with
application clients, handles the location of relevant servers in the system as
well as relaying, and occasionally retrying, put and get operations on behalf
of the application. The CATS Node is a composite component reused within
multiple environments, such as in the production deployment architecture
shown later in Figure 8.2, or the whole-system simulation architecture and
the stress testing architecture shown in Figure 8.6. We now review the role
of the different protocol components operating within each CATS Node.
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Topology Maintenance
A fundamental building block for CATS is the Consistent Hashing Ring
module which implements a fault tolerant and partition tolerant ring topology maintenance algorithm [202]. It subsumes a periodic stabilization
protocol [208] for maintaining the ring pointers under node dynamism,
incorporating structural changes to the ring as dictated by consistent hashing [120]. Since periodic stabilization does not cater for network partitions
and mergers, it is possible that during a transient network partition, the
periodic stabilization protocol reorganizes the ring into two disjoint rings.
We use a ring unification protocol [201, 202] to repair pointers and converge
to a single ring after a network partition. As a result, CATS’s Consistent
Hashing Ring overlay is partition tolerant. Both periodic stabilization and
ring unification are best-effort protocols: they do not guarantee lookup
consistency [87, 203] and may lead to non-overlapping quorums as we described in Section 6.5. We mitigate these inconsistencies by using consistent
quorums and consensus-based reconfiguration of replication groups.

Failure Detection
The Consistent Hashing Ring module relies on a Ping Failure Detector protocol
component to monitor its ring neighbors, namely the node’s predecessor
and a list of successors. Since CATS uses a successor-list replication scheme,
a node’s successors on the ring are likely to be the replicas for the data items
the node is responsible of storing. The failure detector is unreliable [49] and
it can inaccurately suspect monitored nodes to have crashed.

Peer Sampling and Efficient Routing
Another foundational component of CATS is the Cyclon Random Overlay.
This module encapsulates the Cyclon gossip-based membership protocol [227]. Cyclon implements a Peer Sampling service which provides every
node with a continuous stream of random nodes in the system [112, 115].
We use this uniform stream of peers to build a full membership view of the
system in the One-Hop Router component. This enables an Operation Coordinator to very efficiently – in one hop [96] – look up the responsible replicas
for a given key-value pair. The full view at each node is not required to
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immediately reflect changes in node membership and so, it can be stale for
short periods, for large system sizes. To mitigate the staleness of views, and
for lookup fault tolerance, a node can forward a lookup request to multiple
nodes in the view – while still employing greedy routing – and use the first
lookup response. A membership change detected in a local neighborhood is
propagated to the rest of the system by the Epidemic Dissemination module.
This module also relies on the random peer sampling service to quickly
and robustly broadcast churn events to all nodes [69].

Replication Group Reconfiguration
The Group Member module handles consistent replication group membership views and view reconfigurations, acting as an acceptor and learner
in Algorithms 2 and 3. View reconfigurations are proposed – as shown
in Algorithm 1 – by the Reconfiguration Coordinator component, which
monitors the state of the Consistent Hashing Ring and tries to reconcile the
replication group membership with the ring membership. When a group
G replicating keys k ∈ ( x, y] has to be reconfigured to G 0 , any member of G
can propose the new configuration G 0 . To avoid multiple nodes proposing
the same reconfiguration operation, e.g., when they all detect the crash of
one group member, we employ a selfish mechanism, whereby only the node
responsible for a key-range replication group – according to consistent
hashing – proposes a reconfiguration in this group. In this mechanism,
the node responsible for the keys in range ( x, y] is the only node in charge
with proposing the new configuration. If the reconfiguration does not
succeed, e.g., if the network is partitioned, the responsible node retries the
reconfiguration operation periodically. Due to inaccurate failure suspicions,
if multiple nodes consider themselves responsible for the same key range,
our consensus-based group reconfiguration will make sure that only one
reconfiguration operation will succeed. Apart from averting multiple nodes
from proposing the same reconfiguration, this mechanism has an added
benefit. In consistent hashing, there is always at least one node responsible for each key range, and this node will keep attempting to repair the
replication group for that key range. Periodic retrials will make sure that
replication group reconfigurations will eventually terminate for all key
ranges, despite message loss and transient network partitions.
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Bulk Data Transfer
The Bulk Data Transfer component implements optimizations for fetching
data to the new node joining a replication group after a view reconfiguration. The new node transfers data in parallel from existing replicas, by
evenly dividing the requested data among all replicas. For example, assume
that node D joins group G = { A, B, C } to replicate key range (1, 900]. Node
D requests key range (1, 300] from node A, range (300, 600] from B, and
range (600, 900] from C. This results in better bandwidth utilization, fast
data transfer due to parallel downloads, and it avoids disproportionately
loading a single replica. If a replica fails during data transfer, the requesting
node reassigns the requests sent to the failed replica, to the remaining alive
replicas. Before transferring values, each replica first transfers keys and
their timestamps to the new node. For each key, the new node retrieves
the latest value from the replica with the highest timestamp. This avoids
redundant transfers as well as unnecessary transfers of stale values from
existing replicas to the new replica, thus lowering bandwidth usage.

Persistent Storage
The Group Member module also handles operation requests coming from
an Operation Coordinator – see Algorithms 4 and 6 – hence acting as a
replica storage server in Algorithm 5. In serving operation requests, it
relies on a local key-value store provided by the Persistent Storage module.
CATS provides four different implementations of the Persistent Storage
module. The first is based on SleepyCat, the Java Edition of BerkeleyDB [35],
the second leverages Google’s LevelDB [135], the third uses bLSM [199]
from Yahoo! Research, and the fourth uses an in-memory sorted map. In
Chapter 9 we evaluate the in-memory implementation. The persistent stores
are used to implement single-node and system-wide recovery protocols.
Crash-recovery, while using persistent storage, is very similar to the node
being partitioned away for a while. In both cases, when a node recovers or
the partition heals, the node has the same configuration and data as it had
before the crash or partition. Therefore, our algorithms already support
crash-recovery since they are partition tolerant. System-wide coordinated
shutdown and recovery protocols are important in cloud environments.
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Put and Get Operations Coordinator
To implement put and get operations we use the ABD algorithm [23, 146], a
quorum-based atomic register protocol, which we augmented with consistent quorums. The node carrying out the ABD protocol with the replicas
is called the coordinator for a request. The CATS design allows multiple
options as to which node acts as the coordinator. A client itself can act as a
coordinator. While this scheme has low message complexity and latency, it
requires the client to have knowledge of all the servers and their placement
on the identifier space. Such a solution may not scale when the number of
clients and servers becomes large, as it is limited by the need for clients to
open connections to all servers.
As an alternative, a client can maintain a cache of servers, and it can
send an operation request for key k to a randomly selected server S from
the cache. Node S may or may not be a replica for k. If S is a replica for
k, it can act as the coordinator for the request performing ABD with the
replicas and sending the result back to the client. If S is not a replica for k,
it can either act as the coordinator, or forward the request to node R, one
of the replicas for key k, which can then act as the coordinator. Here, if the
request is forwarded to R, the latency of the operation will be higher by
one message delay as an extra hop is taken. Also, R will have to open a
connection to the client to send the operation response. On the other hand,
if S acts the coordinator, the message complexity will be higher by two
messages since S is not one of the replicas and all ABD messages will have
to be sent to remote nodes. Yet, the operation latency is lower and no new
connections are required. We have implemented all of the aforementioned
variations for placing the Operation Coordinator component, and we allow
the user to select the desired mechanism via a configuration parameter.

Load Balancing
As a result of machine failures and changes in operation request workload,
the distribution of storage responsibilities among the nodes in the system
may become skewed. Systems built on consistent hashing can balance
storage and request load by employing the concept of virtual nodes as in
Dynamo [67], Riak [30], or Voldemort [80]. Each physical machine joins the
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system as multiple virtual nodes using different identifiers. The number
of virtual nodes hosted by a physical machine, and the placement of each
virtual node on the ring, largely ameliorate any load imbalance.
In CATS, load balancing is assisted by the Load Balancer component
which relies on the Epidemic Dissemination module to aggregate statistics
about the load at different nodes in the system. These statistics are then
used to make load balancing decisions, such as moving virtual nodes to
different positions on the consistent hashing ring, creating new virtual
nodes on lightly loaded machines, or removing virtual nodes from overloaded machines. Load balancing enables the support of range queries in
the Operation Coordinator, by allowing the keys to be stored in the system in
their natural sort order, without hashing, and removing the load imbalances
arising from skewed key distributions. Load balancing and range queries
in CATS are the subject of work in progress.

Garbage Collection of old Views
The Garbage Collector module implements a periodic mechanism of garbage
collecting (GC) old replication group views, in order to avoid unnecessary
copies of data lingering around in the system as a result of transient network
partitions. For example, if a replica R from group G gets partitioned away,
G may still have a consistent quorum in a majority partition. Therefore, G
can be reconfigured, and thus evolve into subsequent new group views.
After the network partition ceases, the old view stored at node R is stale,
and thus considered garbage. Garbage collection runs periodically and
it makes sure to remove data only for those views which were already
reconfigured and to which node R no longer belongs.

Bootstrapping, Web-based Interaction, and Status Monitoring
We use a Bootstrap Server to construct an initial configuration of replication
groups for a newly started instance of CATS. The Status Monitor component
periodically aggregates the state of each module, and sends it to the CATS
Web Application which renders it in HTML and exposes it through a web
interface. These utilities are similar to those provided by the Kompics P2P
framework (see Section 3.6.4); some of them are completely reused.
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Figure 8.2. CATS system architecture for distributed production deployment. On
the left we have a YCSB benchmark client and on the right the bootstrap server.

8.2

Distributed Production Deployment

In Figure 8.2 we illustrate the CATS component architecture designated for
distributed production deployment. In the center we have the executable
process CATS Peer Main, which contains the CATS Node, a network component embedding the Grizzly NIO framework [218], a timer component
based on the Java timer service, a web interface component embedding the
Jetty web server [219], and an Application component which may embed a
command-line interface (CLI) or a graphical user interface (GUI).
The CATS Node provides a DHT service abstraction. By encapsulating
all the protocol components – discussed in the previous section – behind
the DHT port, the rest of the system is oblivious to the complexity internal
to the CATS Node component. The benefit of encapsulation and nested
hierarchical composition is even more pronounced in the whole-system
simulation and stress testing architectures of Figure 8.6 where multiple
CATS Nodes are manipulated as if they were simple components.
The JettyWebServer enables users to monitor the status of a node’s
components and issue interactive commands to the node using a web
browser. The CATS Node exposes its status through a Web port. The HTML
page representing the node’s status will typically contain hyperlinks to its
neighbor nodes and to the bootstrap and monitoring servers. This enables
users and developers to browse the set of nodes over the web, and inspect
the state of each remote node. An example is shown later in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.3. Interactive web interface exposed by the CATS bootstrap server.

On the left side of Figure 8.2 we have the architecture of a CATS client
generating put and get workloads using the YCSB benchmark [60]. We
have used this type of load generator clients in the performance evaluation
of CATS presented in Chapter 9. The architecture of the CATS bootstrap
server appears on the right side of Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.3 illustrates the web interface at the CATS bootstrap server.
Here, users can see the list of active peers, with the last time a keep-alive
message was receive from each. User can navigate to any live peer, and
even launch a new peer on one of a set of preconfigured cluster machines.
Figure 8.4 shows the web interface exposed by a CATS peer. Here, users
can interact with the local node, and inspect the status of its consistent
hashing ring topology, its key range replication responsibilities, as well
as failure detection statistics, and various information about the run-time
system, such as the size of the heap and the amount of free memory.
Users may kill a peer – using its web interface – in order to test or to
demonstrate a system reconfiguration. Users may also initiate put and get
operations using the Distributed Hash Table input form. The interactive
operation results and statistics are illustrated in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.4. Interactive web interface exposed by one of the CATS peers.

Figure 8.5 describes the results of interactive put and get operations.
First, the operation response or an error message is printed. Then, the
successor list returned by the lookup for the requested key is shown
together with the latency of the lookup. Fine-grained timing statistics
are shown for both the read and the write phases of the operation. This
illustrates how quorums are formed in each phase, showing the latency
of the round-trip times to each quorum member, in the order in which
acknowledgements were received. In this example the replication degree
was five, so a majority quorum consists of three nodes. Finally, the total
operation latency is shown together with the consistent quorum accessed
by the operation.
For the get operation, the returned item value or an error message is
printed first. The remaining statistics are very similar to the ones output
by a put operation. A notable difference is that for a get operation, if all
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Distributed Hash Table
Get key 51966

Get

Put key 51966

with value Coffee

Put

Put(51966, Coffee)=OK. Key 51966 has value "Coffee" now.
Lookup took 0.01 ms locally and returned successors 60000 70000 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000
Read quorum: 70000 (0.20 ms) 60000 (0.60 ms) 20000 (0.64 ms)
Write quorum: 70000 (0.22 ms) 30000 (0.44 ms) 10000 (0.50 ms)
Operation completed in 1.15 ms with consistent group {60000, 70000, 10000, 20000, 30000}@10

Distributed Hash Table
Get key 48879

Get

Put key 48879

with value abc

Put

Get(48879)=OK. Key 48879 has value "Meat"
Lookup took 0.01 ms locally and returned successors 50000 60000 70000 10000 20000 30000 40000
Read quorum: 50000 (0.16 ms) 70000 (0.50 ms) 20000 (0.54 ms)
Write quorum: 50000 (0.01 ms) 70000 (0.01 ms) 20000 (0.01 ms)
Operation completed in 0.56 ms with consistent group {50000, 60000, 70000, 10000, 20000}@12

Figure 8.5. Put and Get operations executed through the CATS peer web interface.

the item timestamps seen in the read-phase quorum are the same, then the
write phase need not be performed at all. This is the case in this example,
as we can observe from the write phase latency of under 10 µs.
We have deployed and evaluated CATS on our local cluster, on the
PlanetLab testbed [33], and on the Rackspace cloud [186]. Using the web
interface to interact with a LAN deployment of CATS – configured with a
replication degree of five – resulted in sub-millisecond end-to-end latencies
for get and put operations. This includes the LAN latency of two message round-trips (i.e., 4×the one-way latency), message serialization and
deserialization (4×), compression and decompression (4×), and Kompics
run-time overheads for message dispatching and execution. In a 1 KBvalue read-intensive workload, generated on Rackspace by 32 clients, CATS
scaled linearly to 96 server machines providing just over 100,000 reads/sec.

8.3

Whole-System Repeatable Simulation and Local
Interactive Stress Testing

We now show how we can reuse the CATS Node and all of its subcomponents, without modifying their code, to execute the system in simulation
mode for testing, stepped debugging, or for repeatable simulation studies.
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Figure 8.6. CATS architecture for whole-system simulation (left) / interactive
stress test execution (right). All nodes and servers execute within a single OS
process. On the left, the system is executed deterministically in simulated virtual
time. On the right, the system is executed in real time leveraging multiple cores.

The left side of Figure 8.6 shows the component architecture for simulation mode. Here, a generic Discrete-Event Simulator interprets an experiment
scenario and issues command events to the CATS Simulator component.
A command – triggered through the CATS Experiment port – may tell the
CATS Simulator to create and start a new CATS Node, to stop and destroy an
existing node, or to instruct an existing node to execute a DHT operation.
The ability to create and destroy node subcomponents in the CATS Simulator is clearly facilitated by Kompics’ support for dynamic reconfiguration
and nested hierarchical composition. The generic Discrete-Event Simulator
component also provides the Network and Timer abstractions, and it can
be configured with a custom network model, in order to emulate realistic
conditions of network latency and bandwidth as discussed in Section 4.3.1.
This whole architecture is executed in simulation mode, i.e., using a
simulation component scheduler, which executes all components that have
received events, and when it runs out of work, it passes control to the
Discrete-Event Simulator to advance the simulation time – see Section 4.1.2.
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First Previous Current Next Last Up
▶
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[30,35,40,45,10]
25 [30]
30 [35,40,45,10,15]
35 [40,45,10,15,20]
40 [45,10,15,20,30]
45 [10,15,20,30,35]

534

5100 10123 ■

Replica 0

..

Replica 1

Replica 2

(45,10]{10,15,20}@0 (40,45]{45,10,15}@0 (35,40]{40,45,10}@0
(10,15]{15,20,30}@0 (45,10]{10,15,20}@0 (40,45]{45,10,15}@0
(15,20]{20,30,35}@0 (10,15]{15,20,30}@0 (45,10]{10,15,20}@0
(20,30]{30,35,40}@0
(30,35]{35,40,45}@0
(35,40]{40,45,10}@0
(40,45]{45,10,15}@0

(15,20]{20,30,35}@0
(20,30]{30,35,40}@0
(30,35]{35,40,45}@0
(35,40]{40,45,10}@0

(10,15]{15,20,30}@0
(15,20]{20,30,35}@0
(20,30]{30,35,40}@0
(30,35]{35,40,45}@0

Configuration is INVALID.

Time: @Peer: Message
5000: @25: Sent BOOT_REQ to 0@127.0.0.1:8081
5059: @25: 9223372036854775807->BOOT_RESP(false)
5059: @25: Finding my succ with insider 45.
5100: @25: LOOK_RESP(25)=[30, 35, 40, 45, 10], req 1
5100: @25: Joining ring with successor 30.

Figure 8.7. CATS global state snapshot immediately after a node joins.

Using the same experiment scenario and the same network model used
in simulation mode, we can execute the entire system in local interactive
stress testing mode. The right side of Figure 8.6 shows the component architecture for local interactive stress testing. This is similar to the simulation
architecture, however, our multi-core work-stealing component scheduler
is used – see Section 4.1.1 – and the system executes in real time.

8.4

Simulation-Based Correctness Tests

We leveraged Kompics’ support for whole-system repeatable simulation,
described in Section 4.3, for testing the correctness of the CATS replication
group reconfiguration algorithms. We devised a wide range of experiment
scenarios comprising concurrent reconfigurations and failures, and we used
an exponential message latency distribution with a mean of 89 ms. We
verified stochastically that our algorithms satisfied their safety invariants
and liveness properties, in all scenarios, for one million RNG seeds.
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Configuration is INVALID.

Time: @Peer: Message
11386: @25: 40->DATA((20,25]) for Split to (20,25]{25,30,35}@1 + (25,30]{30,35,40}@1
11386: @25: READY_DATA((20,25]) in Split to (20,25]{25,30,35}@1 + (25,30]{30,35,40}@1

Figure 8.8. CATS global state snapshot during reconfiguration.

During simulation, we monitor the global state of the system and
whenever a part of the state is updated, a new global state snapshot is
dumped into an HTML file. The collection of snapshots dumped during
an execution allows us to time-travel forward and backward through the
execution, and to observe how the state of a particular node is updated in
response to receiving a particular message. Examples of such global state
snapshots are shown in Figures 8.7, 8.8, and 8.9. There are three sections in
any snapshot file. At the top there is a navigation menu that allows us to
go back to the previous snapshot, forward to the next snapshot, as well as
jump directly to the first or the last snapshot or to the list of all snapshots.
Each snapshot is identified by the virtual time at which it was taken.
The next section contains the actual global state snapshot. Here we
have a table row for each node in the system containing state relevant to
the reconfiguration protocols, namely the node’s predecessor and successor
list, together with all its installed views. The various pieces of state are
highlighted with different colors depending on whether they match or not
the “ground truth” computed by a validator for each experiment scenario.
If all the relevant state for each node matches the expected “ground truth”,
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Configuration is VALID.

Figure 8.9. CATS global state snapshot after reconfiguration completes.

the validator prints that the configuration is VALID; if not, it prints INVALID.
The final section of the snapshot file contains the logs output by each
peer in the system, after the time of the previous snapshot, and up to, and
including, the time of the current snapshot. The logs output at the exact
time of the current snapshot are likely corresponding to actions that lead
to the state update which caused the current snapshot, therefore they are
highlighted in blue to make them easier to spot when debugging.
In Figure 8.7 we show a snapshot of the global state of CATS right after
a new node joined the system and a reconfiguration is triggered as a result.
In this example, node 25 just joined, and because it is not yet part of any
replication group, all the views that should contain node 25 but do not yet,
are deemed invalid. Similarly, none of the state of node 25 is valid.
In Figure 8.8 we show a snapshot of the global state of CATS during
reconfiguration. At this point, node 25 has successfully joined the replication group and installed the view (20,25]{25,30,35}@1; it has also just
received all data for range (20,25]. In contrast, node 25 has also installed
view (15,20]{20,25,30}@1 but it is still waiting for the data at this point,
which is indicated by the yellow highlighting of the range. Finally, at this
point in time, node 25 is yet to install view (10,15]{15,20,25}@1.
In Figure 8.9 we show a snapshot of the global state of CATS after the
reconfiguration protocol was completed, and the global state is now VALID.

Chapter 9

Scalability, Elasticity, and
Performance Evaluation

In this chapter we present a performance evaluation of the CATS system
implemented in Kompics Java. The system is subject to several workloads
with a different mix of put and get operations. We measure the system
throughput and the average latency of put and get operations while varying
the operation request rate proportionally to the amount of data loaded into
the system. We used the YCSB benchmark [60] as a load generator.
Next, we present a scalability study. We deployed CATS on Rackspace
cloud servers [186], and we repeatedly doubled the number of used servers
from three to ninety six. We measured the system’s throughput while
increasing the workload proportionally to the system size. We validated the
elasticity of CATS by adding and removing servers while the system was
running and subject to a live workload. We also measured the performance
overhead of providing atomic consistency using consistent quorums.
Finally, we compare CATS with Cassandra [125], a scalable and selforganizing key-value store which has a very similar architecture to CATS,
but which guarantees only eventual consistency for its data operations.
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Figure 9.1. CATS performance under a read-intensive workload.

9.1

Benchmark and Experimental Setup

All experiments were conducted on the Rackspace cloud infrastructure,
which is based on Xen virtualization [29]. We used up to 128 servers with
16 GB RAM, the largest instance available at the time, in order to guarantee
that each CATS server had all the resources of a physical machine available
to itself. This was necessary in order to minimize experiment variability.
In all experiments we used the YCSB [60] benchmark as a load generator. We defined two workloads with a uniform distribution of keys: a
read-intensive workload with 95% reads and 5% updates, and an updateintensive workload comprising of 50% reads and 50% updates. The dataset
size was set such that the data could fit in main memory. We chose to
perform updates instead of inserts, to keep the data set constant and minimize variability due to Java garbage collection. This choice is without
loss of generality since CATS uses the same put protocol for updates and
inserts. Unless otherwise specified, we used data values of size 1 KB and
the replication degree was three. To obviate the need for load-balancing,
we placed the servers at equal distance on the consistent hashing ring.
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Figure 9.2. CATS performance under an update-intensive workload.

9.2

Throughput and Latency

In the first set of experiments, we measured the performance of CATS in
terms of average operation latency and total throughput. We increased the
load, i.e., the dataset size and the operation request rate, proportionally to
the number of servers, by increasing the number of key-value data items
initially inserted into CATS, and the number of YCSB clients, respectively.
For example, we loaded 300, 000 items and used one YCSB client to generate
requests for three servers; we loaded 600, 000 items and used two YCSB
clients for six servers, and so on. For each system size, we varied the
intensity of the request load by varying the number of threads in each
YCSB client. For a small number of client threads, the request rate is low
and thus the servers are under-utilized, while a large number of client
threads can overload the servers. We started with four client threads, and
doubled the thread count for each data point until we reached 128 threads.
Figures 9.1 and 9.2 show the results, averaged over three runs, with
different curves for different numbers of servers. For each server count, as
the request load increases, the throughput also increases up to a certain
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Figure 9.3. Scalability under a read-intensive (95% reads) workload.

value where it begins to plateau. After that, only the latency increases
without any further increase in throughput. In this regime, the system is
saturated and it cannot offer any more throughput, exhibiting operation
queueing effects. When the system is underloaded – few client threads – we
have low latency yet server resources are not fully utilized. As the request
rate is increased by increasing the number of client threads, the latency
and throughput increase up to a saturation threshold. For example, with
three CATS servers, 32 YCSB client threads, and a read-intensive workload,
the system saturates at approximately 4,000 operations/second with an
average latency of eight milliseconds. Further increasing the request rate
does not increase the throughput, while the latency keeps on increasing.
The same behavior is exhibited under both workloads.
In summary, CATS delivers sub-millisecond operation latencies under
light load, single-digit millisecond operation latencies at 50% load, and it
sustains a throughput of 1,000 operations/second, per server, under readintensive workloads. For update-intensive workloads the throughput is 1/3
lower, which is expected since the message complexity for reads is half of
that for updates, leading to a 2:3 cost ratio between the two workloads.
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Figure 9.4. Scalability under an update-intensive (50% writes) workload.

9.3

Scalability

To evaluate the scalability of CATS, we increased the dataset size and the
request rate, proportionally to the number of servers as before, i.e., by
increasing the number of data items loaded initially, and the number of
YCSB clients, respectively. Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show the throughput of the
system as we vary the number of servers for each workload. CATS scales
linearly with a slope of one! With a small number of servers, it is more
likely that requests arrive directly at one of the replicas for the requested
key, therefore the message complexity is lower. This reduced bandwidth
usage explains the slightly higher throughput for three and six servers.
The reason for linear scaling is that CATS is completely decentralized
and all nodes are symmetric. Linear scalability facilitates resource provisioning; the number of servers needed to store a certain amount of data and
to handle a certain rate of requests, can be calculated easily when deploying
CATS in a cloud environment, provided the load is balanced evenly across
the servers. Such a decision can be made either by an administrator, or by
a feedback control loop that monitors the rate of client requests.
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Figure 9.5. Elasticity under a read-only workload.

9.4

Elasticity

A highly desirable property for cloud computing systems is elasticity, the
ability to add or remove servers while the system is running, in order
to accommodate fluctuations in service demand. When a system is overloaded, and the operation latency is so high that it violates its service-level
agreements (SLAs), performance can be improved by adding new servers.
Similarly, when the load is very low, resource utilization can be improved
by removing servers from the system without violating any of its SLAs.
A system with good elasticity should perform better as servers are
added, perhaps operating at moderately reduced throughput and slightly
higher latency for a brief period of time, while the system reconfigures to
add or remove servers. The length of this period depends on the amount
of data that needs to be transferred among the servers to complete the
reconfiguration. A well-behaved system should still offer fairly low latency
during reconfiguration to minimize its impact on serving client requests.
In this experiment, we evaluated the elasticity of CATS. We started the
system with three servers, loaded 2.4 million 1 KB values, and injected a
high operation request rate via the YCSB client. While the workload was
running at a constant request rate, we added a new server every 10 minutes
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until the server count doubled to six servers. After 20 minutes, we started
to remove one server every 10 minutes until we were down to three servers
again. We measured the average operation latency in one minute intervals
throughout the experiment. The results, presented in Figure 9.5, show that
CATS is able to reconfigure promptly, e.g., within a span of roughly one to
two minutes. The duration of the reconfiguration depends mostly on the
amount of data transferred and the bandwidth capacity of the network.
The average operation latency during reconfiguration does not exceed
more than roughly double the average latency in steady state, i.e., before
the reconfiguration is triggered. For example, with six servers in steady
state, the system offers an average operation latency of approximately
2.5 ms, while during reconfiguration that latency grows to circa 5 ms.
Because CATS is linearly scalable, the latency approximately halves
when the number of servers doubles from three to six: while during the first
10 minutes of the experiment, three servers offer an average latency of 5 ms,
between minutes 30 and 50, six servers deliver a latency of indeed only
2.5 ms. As expected, an increase in latency occurs once nodes are removed
after 50 minutes. As the CATS servers were running under load for more
than one hour, the JVM had been constantly optimizing the hot code paths
in the system. This explains the asymmetric latencies whereby instead
of a completely mirrored graph, in the second half of the experiment we
observe slightly better performance for the same system configuration.

9.5

Overhead of Consistent Quorums

Next, we evaluate the performance overhead of atomic consistency compared to eventual consistency. For a fair comparison, we implemented
eventual consistency in CATS, enabled through a configuration parameter.
Here, read and update operations are always performed in one phase, and
read-impose is never performed. When a node n performs a read operation,
it sends read requests to all replicas. Each replica replies with a timestamp
and a value. After n receives replies from a majority of replicas, it returns
the value with the highest timestamp as the result of the read operation.
Similarly, when node n performs an update operation, it sends write requests to all replicas, using the current wall clock time as a timestamp.
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Figure 9.6. Overhead of atomic consistency and consistent quorums versus an
implementation of eventual consistency, under a read-intensive workload.

Upon receiving a write request, a replica stores the value and timestamp
only if the received timestamp is higher than the replica’s local timestamp
for that particular data item. The replica then sends an acknowledgment
to the writer m. Node m considers the write operation complete upon
receiving acknowledgments from a majority of the replicas.
We also measured the overhead of consistent quorums. For these
measurements, we modified CATS such that nodes did not send replication
group views in read and write messages. Removing the replication group
view from messages reduces their size, and thus requires less bandwidth.
For these experiments, we varied the size of the stored data values,
and we measured the throughput of a system with three servers. The
measurements, averaged over five runs, are shown in Figures 9.6 and 9.7.
The results show that as the value size increases, the throughput falls,
meaning that the network becomes a bottleneck for larger value sizes. The
same trend is observable in both workloads. As the value size increases, the
cost of using consistent quorums becomes negligible. For instance, under
both workloads, the throughput loss when using consistent quorums is less
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Figure 9.7. Overhead of atomic consistency and consistent quorums vs. an
eventual consistency implementation, under an update-intensive workload.

than 5% for 256 B values, 4% for 1 KB values, and 1% for 4 KB values.
Figures 9.6 and 9.7 also show the cost of achieving atomic consistency
by comparing the throughput of regular CATS with the throughput of
our implementation of eventual consistency. The results show that the
overhead of atomic consistency is negligible for a read-intensive workload
and as high as 25% for an update-intensive workload. The reason for this
difference between the two workloads is that for a read-intensive workload,
read operations rarely need to perform the read-impose phase, since the
number of concurrent writes to the same key is very low due to the large
number of keys in the workload. For an update-intensive workload, due
to many concurrent writes to the same key, read operations often require
to impose the read value. Therefore, in comparison to an update-intensive
workload, the overhead of achieving linearizability is very low – less than
5% loss in throughput for all value sizes – for a read-intensive workload. We
believe that this is an important result. Applications that are read-intensive
can opt for atomic consistency without a significant loss in performance,
while avoiding the complexities of using eventual consistency.
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Figure 9.8. Latency comparison between Cassandra and an implementation of
eventual consistency in CATS, under a read-intensive workload.

9.6

Comparison with Cassandra

Cassandra [125] and other distributed key-value stores [67, 30, 80] which
use consistent hashing with successor-list replication have a very similar
architecture to that of CATS. Since Cassandra was freely available, we
compared the performance of CATS with that of Cassandra.
We should note that we are comparing our research system prototype
with a system that leverages half a decade of implementation optimizations
and fine tuning by a community of open-source contributors. Our goal is to
give the reader an idea about the relative performance difference between
the two systems. Extrapolating our previous evaluation of the overhead of
atomic consistency using consistent quorums, this may give an insight into
the cost of atomic consistency if implemented in Cassandra. We leave the
actual implementation of consistent quorums in Cassandra to future work.
Both CATS and Cassandra are implemented in Java. We used Cassandra
version 1.1.0, the latest version available at the time, and we used the
QUORUM consistency level for a fair comparison with CATS. We chose the
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Figure 9.9. Latency comparison between Cassandra and an implementation of
eventual consistency in CATS, under an update-intensive workload.

initial data size such that the working set would fit in main memory. Since
CATS was storing data in main memory while Cassandra used disk, we
set commitlog_sync: periodic in Cassandra to minimize the effects
to disk activity on operation latencies and make for a fair comparison.
Figures 9.8 and 9.9 show mean operation latencies, whereby each data
point represents measurements averaged over five runs. Using the same
workloads, we compared Cassandra and CATS with eventual consistency.
The trend of higher latencies for large value sizes remains the same for
both systems and workloads as the network starts to become a bottleneck.
For CATS, read and update latencies are the same since both operations
have the same message complexity and same-size messages. On the other
hand, Cassandra updates are faster than reads, which was expected since
in Cassandra updates are committed to an append-only log and require no
disk reads or seeks, while read operations may need to consult multiple
uncompacted SSTables1 in search for the requested data. The results show
that the operation latencies in CATS are approximately three times higher
1 http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/ArchitectureOverview
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than in Cassandra, except for reads under an update-intensive workload,
where SSTable compactions occur too seldom relatively to the high update
rate, causing the need to consult multiple SSTable for each read operation
and thus affecting Cassandra’s performance.
Given our comparison between Cassandra and CATS with eventual
consistency, as well as the relatively small decrease in throughput when providing atomic consistency – using consistent quorums and two-phase write
operations – instead of only eventually consistent single-phase operations
(see Section 9.5), we believe that an implementation of consistent quorums
in Cassandra can provide linearizable consistency without a considerable
drop in performance, e.g., less than 5% overhead for a read-intensive
workload, and about 25% overhead for update-intensive workloads.

Chapter 10

CATS Discussion and
Comparison to Related Work

In this chapter we discuss alternative consistency models that can be
implemented in a simple manner on top of the foundation of scalable
reconfigurable group membership provided by CATS. We also discuss
possible efficient implementations of these models and we compare CATS
with related work in the areas of scalable key-value stores and consistent
meta-data storage systems.
CATS brings together the scalability and self-organization of DHTs with
the linearizable consistency and partition tolerance of atomic registers.

10.1

Alternatives to Majority Quorums

For some applications majority quorums may be too strict. To accommodate
specific read-intensive or update-intensive workloads, they might want
flexible quorum sizes for put and get operations, like read-any-update-all or
read-all-update-any, despite the fault-tolerance caveats entailed. Interestingly,
our ABD-based two-phase algorithm, depends on majority quorums for
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linearizability, however, by using more flexible yet overlapping quorums,
the algorithm still satisfies sequential consistency [25], which is slightly
weaker, but still a very useful level of consistency, as we discussed in
Section 6.3. This means that system designers are free to decide the size of
quorums for read and write operations to suit their workloads, as long as
the read and write quorums overlap. For instance, in a stable environment,
like a data center, motivated by the need to handle read-intensive workloads,
a system designer may choose the size of write quorums to be larger than
the size of read quorums, in order to enable lower read latencies at the
expense of more costly and less fault-tolerant writes – meaning that write
operations need to send more messages and wait for acknowledgements
from more replicas, and thus they can tolerate fewer crashed replicas.
Consider a read-intensive workload and a replication degree of three. The
write quorum size can be chosen as three and the read quorum as one.
Such a configuration makes writes more expensive and less fault-tolerant,
yet the read latency reduces tremendously since only one node – any node
in the replication group – is involved in the read operation.
On a related note, the idea of primary-backup replication could be
applied onto the consistent replication groups of CATS, to enable efficient
primary reads. For instance, the node with the lowest identifier in each
group could be considered to be the primary for that group; thus enabling
primary-based replication in CATS. With a primary-backup scheme there
are two possible designs: lease-based and non-lease-based.
The lease-based design [133] assumes a timed-asynchronous model and
relies on this assumption to guarantee that at all times, at most one node
considers itself to be the primary. In this design, read operations can always
be directly answered by the primary, without contacting other nodes since
the unique primary must have seen the latest write. Write operations can
be sequenced by the primary but cannot be acknowledged to clients before
the primary commits them at a majority of replicas in order to avoid lost
updates in case of primary failure.
In the non-lease-based design, all operations are directed at the primary
and for both read and write operations, the primary must contact a majority
of replicas before acknowledging the operation to the client. Because all
operations involve a majority of nodes, there is no safety violation when
more than one node considers itself to be a primary. This can be achieved if
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a primary is elected by a majority of the cohorts who have knowledge of the
last elected primary. One of the candidates will fail to be elected primary
by a majority of the cohorts. When electing a new primary, a majority
of cohorts will inform the new primary of the largest operation sequence
number they have seen so far. Therefore, the newly elected primary can
continue to sequence operations starting from the last operation committed
at a majority of replicas.

10.2

Sequential Consistency at Scale

We found that for a slightly lower cost than that of providing linearizability
[106], we could provide a slightly weaker but still very useful consistency
guarantee, namely sequential consistency [128]. More concretely, for our
linearizable operations, both reads and writes need two phases, while in
the absence of concurrent updates, read operations only require one phase.
A phase is a round-trip to k servers, waiting for a majority of acknowledgements, so a phase costs 2 message delays and 2k messages. Within one
replication group, sequential consistency can be guaranteed with singlephase writes by maintaining Lamport logical clocks [127] at each process,
and using the current Lamport clock as the write timestamp. This saves
the initial phase of the write operation during which the latest register
timestamp is consulted. In general, in contrast to linearizability, sequential consistency is not composable. Interestingly, using write operations
based on Lamport timestamps, and maintaining the Lamport clocks across
all nodes, also preserves sequential consistency across replication groups,
therefore this scheme enables sequential consistency at large scale [142].
This appears to be a very interesting result which we plan to investigate in
depth in future work.

10.3

Scalable Key-Value Stores

Distributed key-value stores, such as Cassandra [125] and Dynamo [67],
employ principles from DHTs to build scalable and self-managing data
stores. In contrast to CATS, these systems chose availability over atomic
consistency, hence only providing eventual consistency. While eventual
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consistency is sufficient for some applications, the complexities of merging
divergent replicas can be non-trivial. We avoid the complexities entailed
by eventual consistency while providing scalable storage for critical applications which need atomic consistency, guaranteeing it at the cost of a
modest decrease in throughput. We showed in Chapter 9 that the overhead
of atomic consistency is indeed very low for read-intensive workloads.

10.4

Reconfigurable Replication Systems

To handle dynamic networks, atomic registers were extended by protocols such as RAMBO [147], RAMBO II [90], RDS [56] and DynaStore [4]
to be reconfigurable. Similarly, SMART [143] enabled reconfiguration in
replicated state machines (RSMs). With consistent quorums we provide
high-throughput put and get operations without paying the full cost of
state machine replication which needs coordination for every operation.
Moreover, our design does not depend on electing a single leader and the
complexities that come with that [47]. While these systems can handle dynamism and provide atomic consistency, they are not scalable as they were
not designed to partition the data across a large number of machines. The
novelty of CATS is in extending the reconfiguration techniques contributed
by these works, such that they can be used at large scale, in order to build
a system that is completely decentralized and self-managing.

10.5

Consistent Meta-Data Stores

Datacenter systems providing distributed coordination and consistent metadata storage services, such as Chubby [45] and ZooKeeper [110, 119],
provide linearizability and crash-recovery, but are neither scalable, nor
freely reconfigurable. The idea of consistent quorums applied to consistent
hashing rings can be used to scale such meta-data stores to larger capacities.
Master-based key-value stores, such as Bigtable [51], HBase [102], and
MongoDB [158], rely on a central server for coordination and data partitioning. Similarly, Spinnaker [188] uses Zookeeper [110]. Since these systems
are centralized, their scalability is limited. In contrast, CATS is decentralized and all nodes are symmetric, allowing for unlimited scalability.
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Scalable and Consistent Key-Value Stores

Similar to CATS, Scatter [91] is a scalable and consistent key-value store.
Scatter employs an extra subsystem and policies to decide when to reconfigure replication groups. While this makes Scatter flexible, it also requires
a distributed transaction [229, 229] across three adjacent replication groups
for the split and merge reconfiguration operations to succeed. In contrast,
CATS has a simpler and more efficient reconfiguration protocol – both in
the number of messages and message delays – which does not require
distributed transactions. In CATS, each reconfiguration operation only
operates on the replication group that is being reconfigured. Therefore,
the period of unavailability to serve operations is much shorter, almost
non-existent in CATS, compared to Scatter. The unavailability of Scatter’s implementation precludes a detailed comparison, e.g., in terms of
elasticity and data unavailability during reconfiguration. We focus on
consistent-hashing at the node level, which makes our approach directly
implementable in existing key-value stores like Cassandra [125].
Perhaps the main distinguishing advantage of CATS over Scatter is
CATS’ ability to handle network partitions and mergers, an aspect largely
ignored in Scatter. Once network partitions cease, CATS merges partitioned
subsystems into a single overlay, while Scatter will continue to operate
as separate overlays. Where Scatter provides scalability and consistency,
CATS provides scalability, consistency, and partition tolerance.

10.7

Related Work on Consistency

An orthogonal approach to atomic consistency is to explore the trade-offs
between consistency and performance [26]. For instance, PNUTS [59] introduces time-line consistency, whereas COPS [142] provides causal consistency at scale. These systems provide consistency guarantees weaker than
linearizability, yet stronger guarantees than eventual consistency. While
such systems perform well, the semantics of the consistency models they
offer restricts the class of applications that can use them.
In the CALM approach, programming language support is used to automatically separate distributed programs into monotonic and non-monotonic
parts [11]. Logically monotonic distributed code – for which the order or
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the contents of the input can never cause a need for some earlier output
to be “revoked” once it has been generated – is already eventually consistent [215] without requiring any coordination protocols, which are only
needed to protect regions of non-monotonic code.
Costly coordination protocols can also be avoided when dealing with
replicated data storage, if data types and operations are designed to commute. Operation commutativity is explored by Commutative Replicated
Data Types (CRDTs), which are data types whose operations commute
when they are concurrent. If all concurrent update operations to some
data object commute, and all of its replicas execute all updates in causal
order [127], replicas of a CRDT eventually converge without requiring any
complex concurrency control.

10.8

Fault-Tolerant Replicated Data Management

Abbadi et al. [75] proposed a fault-tolerant protocol for replicated data management. Their solution is similar to CATS with respect to quorum-based
operations and consensus-based replication group reconfigurations. In
contrast to their solution, CATS relies on consistent hashing, which enables
it to be self-managing and self-organizing under churn. Consistent hashing
partitions the keys in a balanced manner, and the notion of responsibility
in terms of which nodes are responsible for storing which key ranges is
well-defined. Thus, the reconfigurations required when nodes join and
fail is dictated by consistent hashing. Furthermore, owing to the routing
mechanisms employed by CATS, any node can find any key in a few hops
even for very large network sizes.

Chapter 11

Conclusions

We are witnessing a boom in distributed services and applications. Many
companies independently develop complex distributed systems from the
ground up. The current situation is comparable to the times when companies were independently developing different networking architectures
before the ISO/OSI model [234] came along. We believe that industry
would benefit tremendously from the availability of a systematic approach
to building, testing, and debugging distributed systems.
The goal of this thesis has been to devise a programming model that
would streamline the development of dynamic, evolving, and adaptive
distributed systems. In the light of our experience with Kompics, as well as
our qualitative and quantitative evaluations, we firmly believe that using a
reactive, concurrent, and hierarchically nested component model, with an
explicit software architecture and explicit component dependencies, will
contribute to this goal in at least three different ways. First, the challenge
imposed by the complexity of a modern distributed system is tackled
by providing mechanisms for building scalable and reusable abstractions.
Second, by employing message-passing concurrency, our execution model
allows for multi-core scalable component scheduling and compositional
concurrency. Third, the testing, evaluation, and deployment of distributed
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systems is streamlined due to the ability to reuse component abstractions
across different executions environments. We are able to execute a complete
distributed system in deterministic simulation mode, for purposes of largescale behavior evaluation, as well as for protocol correctness testing and
for debugging. We can subject the same system implementation to stress
tests by executing it either locally on one machine, or in a controlled cluster
environment. Finally, the same system implementation can be deployed
and executed in a production environment.
The experience that we gained from using Kompics to design, program,
compose, test, debug, and evaluate distributed systems, on the one hand,
and the ease with which we and others were able to develop non-trivial
systems, by leveraging lower-level abstractions and encapsulating them
into first-class higher level abstractions, on the other hand, leads us to
conclude that hierarchically nested, message-passing, reactive components
constitute a promising programming model to streamline the development
cycle for complex and reconfigurable distributed systems.
We have successfully used the Kompics component model as a teaching framework, for more than five years, in two Master’s level courses
on distributed systems given at KTH; a course on advanced distributed
algorithms and abstractions and a course on large-scale and dynamic
peer-to-peer systems. Kompics enabled students both to compose various distributed abstractions and to experiment with large-scale overlays
and content-distribution networks in simulation and real execution. The
students were able both to deliver running implementations of complex
distributed systems, and to gain insights into the dynamics of those systems. We believe that making distributed systems easier to program and
experiment with, will significantly improve the education process in this
field and will lead to better equipped practitioners.
The practicality of Kompics has been confirmed by its use for rapid
prototyping, development, and evaluation of a broad collection of distributed systems, both within and outside of our research group. Systems
built with Kompics include a peer-to-peer video-on-demand system [37],
a secure and fault-tolerant distributed storage system [111], NAT-aware
peer-sampling protocols [73, 172], peer-to-peer live media streaming systems [170, 174, 171, 173, 176], locality-aware scalable publish-subscribe systems [187], scalable NAT-traversal protocols [164], distributed hash-table
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replication schemes [200], gossip protocols for distribution estimation [175], an
elasticity controller simulator [162, 161], studies of multi-consistency-model
key-value stores [7, 41], mechanisms for robust self-management [6, 22], and
a reliable UDP transport mechanism [157]. The ample diversity of these
applications is a testament to the usefulness of Kompics.
As a comprehensive case study of using Kompics to develop and test
distributed systems, we presented CATS, a scalable and consistent keyvalue store which trades off service availability for guarantees of atomic
data consistency and tolerance to network partitions.
We have shown that it is non-trivial to achieve linearizable consistency
in dynamic, scalable, and self-organizing key-value stores which distribute
and replicate data according to the principle of consistent hashing. We
introduced consistent quorums as a solution to this problem for partially
synchronous network environments prone to message loss, network partitioning, and inaccurate failure suspicions. We argued that consistent
quorums can be used to adapt any static quorum-based distributed algorithm to function correctly in dynamic replication groups automatically
reconfigured by consistent hashing, potentially at large scale, and we presented adaptations of Paxos and ABD as examples.
In essence, we provide a reconfigurable replicated state machine for
the membership view of each replication group, which is then seamlessly
leveraged by consistent quorums to simply adapt existing quorum-based
algorithms to operate at large scales in dynamic groups. This novel approach of decoupling reconfiguration from the put and get operations allows
for more operation parallelism and higher throughput than existing approaches where linearizability is guaranteed by state machine replication
which is inherently sequential.
We described the design, implementation, testing, and evaluation of
CATS, which leverages consistent quorums to provide linearizable consistency and partition tolerance. CATS is self-managing, elastic, and it
exhibits unlimited linear scalability, all of which are key properties for
modern cloud computing storage middleware. Our evaluation shows that
it is feasible to provide linearizable consistency for those applications that
do indeed need it. The throughput overhead of atomic consistency over an
eventual consistency implementation, was less than 25% for write-intensive
workloads and less than 5% for read-intensive workloads. Our system im-
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plementation can deliver practical levels of performance, comparable with
those of similar but heavily-optimized industrial systems like Cassandra.
This suggests that if implemented in Cassandra, consistent quorums can
deliver atomic consistency with acceptable performance overhead.
CATS delivers sub-millisecond operation latencies under light load,
single-digit millisecond operation latencies at 50% load, and it sustains a
throughput of one thousand operations per second, per server, while scaling
linearly to hundreds of servers. This level of performance is competitive
with that of systems with a similar architecture but which provide only
weaker consistency guarantees [67, 125, 30, 80].

11.1

Kompics Limitations and Lessons Learnt

Without adequate programming language support, one current limitation of
the Kompics message-passing mechanism is related to the message copying
vs. sharing trade-off. Currently, we have to choose between the overhead
of copying messages from the source to the destination component, like
in Erlang, or the efficiency of passing messages by reference at the cost
of potential concurrent access to the message from the source and the
destination components. A Kompics implementation in a programming
language providing single-reference types would alleviate this problem, as
was done in Kilim [206] and Singularity [78].
A second limitation stemming from the lack of adequate language
support regards the expression of event handlers that invoke services or
RPCs, whereby a request is sent and the execution of the event handler can
continue only after receiving a response. Currently, such a handler must be
split in two different handlers: one handler containing the code before the
service invocation, and another handler containing the continuation code
executed after receiving the service response. The reference Kompics implementation is written in Java which does not provide continuations [190].
Support for continuations in the host language would enable Kompics
programmers to write event handlers containing multiple remote service
invocations. Once a service request is sent, the component state, including
the local state of the active handler, is saved in a continuation. When the
component receives the service response, the state saved in the continuation
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is restored, and the active handler may resume execution where it left off
before the service invocation. The Scala programming language supports
continuations but that is currently not leveraged in the Kompics Scala port.
Another language-related drawback of our Kompics reference implementation was caused by the verbosity of the Java programming language.
Programmers needed to write a lot of scaffolding code, even when defining
relatively simple concepts like events and ports. The result was that in some
cases, potential Kompics users were put off by this aspect and decided not
to use it. This means that user adoption was not as good as it could have
been. To alleviate this problem, Kompics was ported to Python and Scala
which yield much more succinct programs. Brevity in these languages is
enabled by dynamic typing in Python and type inference, case classes, DSL
support, pattern matching, and lambda expressions in Scala.
We found that some aspects of explicitly managing the software architecture can prove tricky. For example, it happens that programmers forget
to subscribe certain event handlers to incoming ports or forget to initialize
newly created components. To this end, an architectural static checker
was developed and packaged into an Eclipse IDE plug-in, which triggers
warnings for common pitfalls and also allows users to visually inspect the
Kompics component architecture.
While evaluating the performance of CATS we noticed a plateau in
throughput even though neither the CPU utilization nor the network utilization was at a maximum. We found that although our machines had
many available cores, not all processing cores were used, because only
a few CATS components were exercised under the benchmark workload.
This was an artifact of our component execution model, in particular, of
the rule that event handlers are mutually exclusive within one component
instance. This prevents a component from being executed in parallel by
multiple workers, even when the component has a lot of work and there
are free workers available. The motivation for this design choice was to
simplify programming components by freeing the user from implementing
critical sections by hand. While this is generally very useful, in some cases
it proves to be a limitation. In this particular case, the default execution
model provides too coarse synchronization, and allowing the user to explicitly program component state synchronization may enable increased
performance. The lesson here is that while our execution model provides
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a good default, we need to extend Kompics with a special type of concurrency unsafe component. Unsafe components would allow the component
programmer to manage state synchronization explicitly and would enable
better throughput through increased multi-core utilization. This would be
particularly appropriate for stateless components which need little or no
state synchronization.
One other lesson we learnt while using Kompics for building various
distributed systems, is that dynamic reconfiguration is not always needed.
In our reference Kompics implementation, support for dynamic reconfiguration is baked into the core of the run-time system. Some aspects of
dynamic reconfiguration support are on the critical path of component
execution, and systems which do not need it are currently paying for it
anyway. It would be useful to add a configuration flag to the Kompics
run-time system, to enable users to turn off dynamic reconfiguration when
they don’t need it, and gain improved performance in exchange.
Notwithstanding these limitations, our overall experience confirms the
hypothesis that Kompics is an effective approach to modularize distributed
systems, compose, develop, test, and debug them.

11.2

CATS Limitations and Lessons Learnt

Linearizable consistency is the strongest form of consistency for a distributed shared-memory read/write register. In the context of a scalable
key-value store, we deal with many such registers, and applications are free
to use multiple registers to store their data. A useful property of linearizability is that it is composable, that is, the interleaving of operations on a
set of linearizable registers is itself linearizable [106]. In other words, composing a set of linearizable distributed shared-memory cells into a global
memory, yields a linearizable memory. This is very practical, however,
some applications need consistency guarantees for operations that access
multiple registers and need to take effect atomically. These are commonly
referred to as transactions [229, 36]. Even though transaction processing
would be easy to implement on top of the consistent, scalable, and reconfigurable node membership foundation provided by CATS, together with
consistent quorums, currently transactions are not available.
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An abstraction related to transaction processing is that of state machine replication [198]. In this abstraction, the set of all shared-memory
registers are interpreted as the state of a state machine. Like transactions,
operations on a replicated state machine may access multiple registers.
In general, while transactions on distinct sets of registers may execute in
parallel without interfering with each other, a replicated state machine
executes operations sequentially. Again, it is relatively easy to implement
a reconfigurable replicated state machine abstraction [132, 143] on top of
CATS’s underpinnings of reconfigurable group membership and consistent
quorums. The downside of this approach is that each replication group
would form its own replicated state machine, independent of other state
machines. This means that in contrast to linearizable registers, replicated
state machines are not composable. Nevertheless, within a replicated state
machine, each individual register could support stronger types of operations like read-modify-write [79]. Currently, read-modify-write operations
like increment or compare-and-swap are not available in CATS.
While experimenting with the CATS system, we learnt that successor-list
replication has some negative consequences of practical concern, regarding efficiency and complexity. Since a given node is part of multiple,
adjacent replication groups, it becomes very complicated to implement
different replication policies, like replica placement, for adjacent ranges
of registers. This also causes load balancing to become more complex
and inefficient. Furthermore, supporting replication groups with different
replication degrees is unnecessarily complex. With CATS our initial focus
was on guaranteeing linearizable consistency and partition tolerance, hence
we did not pay much attention to the details of the replication scheme.
While indeed this is an orthogonal aspect to our contribution, the lesson
we learnt is that when building a practical system, the choice of replication
scheme is very important.
While examining the message complexity of the CATS protocols for
read and write operations on a single register, we learnt that for a slightly
lower cost than that of providing linearizability [106], we could provide
a slightly weaker but still very useful consistency guarantee, namely sequential consistency [128]. More concretely, for our linearizable operations,
both reads and writes need two phases, while in the absence of concurrent
updates, reads only require one phase. A phase is a round-trip to k servers,
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waiting for a majority of acknowledgements, so a phase costs 2 message delays and 2k messages. Within one replication group, sequential consistency
can be guaranteed with single-phase writes by maintaining Lamport logical
clocks [127] at each process, and using the current Lamport clock as the
write timestamp. This saves the initial phase of the write operation during
which the latest register timestamp is consulted. In general, in contrast
to linearizability, sequential consistency is not composable. Noteworthily,
we found that using write operations based on Lamport timestamps, and
maintaining the Lamport clocks across all nodes, also preserves sequential consistency across replication groups, therefore this scheme enables
sequential consistency at large scale, a very interesting lesson.

11.3

Future Work

Addressing some of the limitations identified in the previous two sections,
as well as leveraging some of the lessons we learnt, constitute the subject
of future work. We discuss additional directions of future work below.
For Kompics, we need to design and evaluate mechanisms for component deployment and dependency management. The nodes of a complex
distributed system need not evolve homogeneously, thus exhibiting diverse
component configurations. In such a scenario, mechanisms are required to
resolve and deploy component dependencies upon the installation of new
components. Such mechanisms may need to be Turing complete. We plan
to investigate the appropriate programming constructs to support them.
A second direction of future work on Kompics is the design and evaluation of mechanisms to augment the power of the component model with plug-in
components. Take for example a component that implements an atomic
commit protocol [93]. Once this component is installed on a group of nodes
of the system, it could be leveraged for the transactional reconfiguration of
the software architecture at those nodes. As a result, the reconfiguration
would take effect only if it were successful at all nodes involved.
We plan to evaluate case studies for distribution transparency [42, 212, 62].
Kompics components are not distributed. A component is local to one
node and it communicates with remote counterparts by sending messages
using lower-level abstractions, e.g., network links, broadcast, etc.; therefore
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distribution is explicit. We would like to investigate case studies where the
transparent distribution of some of the model’s entities would considerably
simplify the system’s implementation.
Another direction for future work on Kompics regards the design
and evaluation of efficient multi-core component schedulers and mechanisms
for component prioritization and resource allocation. We have already
explored some component schedulers based on work-stealing [40] and
work-balancing [105], but we would like to further investigate schedulers
that adapt their behavior according to the system load.
We would like to extend our current simulation environment with a
stochastic model checker to improve the testing and debugging of Kompicsbased systems. A particular implementation of a distributed abstraction
is replaced with an implementation that generates random admissible
executions for the replaced abstraction. This enables the stochastic verification of other overlying abstractions, which become subject to various legal
behaviors from the services they use. Verification of input/output event
sequences through a port would constitute another interesting direction for
future work on supporting distributed protocol verification in Kompics.
Finally, a number of optimizations could be implemented in the Kompics run-time system. The publish-subscribe mechanism for component
communication could be optimized for event brokering close to the publication site, therefore avoiding the delivery of events through chains of
channels and ports when there are no subscriptions at the destination
components. For a given protocol composition and a particular workload,
requests arriving at a server tend to trigger recurring sequences of event
handlers. An event handled by a component triggers another event which
is handled by another component, and so on, in a pattern, or event path,
which is repeated for every request arriving at the server. To cater for this
typical scenario, a form of just-in-time compilation could be employed
within the Kompics run-time system, whereby hot chains of event handlers
could be fused together and the publish-subscribe message-passing mechanism would be largely sidestepped. These dynamic optimizations offer a
great potential for performance improvement.
In CATS, consistent quorums provide a consistent view of dynamic replication groups. Besides atomic read/write registers, such consistent views
can be leveraged to implement replicated objects with stronger semantics.
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For example, conditional update operations [79] such as conditional multiwrites [5], compare-and-swap [103], or increment, could be supported in
a scalable setting. In the same vein, consistent quorums could be leveraged to implement reconfigurable replicated state machines [132, 143] or
distributed multi-item transactions [61, 64]. As a system, CATS can be
extended to support improved load-balancing, column-oriented APIs, as
well as data indexing and search capabilities.
Other interesting directions for future work on CATS, are providing
sequential consistency at large scale, and implementing a transactional
key-value store supporting multiple levels of transaction isolation [221] and
geographic replication [205].

11.4

Final Remarks

The contributions of this thesis are a programming model and protocols
for reconfigurable distributed systems. We explored the theme of dynamic
reconfiguration along two different axes. On the one hand, we introduced
the Kompics programming model which facilitates the construction of
distributed systems that support the dynamic reconfiguration of their
software architecture. On the other hand, we proposed the technique of
consistent quorums to decouple the dynamic reconfiguration of replication
groups from the implementation of a distributed atomic read/write register,
a fault-tolerant shared memory abstraction.
The two contributions came together in the design, implementation,
testing, and evaluation of CATS; a consistent, network-partition-tolerant,
scalable, elastic, and self-organizing key-value data storage system. With
CATS we demonstrated that consistent quorums admit system designs
with such salient properties, as well as efficient system implementations
providing linearizable consistency with low latency and modest overhead.
Concomitantly, we used CATS to highlight the architectural patterns
and abstractions facilitated by the Kompics component model, as well as to
illustrate the Kompics methodology of using the same code base for both
production deployment and whole-system repeatable simulation, which
enables testing and debugging, reduces the potential for errors, increases
confidence, and streamlines the development of distributed systems.

Appendix A

Kompics Abstract Syntax

This appendinx presents an interesting subset of the grammar corresponding to the Kompics abstract syntax.

hEventSpeci

::= ‘event’ hEventTypei [ ‘extends’ hEventTypei ] ‘{’
hAttributei*
‘}’

hAttributei

::= hTypei hAttributeRef i
| hEventTypei hAttributeRef i

hPortSpeci

::= ‘port’ hPortTypei ‘{’
hRequesti*
hIndicationi*
‘}’

hRequesti

::= ‘request’ hEventTypei
| ‘negative’ hEventTypei

hIndicationi

::= ‘indication’ hEventTypei
| ‘positive’ hEventTypei
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hComponentSpeci ::= ‘component’ hComponentTypei ‘{’
hPorti*
hComponenti*
hConstructori
hStateVariablei*
hEventHandleri*
‘}’
hPorti

::= ‘provides’ hPortTypei hPortRef i
| ‘requires’ hPortTypei hPortRef i

hComponenti

::= ‘component’ hComponentRef i ‘=’
hComponentTypei ‘(’ hArgVali* ‘)’

hConstructori

::= ‘constructor’ ‘(’ hParameteri* ‘)’ ‘{’
hStatementi*
‘}’

hParameteri

::= hTypei hParameterRef i

hStateVariablei

::= ‘var’ hTypei hVarRef i

hEventHandleri ::= ‘handler’ hHandlerRef i ‘(’ hEventTypei hRef i ‘)’ ‘{’
hStatementi*
‘}’
hStatementi

::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

hLanguageStatementi
hSubscribei
hUnsubscribei
hConnecti
hTriggeri
hExpecti
hCreatei
hDestroyi
hHoldi
hResumei
hUnplugi
hPlugi
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hSubscribei

::= ‘subscribe’ hHandlerRef i ‘to’ hPortRef i

hUnsubscribei

::= ‘unsubscribe’ hHandlerRef i ‘from’ hPortRef i

hConnecti

::= hChannelRef i ‘=’ ‘connect’ hPortRef i ‘to’ hPortRef i
[ ‘filterby’ hEventFilteri ]

hEventFilteri

::= ‘positive’ hConditioni [ ‘and’ hEventFilteri ]
| ‘negative’ hConditioni [ ‘and’ hEventFilteri ]

hConditioni

::= hEventTypei ‘.’ hAttributeRef i ‘=’ hValuei

hTriggeri

::= ‘trigger’ hEventTypei ‘(’
[ hAttributeRef i ‘=’ hArgVali ]*
‘)’ ‘on’ hPortRef i

hExpecti

::= ‘expect’ hExpectFilteri [ ‘or’ hExpectFilteri ]*

hExpectFilteri

::= hEventTypei
[ ‘(’ hBooleanConditionOnStateVarsAndEventi ‘)’ ]
[ ‘on’ hPortRef i ]

hCreatei

::= hComponentRef i ‘=’ ‘create’ hComponentTypei ‘(’
hArgVali*
‘)’

hDestroyi

::= ‘destroy’ hComponentRef i
| ‘destroy’ hChannelRef i

hHoldi

::= ‘hold’ hChannelRef i

hResumei

::= ‘resume’ hChannelRef i

hUnplugi

::= ‘unplug’ hChannelRef i ‘from’ hPortRef i

hPlugi

::= ‘plug’ hChannelRef i ‘to’ hPortRef i

Appendix B

Kompics Operational
Semantics

This appendix presents the operational semantics [182] for Kompics. We
use an approach to describing the Kompics operational semantics similar
the one taken by Van Roy and Haridi in describing the semantics of the Oz
programming language [193, ch.13]. The configuration of a Kompics system
is represented in an abstract store, containing predicate assertions about a
component’s state and the architectural relations among components.
The system bootstraps by creating a Main component from a given
component specification and activating it. When a component is created,
it executes a constructor procedure, which is a sequence of statements. A
statement can be any sequential statement in the underlying programming
language, or a statement of the Kompics model. For simplicity of presentation, and without loss of generality, we consider that the statements of
the underlying language consist only of assignment and sequential composition even though consitional statements and loops are possible. We
present the kernel Kompics statements in Figure B.1 and we describe their
semantics in the remainder of the appendix.
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::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

skip
var v : T
v := val
S1 ; S2
create C c
provide P p
require P p
subscribe h to p
unsubscribe h from p
x := connect p to q filterby Fx
trigger e on p
expect Fe
start c
stop c
destroy c
hold x
resume x
unplug x from p
plug x to p

empty statement
variable introduction
assignment
sequential composition
component creation
provided port creation
required port creation
handler subscription
handler unsubscription
channel creation
event triggering
expectation for next event
component activation
component passivation
component destruction
channel passivation
channel activation
channel disconnection
channel connection

Figure B.1. Kompics kernel language. skip is a no-op statement used for convenience in expressing reduction rules. S1 and S2 denote statements in the implementation programming language, v denotes a state variable, T denotes a data type, C
denotes a component type, P denotes a port type, c denotes a subcomponent of
the current component, p and q denote ports, h denotes an event handler, x and y
denote channels, Fx denotes a channel filter, e denotes an event, and Fe denotes a
pattern of expected events.

The system advances by successive reduction steps. A reduction rule of
the form

C
σ

C0
σ0

if C

states that the computation makes a transition from a multiset of components C connected to a store σ, to a multiset of components C 0 connected to
a store σ0 , if the boolean condition C holds. A store represents a conjunction
of primitive assertions. A primitive assertion is a predicate of the form
pred(...), which qualifies or relates model entities.
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The following rule expresses concurrency:

C]D
σ

C0 ] D
σ0

if

C
σ

C0
σ0

A subset of components can execute without affecting or depending on the
other components in the system.
A components runs by executing its event handlers, sequentially, in
response to received events. An event handler is a sequence of statements
ending with the special statement done, which we use in the semantics as
a marker for the termination of handler execution. We extend the reduction
rule notation to allow the reduction of statements in addition to multisets
of components. A statement S is reduced in the context of the component
executing the statement, κ, which we denote by κ hSi.
Sequential composition:
κ h S1 ; S2 i
σ

κ hS10 ; S2 i
σ0

if

κ h S1 i
σ

κ hS10 i
σ0

The reduction of a sequence of statements S1 ; S2 , replaces the topmost
statement S1 with its reduction S10 .
Empty statement:
κ hskip; T i
σ

κ hT i
σ

The empty statement skip is removed from any sequence of statements.
Assignment:
κ hv := val i
σ

κ hskipi
σ ∧ κ (v) = val

if σ |= v ∈ Vκ ∧ type(v) ⊆ type(val )

If v is one of κ’s state variables and its type is assignable from the type of the
value val, then the assignment statement reduces to the empty statement
and the store now records that the value of v in κ is now val.
Provide:
κ hprovide P pi
σ

κ hskipi
σ ∧ σ0

if σ |= p− ∈
/ Pκ ∧ P = spec(π )
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where σ0 ≡ p− ∈ Pκ ∧ p+ ∈ Pκ 0 ∧ κ ∈ Cκ 0 ∧ p ∈ π. Port p of type π, defined
in port specification P, is added to κ. This makes the pole p− visible in κ
and the pole p+ visible in κ’s parent.
Require:
κ hrequire P pi
σ

κ hskipi
σ ∧ σ0

if σ |= p+ ∈
/ Pκ ∧ P = spec(π )

where σ0 ≡ p+ ∈ Pκ ∧ p− ∈ Pκ 0 ∧ κ ∈ Cκ ∧ p ∈ π. This rule is similar to
the provide rule above. When port p is required, the pole p+ is visible in
κ and the pole p− visible in κ’s parent.
Subscribe:
κ hsubscribe h to pi
κ hskipi
if
σ
σ ∧ sub(h(ε), pdir ) ∈ Sκ
σ |= h(ε) ∈ Hκ ∧ pdir ∈ Pκ ∧ ε0 . π dir ∧ p ∈ π ∧ ε ⊆ ε0 ∧ dir ∈ {+, −}
If h is a handler of κ that handles events of type ε and p is a port visible in
κ, then h can be subscribed to p if ε0 , some supertype of ε, flows through p
towards the pole visible in κ. The subscription of h to p is recorded in the
store as a member of Sκ , the set of all κ’s subscriptions.
Unsubscribe:
κ hunsubscribe h from pi
σ ∧ sub(h(ε), pdir ) ∈ Sκ

κ hskipi
σ

if σ |= pdir ∈ Pκ

where dir ∈ {+, −}. If there exists a subscription of handler h to port p, in
κ, it is removed.
Create:
κ hcreate C ci
σ

{κ hskipi} ] {ch T i}
σ ∧ σ0

if σ |= c ∈
/ Cκ

where C is a component specification, T is the statement representing
C’s constructor, and σ0 ≡ c ∈ Cκ ∧ Vc = vars(C ) ∧ Hc = handlers(C ) ∧
Cc = ∅ ∧ Pc = ∅ ∧ Sc = ∅ ∧ Xc = ∅ ∧ ¬ active(c). Component c is created
as a child of κ, from the specification C. Component c starts executing its
constructor but will not execute any event handlers until it is started.
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Connect:
κ h x = connect p to q filterby Fπ i
σ

κ hskipi
σ ∧ σ0

if

σ |= x ∈
/ Xκ ∧ p ∈ π ∧ q ∈ π 0 ∧ π = π 0 ∧ pdir , qdir ∈ Pκ
where σ0 ≡ x ( p, q) ∈ Xκ ∧ active( x ) ∧ Fπ ∈ x and

−
if dir = +
dir ∈ {+, −} ∧ dir =
+
if dir = −
A channel, x, is created to connect port p and q, both visible within κ. Ports
p and q have to be of the same type and different polarities. The channel
filter Fπ is associated with channel x. Specifying a channel filter is optional.
Trigger:
κ htrigger e on pi
σ

κ hfwd e at pdir i
σ

if

σ |= pdir ∈ Pκ ∧ p ∈ π ∧ e ∈ ε ∧ ε ⊆ ε0 ∧ ε0 . π dir ∧ active(κ )
where dir ∈ {+, −}. If event e can flow through port p in the direction in
which it is triggered (pdir ), then e is forwarded by the port p from the pole
where it was triggered to the opposite pole (pdir ). Here, according to the
rule below, e is (1) carried further by the active channels connected to (pdir ),
(2) enqueued in the passive channels connected to (pdir ), and (3) delivered
to all local subscriptions to (pdir ).
κ hfwd e at pdir i
σ

κ hfwd e at qidir ; enq e at ydir
j ; deliver e to sl i
σ

where σ |= pdir ∈ Pκ 0 ∧ qidir ∈ Pκ 0 ∧ p ∈ π ∧ qi ∈ π ∧ xi ( p, qi ) ∈ Xκ 0 ∧
active( xi ) ∧ match(e, xi ) ∧ y j ( p, q j ) ∈ Xκ 0 ∧ ¬ active(y j ) ∧ match(e, y j ) ∧ sl ∈
Sκ 0 ∧ sl = sub(hl (ε l ), pdir ) ∧ ε ⊆ ε l ∧ e ∈ ε.
κ henq e at x dir i
σ
where σ0 |= queuedir ( x ) = queuedir ( x )#e.

κ hskipi
σ ∧ σ0
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κ hdeliver e to si
σ

κ hskipi
σ ∧ σ0

where s ∈ Sκ 0 ∧ s = sub(h(ε), pdir ) ∧ σ0 ≡ queue( pdir ) = queue( pdir )#(h, e).
Delivering an event e to a local subscription, means enqueuing the pair
(h, e), where h represents the subscribed handler, into an incoming event
queue associated with pole pdir .
Expect:
κ hexpect F i
σ

κ hskipi
σ ∧ σ0

if σ 2 expects(κ, F 0 )

where σ0 ≡ expects(κ, F ).
κ hexpect F i
σ ∧ σ00

κ hskipi
σ ∧ σ0

if σ00 |= expects(κ, F 0 )

where σ0 ≡ expects(κ, F ). If the expect primitive is invoked multiple
times within one event handler the last invocation wins.
Start:
κ hstart ci chstart ci0 i
if
σ ∧ σ0
σ ∧ active(c)
σ |= c ∈ Cκ ∧ (∃sub(hk , p j ) ∈ Sκ ∨ ∃ xk (qk , p j ) ∈ Xκ ) ∧ σ0 |= ¬ active(c)
where ci0 ∈ Cc ∧ ( p j ∈ Pκ ∨ p j ∈ Pc ). A component c can be started only if
all its ports are connected. Starting a component recursively tries to start
all its subcomponents.
Stop:
κ hstop ci
σ ∧ σ0

chstop ci0 i
σ ∧ ¬ active(c)

if σ |= c ∈ Cκ ∧ σ0 |= active(c)

where ci0 ∈ Cc . Stopping a component recursively stops all its subcomponents.
Destroy:
κ hdestroy ci
σ ∧ σ0

chdestroy ci0 i
σ

if σ0 |= c ∈ Cκ ∧ σ |= ¬ active(c)
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where ci0 ∈ Cc . A component can be destroyed only if stopped.
Hold:
κ hhold x i
σ ∧ σ0

κ hskipi
σ ∧ ¬ active( x )

if x ∈ Xκ ∧ σ0 |= active( x )

Passivating a channel causes all events flowing through the channel to be
locally enqueued in the channel, without being delivered to the destination
ports, in either direction.
Resume:
κ hresume x i
σ ∧ σ0

dir
κ hfwd eidir at pdir ; fwd edir
j at q i
σ ∧ active( x )

if

x ( pdir , qdir ) ∈ Xκ ∧ σ0 |= ¬ active( x )
where ei ∈ queuedir ( x ) ∧ e j ∈ queuedir ( x ). Reactivating a channel delivers
all the enqueued events to the destination ports in both directions.
Done:
κ hdonei
σ

κ hSi
σ ∧ σ0

if σ |= active(κ ) ∧ ∃ pdir ∈ Pκ , queue( pdir ) 6= ∅

where σ0 |= queue( pdir ) = queue( pdir ) \ (h, e) and S represents the compound statement of handler h and (h, e) is the head of the event queue
of port pdir . Upon terminating the execution of an event handler or a
constructor, a component blocks if it is stopped or if it has no received
events. Otherwise, it executes the first event enqueued in an event queue
of one of its ports.
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